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Abstract
A rigorous investigation of functional collectives of musculo-skeletal
articulators is lacking in DCD literature, in spite of powerful empirical arguments
suggesting that they represent a critical unit of control (e.g., coordinative structure
theory). Thus, the purpose of this dissertation was to examine how children with
and without DCD coordinate and control their actions in a multi-degrees of
freedom task, such as ball catching. The first study focused on the development
of a protocol and qualitative measures capable of examining ball catching
performance in children of varying skill levels. The second study involved a
replication of the previously devised protocol with a larger group of individuals
with and without DCD. The third phase involved a more in-depth analysis of
spatial and temporal aspects of movement coordination and control using
kinematics.
Typically developing boys effectively coordinated and controlled their
actions regardless of the task constraints. This confirms that by 10-11 years of
age ball catching, and the underlying perceptual-motor mechanisms, are well
developed. The analysis of the emerging tendencies showed that they coupled
and decoupled the existing spatio-temporal coordinative relations depending on
the task constraints, and biomechanical properties of the relevant elements
involved. This supports the notion that optimal movement coordination reflects
the ability to re-organize the relevant coordinative structures, given the existing
constraints.

This dissertation revealed that children with DCD organized their
peripheral degrees of freedom differently when compared to typically developing
individuals. This was confirmed through comprehensive behavioral and
kinematic analyses of the emerging actions. They exhibited a universal tendency
to decouple/segment their actions across different levels of organization. The
inferences regarding the coinciding stability of the emerging movement forms
were inconclusive. The dissertation also provided a comprehensive piece of
evidence showing that the emerging coordinative relations lack flexibility. In line
with the model of hierarchical development (Burton, 1990), this was attributed to
less than optimal coordination and control of bimanual actions, particularly in the
temporal domain of organization. Further investigation of biomechanical and/or
neuromuscular constraints on movement coordination and control is warranted.
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List of important terms
Attractor: a stable coordinative pattern exhibited by the system.
Bimanual coordination (also referred to as inter-limb): process involving changes in
spatial and temporal relations (coupling) between homologous body components (e.g.,
left and right arm).
Constraints: factors which channel the system towards certain movement forms, while
preventing the generation of others, which although biomechanically possible are not
accomplished.
Control: ability to adapt to changes in task demands while preserving the functionality
and overall spatio-temporal structure of the action.
Control parameter: a relevant characteristic of a task or activity which when manipulated
(scaled) to a certain critical value or state, will result in qualitative change in the
emerging action (e.g., phase transition)
Coordination: process of establishing stable spatio-temporal relations between the
components of the motor system resulting in functional movement forms.
Coupling: a relationship existing between the anatomical structures of the motor system.
It can be of spatial, temporal and kinetic nature, or it can be inferred from phase or
muscular relations.
Degrees of freedom: number of independent ways in which a system can move.
Degrees of freedom problem: “the process of mastering redundant degrees of freedom of
the moving organ, in other words its conversion to a controllable system” (Bernstein,
1967, pg. 127).
Effector space: hand - or extrinsic frame of reference which is used by the CNS to plan
the emerging trajectory.
Essential variables: variables which allow inferring differences in the qualitative nature of
the emerging movement forms, hence movement coordination. Changes in their
magnitude lead to changes in the coordination patterns.
Inter-segmental coordination: process involving changes to spatial and temporal relations
(coupling) between the limbs (e.g., arm; leg) and body segments (e.g., trunk).
Intra-limb coordination: process involving changes in spatial and temporal relations
(coupling) between the anatomical parts of a limb (e.g., shoulder-elbow in an arm).

Joint-space: intrinsic frame of reference which is used by the CNS to plan the emerging
trajectory.
Non-essential variables: variables which when changed or manipulated do not lead to
changes in the overall qualitative nature of the emerging action (e.g., movement
duration).
Synergy (also known as coordinative structure): a group of muscles or joints spanned by
these muscles, which are constrained to act as a one, functional unit.
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Introduction: Chapter 1
Developmental Coordination Disorder
General introduction. Clumsiness is a concept that has been discussed in
literature for roughly 75 years (e.g. Gubbay, 1975; Henderson & Hall, 1982; Orton,
1937). Broadly speaking, the condition refers to a maladaptive motor behavior in relation
to an expected or required movement performance (Morris & Whiting, 1971). Henderson
and Hall (1982) formulated their definition by adding that clumsy individuals are also
those who “show no evidence of disease of the nervous system”. More recently, the term
“Developmental Coordination Disorder” (DCD) has been adopted to refer to the group of
individuals exhibiting awkward, and more often than not, ineffective movement forms
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994). A child who is diagnosed with DCD exhibits
poor coordination without clear evidence of neurological pathology (e.g., muscular
dystrophy), and in the presence of intellectual capabilities consistent with that of their
typically functioning peers. These issues must also interfere with the ability to perform
activities of daily living, or have a direct link to poor academic achievement. In practical
terms the two latter criteria are rarely considered when diagnosing DCD for placement,
research, or clinical purposes.
In terms of the etiology many hypotheses have been put forward. The notion of
developmental delay, as a potential explanation of the emerging movement problems, has
been rejected on the grounds that these children do not grow out of their problems, as
they persist into adolescence and adulthood (e.g., Cousins & Smyth, 2003). Also, the
hypothesis that DCD is a deficit of motor learning alone is difficult to accept (Missiuna,
1994). There is simply not enough empirical research to support this notion. However,
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there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that the behaviors manifested by children
diagnosed with DCD result from a less than optimal functioning of certain neurological
structures. This hypothesis is incompatible with the definition of DCD as currently used.
However, it is intuitively appealing as at least some sub-groups of children with DCD
have been identified with soft neurological signs or a general cerebellar deficit (Cantin,
Polatajko, Thach, & Jaglal, 2007; Volman & Geuze, 1998). Also, the fact remains that
the trademark features of movement forms exhibited by children with DCD (e.g.,
movement segmentation) closely resemble those evident in the performance of
individuals with a clearly identified neurological deficit (e.g., cerebellar ataxia) (Topka,
Konczak, & Dichgans, 1998).
Another pertinent issue associated with the concept of DCD is the heterogeneity
of the population. The notion of a typical profile of a child with DCD does not exist.
Nevertheless, from the standpoint of the development of fundamental skills, it appears
that ball catching represents a skill which is difficult to accomplish for many of these
children (Van Waelvelde, De Weerdt, De Cock, Smits-Engelsman, & Peersman, 2004;
Utley & Astill, 2007). The fact that many of the available formal assessment tools (e.g.,
MABC; TGMD) include items tapping into this domain attests to this claim.
Ball catching represents a seemingly simple task, nevertheless a number of
different constraints may affect if or how children with DCD are able to intercept the ball.
The effects of psychological (e.g., intrinsic motivation) or socio-cultural (e.g.,
motivational climate) factors cannot be discarded as the potential limiters to their
performance. In the motor control domain, which is of primary relevance here, less than
optimal functioning of a number of different body sub-systems (e.g., sensory, perceptual,
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motor) may be responsible for the nature and effectiveness of the emerging movement
patterns. In the present dissertation the identification and examination of the nature of
coordinative tendencies used, by children with and without DCD, to organize the motor
apparatus in multi-limb actions is of primary interest. These issues are intimately linked
to the investigation of the mechanisms underlying the process of mastery of redundant
degrees of freedom of the musculo-skeletal system (Bernstein, 1967).
Movement coordination and control in DCD. Less than optimal organization
of degrees of freedom in the human motor system can be attributed to problems in
coordination and/or control (Burton, 1990). These concepts can be defined in many
different ways depending on the theoretical context. Here, movement coordination is
defined as the process of establishing stable spatio-temporal relations between the
components of the motor system resulting in functional movement forms. The issue of
movement control is related to the notion of parameterization, a process “by which values
are assigned to the variables in the (coordinative) function” (Newell, 1985, p. 297). More
explicitly, movement control represents the ability to adapt to changes in task demands
while preserving the functionality and overall spatio-temporal structure of the action.
The notion of coordination and control may also be understood as in terms of the ability
of the system to generate movement forms that are stabile yet flexible.
For the purpose of this dissertation Burton’s (1990) model outlining the
development of movement repertoire through the sequential acquisition of coordination
and control was implemented (Figure 1-1). This model is in line with Newell’s model of
motor learning (1985), and more broadly, with the conceptual premises of coordinative
structure (Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980; Turvey, 1977) and dynamic systems theories
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(Kelso, 1994). The mastery of coordination and control unfolds hierarchically from less
to more complex levels of organization (Li, Levin, Forner-Cordero, & Swinnen, 2005).
At any given level, coordination represents the basis for further acquisition of movement
control. Thus, it is plausible that an individual may be able to coordinate actions at a bimanual level. However, he or she may not be able to control them. Also, less than
optimal ability to coordinate/control actions at lower level prevents, conceptually, the
development of an appropriate movement repertoire involving higher levels of
organization. For example, before a child learns to synchronize his/her arms and legs to
perform a snow angel (inter-segmental organization), coordination and control at the
bimanual level (inter-limb organization) of organization have to be mastered (Burton,
1990; Getchell & Whitall, 2003).

Figure 1-1. Instructional hierarchy for working with persons who have movement
coordination problems.

From the dynamic perspective, the development and learning of functional
movement forms involves the assembly of different subsystems into purposeful taskspecific actions, and the modification of the initial intrinsic dynamics in the direction of
optimal stability (Thelen & Smith, 1998). It has been suggested that during this process
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the intrinsic dynamics, or preferred coordinative patterns, are “channeled” by physical
properties of the body (e.g., neuromuscular/biomechanical constraints), as well as by the
informational constraints (e.g., perceptual), towards a more optimal pattern of
coordination (Newell, 1986). Thus, an examination of the emerging movement patterns
allows making inferences about the nature/status of underlying coordinative tendencies.
And, it also aids in identifying those factors (constraints) which “solve” the redundancy
problem. To date, the bulk of motor control research in the DCD domain has focused on
constraints associated with sensory and perceptuo-motor processing taking place at the
cognitive /representational level of functioning. In fact, how children with DCD master
the degrees of freedom of the peripheral motor system has been rarely examined. This is
particularly true in regards to the multi-joint actions involved in an ecologically relevant
task such as ball catching.
Issues in Movement Organization
The “Degrees of Freedom Problem”. One of the first scientists who appreciated
the complexity of organization involved in multi-joint actions was Nikolai Bernstein
(1967). The complexity surrounds the issue of overcoming/mastering the excessive
degrees of freedom (df) at the behavioral level of organization. These can be defined as a
number of parameters that are “free” to vary, a number of independent ways in which a
system can move, or the number of values required to completely describe a system’s
motion relative to the established coordinate reference frame. Regardless of the
definition, an important step toward understanding the way actions involving multiple
degrees of freedom are organized is to establish the basic units of organization.
Inarguably, the assumption that during even a simple movement, performers control
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individual muscles or individual joints they span is difficult to support (Latash, 2008). In
the area of motor behavior, there has been much theoretical debate as to how this problem
is solved.
GMP/Cognitive approach. One of these approaches can be broadly
coined as cognitive or representational. In the context of coordination, it has been
suggested that the notion of a generalized motor program (GMP) (Schmidt, 1975) solves
the degrees of freedom problem. Here, the issues in motor control are basically viewed
as a problem of organizing the appropriate muscular activation pattern(s). Thus,
conceptually the program accounts for the organization of muscle groups within- or
between the limbs, so that the number of elements for the executive to control is reduced.
Also, the concept of GMP is thought of as a central structure that is suited to control a
particular class of movements rather than a single movement, which again simplifies the
nature of movement organization.
The notion of the GMP as a solution to the degrees of freedom problem has some
virtue. In fact, the programming theories have been vastly incorporated in research
examining issues of movement organization in goal-directed (uni-manual) arm actions.
For example, research emerging from the Fitts’ law (1954) showed that the performance
of tasks such as reaching and grasping involves the coordination of open and closed loop
control systems. The former being involved more when the accuracy demands are lax,
and the latter contributing to the emerging movement when the availability of sensory
input is of crucial importance. Despite its usefulness, an important shortcoming of this
approach is its inability to address how biomechanical properties of the movement system
contribute to (intra-limb) coordination.
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Schmidt and colleagues (Schmidt, Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, & Quinn, 1979) also
suggested that the concept of GMP is applicable when organizing bimanual movements.
In the original work it was proposed that relative timing and relative force represent
invariant characteristics that are common for both hands, whereas the total duration of the
movement represents a surface parameter specific to each hand. While the model
accounts for some of the observed phenomena, it also has some conceptual limitations
(Cardoso de Oliveira, 2002). A major issue for the generalized motor program theory is
the distinction between invariant and surface parameters of the motor program. In
relation to bimanual actions, it appears that the “dichotomy between hand-specific and
common parameters is not very strict” (Cardoso de Oliveira, 2002, p. 2). The empirical
data have shown that the timing of the two hands was not completely correlated, and the
spatial errors were not completely independent (e.g., Schmidt et al., 1979). This indicates
that either temporal coding is not entirely common, or that there is an interaction between
the presumably hand-specific distance parameters. Any attempt at addressing this
important observation is further jeopardized by the fact that relative timing may not
represent an invariant feature of the GMP after all (e.g., Heuer, 1996).
Coordinative structure/Dynamic systems theory. A drastically different
solution to the degrees of freedom problem was put forward by the proponents of the
coordinative structure theory (Turvey, 1977; Kugler et al., 1980). Their
conceptualization resembles the notion of synergy or “action units” as put forward by
Bernstein (1967). The hallmark of these structures is that they constitute a temporary
“marshalling” of several articulators into task-specific pattern (Kelso et al., 1980). The
presence of such units of action decreases the number of the variables the system needs to
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control, partially solving the problem of redundancy. They may be assembled at
different levels of organization, hence between body segments, joints, muscles or motor
units. Regardless of the level, they can be inferred from certain invariant relationships
among kinematic, kinetic and/or EMG events. Due to the fact that there is no equivocal
relationship between the nature of muscular impulses and the emerging movement forms,
how these units are formed, change and persist over different time scales have been
investigated at the kinematic (behavioral) level of analysis. Although at this macro-level
of analysis it is impossible to disentangle the underlying “causes” of movement, the
advantage of such approach is that an intact behavior can be examined in terms of its
spatial and temporal characteristics.
Coordinative structures/synergies, like GMP, organize independent elements of
the system into groups such that each group is controlled by a single variable. However,
in contrast to the programming theories, the proponents of the coordinative structure
approach assume that the nature of movement coordination is a consequence of selforganizational properties of the human motor system (Kelso et al., 1980). This is also the
essential principle of the dynamic systems theory (Kelso, 1995, for review) which
considers the emerging movement behavior as a result of interacting elements of the
system in the context of the surrounding environment and/or goals of a particular activity.
Thus, the responsibility for decisions regarding how the available degrees of freedom are
organized to form a particular motor pattern is relegated to low levels of CNS. In the
contemporary motor behavior literature, factors that have an effect or shape the emerging
actions are coined as limiters, in motor development literature (Thelen & Smith, 1998), or
constraints in motor control and learning fields (Newell, 1986). The identification of
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these factors and determination of their influence on stability and instability of the
emerging movement forms represent an important aim of the dynamic systems approach.
Spatial and temporal coupling. Another term which is intimately related to the
concept of coordinative structures, and the dynamic systems theory, is the notion of
coupling. It should be noted that this concept does not necessarily pertain to coordination
between anatomical structures, as it is possible to have highly coordinated (coupled)
actions between two people, or a person and environment. However, for the purpose of
this research the notion of coupling is strictly related to a bond which allows the
independent elements of the motor system to be organized as one unit of action,
previously defined as synergy/coordinative structure. The nature (stability/flexibility) of
these bonds, how they are formed and change across short (motor learning) and long
(motor development) time scales can be examined at different levels of organization
(Figure 1 - 2) and analysis. In the present series of experiments, the primary interest is in
the description of the emerging behavior at the two highest levels, using behavioral and
kinematic measures, respectively.

Figure 1-2. A model representing a hierarchy of synergies.
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Intra-limb coordination. Historically, discrete goal-directed actions such
as pointing as well as reaching and grasping (prehension) have been used to examine the
nature of intra-limb organization. Initially, the literature focused on identifying invariant
feature(s) of goal-directed movements (e.g., Hallerbach & Atkeson, 1987). This was
done under the assumption that the identification of an invariant feature of a particular
motor task can lead to insights concerning the parameters utilized by the central nervous
system in planning and controlling the coordinated movement (Soechting, 1989). At this
point it is sufficient to say that for arm actions, the motion at the selective joints (e.g.,
angular displacement of shoulder-elbow) is unique (e.g., Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981),
as is the motion of the endpoint (e.g., linear displacement and velocity of the wrist)
(Morasso, 1981). This means that trajectory formation (planning/control of movements)
takes place at the kinematic level, in both joint and effector frames of reference,
respectively (Soechting, 1989).
The process of trajectory formation is the time evolution of kinematic variables
that characterize its spatial as well as temporal characteristics. Thus, regardless of the
frame of reference, both the analysis of end-point trajectories and angular changes in the
respective joint(s), provide important insight into different aspects of movement
organization. The analysis of bell-shaped velocity profiles can provide insight into the
temporal aspect of organization in both uni- and bimanual actions. On the other hand,
establishing how different joints, or relationships between them, contribute to the
emerging trajectory allows inferring the nature of spatial movement organization. In the
domain of motor control models, the process of identifying how the angular changes in
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joint(s) contribute to the pattern formation is known as inverse kinematics problem. This
approach is essential to the examination of intra-limb coordination.
In pointing, as well as reaching and grasping, the relationship between shoulder
and elbow angular position represents an essential variable for movement organization
(e.g., Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981). This was inferred from the fact that the tight spatial
coupling between the joints was preserved across trials, and remained invariant across
different manipulations of the relevant task constraints (movement speed, target location).
These results have been replicated extensively across protocols involving
reaching/pointing movements across different task (e.g., different speeds) (Lacquaniti &
Soechting, 1982), organismic (e.g., left vs. right hand) (Steenbergen, Marteniuk, &
Kalbfleisch, 1995) and individual constraints (e.g., different populations) (Steenbergen,
van Thiel, Hulstijn, & Meulenbroek, 2000). More recently, it has also been shown that
such angular invariant relations are present in actions taking place under external time
demands such as one-hand ball catching. Mazyn and colleagues (Mazyn, Montagne,
Savelsbergh, & Lenoir, 2006) investigated the nature of intra-limb coordination in young
adults in a one-handed catching task across different ball speeds. The analysis of
correlation coefficients capturing the covariance between the angular displacements of
the shoulder and elbow confirmed that both joints were tightly coupled across the trials
(low intra-subject variability), sample (low inter-subject variability) and task constraints
(seven speeds; r = .77 - .79).
A similar type of invariant relationship has also been found in studies examining
the nature of coordination between the elbow and the wrist (Lacquaniti & Soechting,
1982). Qualitatively, the degree of spatial coupling evident in elbow-wrist relations is
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lower when compared to the nature of coupling evident in the shoulder-elbow relations
(Mazyn et al., 2006). This is due to the fact that the angular displacement of the wrist, in
relation to the range of motion at the elbow, is relatively small thus resulting in small
correlation coefficients. Likely, the necessity for the wrist to be “stiffened” or “frozen
out” is due to the accuracy demands of the interceptive tasks. Such invariant relationship
has been consistently reported in research examining goal directed actions across
different task constraints (Dunskaia, Swinnen, Walter, Spaepen, & Verschueren, 1998;
Koshlan, Galloway, & Nevoret-Bell, 2000; Lacquaniti & Soechting, 1982; Mazyn et al.,
2006).
What is the implication of the above mentioned research in the context of how the
degrees of freedom problem is solved? It is evident that in goal-directed arm actions
different joints are not controlled independently, but are rather organized into one unit of
action, previously referred to as coordinated structure or synergy (Turvey, 1977). The
presence of invariant relationships between the respective joints implies that the number
of independent degrees of freedom to be organized is reduced, and that this reduction
may be a consequence of neural control (Soechting, 1989). In relation to the issues
examined in this dissertation, it is assumed that qualitative differences in movement
imply differences in coordination dynamics. Thus, if there are differences between the
groups in the magnitude of spatial and/or temporal relationships, it can be concluded that
a particular system organizes the emerging actions differently. That is, it “solves” the
degrees of freedom problem in a way that is different, and potentially ineffective, when
compared to the tendencies exhibited by individuals whose movement repertoire is intact.
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Bi-manual coordination. Another way of examining the principles of
movement organization, and the nature of constraints affecting it, has been through the
study of bimanual discrete or continuous, rhythmical movements. In this field, regardless
of the methodologies involved, the temporal coupling has been considered as the most
pervasive phenomenon. Here, the research pertaining to the mechanisms underlying the
performance of discrete action is discussed, whereas the premises of models applying to
rhythmical tasks (e.g., Haken-Kelso-Bunz model) are outlined in the subsequent sections.
A true landmark with respect to the study of temporal coupling in bimanual
coordination was published by Kelso and colleagues (Kelso, Southard, & Goodman,
1979). They used Fitts’ law as a starting point to examine the principles of the control
underlying simultaneous movements of the upper limbs. Fitts (1954) proposed a
mathematical equation in which the duration of a unilateral movement is a function of
index of difficulty. The resulting formulation is known as speed-accuracy trade-off.
Kelso and coworkers (1979) examined what would happen if discrete movements with a
different index of difficulty had to be performed together with both upper limbs. The
findings revealed that Fitts’ law did not apply to bimanual actions, as the organization of
both limbs was governed by a common (coordinative) structure, sharing highly similar
temporal characteristics.
After this original work, more research has been devoted to examination of
whether the nervous system specifies the states of each effector separately or as a part of
one functional unit (e.g., Kelso, Putnam, & Goodman, 1983; Sherwood, 1989). The
overall findings from these investigations supported the initial hypothesis. The temporal
characteristics of the effectors (e.g., movement onset; time to peak velocity; movement
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time) were preserved regardless if the limbs had to travel the same or different distances
to targets of different widths. Such findings have been interpreted as support for the
theoretical notion that bimanual actions are controlled via one coordinative structure.
The robustness of the coordinative structure theory (Kelso et al., 1979), in the context of
bimanual coordination, has also been examined in ball catching (Tayler & Davids, 1997).
This line of research aimed at investigating whether the theory, as originally investigated
in bimanual aiming tasks, would apply to tasks taking place under external time demands
where the hands were required to arrive simultaneously at the same target end-point via
same (central catches) and different trajectories (lateral catches). It was hypothesized that
if the temporal nature of the emerging two-handed catches remained the same across
conditions, the relevance of the coordinative structure theory would be supported. The
results confirmed this hypothesis. The differences between the movement onsets of each
hand were minimal and more importantly similar across the conditions. Furthermore, the
analysis of differences in time to peak velocity showed that the largest discrepancy was 5
- 6 ms, regardless of the task constraints. The authors concluded that the presence of
such strong temporal coupling between the effectors, across different conditions, supports
the notion that both hands are organized as one coordinative structure. Also, in line with
the previous work (Kelso et al., 1983) the data confirmed that timing is an essential
variable for the coordination of actions in which the limbs are required to move varying
distances to the same or different targets.
Another type of “bond” that has been investigated at the bimanual level of
organization was spatial coupling. The nature of such relations, how they develop and
change over time, has been studied to a much lesser extent as compared to the temporal
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aspect of organization. Nevertheless, the existing literature confirmed that, aside from
temporal symmetry, there is also a strong tendency to spatially couple the action of both
arms. This has been reported in several experiments involving discrete as well as
continuous movement tasks (e.g., Goodman, Kabayashi, & Kelso, 1983; Sherwood,
1989).
The presence of temporal as well as spatial symmetry raises an interesting
question as to whether they are intertwined, or represent independent domains of
organization. The answer is not straightforward. Ivry and colleagues (Ivry, Diedrichsen,
Spencer, Hazeltine, & Semjen, 2004) suggested that, at least for some types of
movements, the temporal constraints on coordination are an integral part of spatial
constraints. On the other hand, it has been known that both aspects of organization arise
from separate levels of control hierarchy (Heuer, 1996). This implies that during the
development of different neural structures, both aspects of organization mature at
different rates. This hypothesis is in line with the motor learning literature suggesting
that spatial organization, in goal-directed actions, represents something that is more
rudimentary. It is mastered early during the development of the skill, thus allowing an
individual to acquire the “ball-park” of the desired movement form (Marteniuk &
Romanow, 1983). As a result, it is plausible that someone may be able to maintain
similarity between spatial trajectories of the end effectors without preservation of their
temporal invariance. However, the opposite scenario has also been reported in research
examining bimanual actions. In a series of studies Sherwood (1989) showed that while
the acceleration pattern and the termination of movements can be well synchronized, the
spatial trajectories may not. This led to the hypothesis that temporal synchronization
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occurs more “automatically”, without conscious awareness, and it represents a more
stable (essential) behavior.
Collectively, it appears that spatial and temporal constraints have a varying
impact on bimanual coordination. In some instances (e.g., continuous vs. discrete tasks)
one may be more prevalent than the other. For this reason, examination of both aspects
of organization is warranted. This is particularly true when movement coordination and
control of atypically functioning individuals is examined, where one or both aspects of
organization may represent a limiter in the process of movement production.
Movement redundancy. In goal-directed arm actions, the net result of motion of
all of the arm joints is to maintain or change the position/orientation of the hand in space.
The hand has the ability to execute six-degrees of freedom motion. However, the arm has
seven degrees of freedom (three in the shoulder and the wrist, and one in the elbow)
which means that it is plausible to change the angles at the individual joints, without
changing the orientation of the end-effector. This is known as kinematic redundancy
resulting in the fact that an infinite number of combinations of joint angles can be
selected to position the end-effector in the proximity of the desired target. Yet, more
often than not, individuals of the same skill level, under similar task and environmental
demands, choose one (same) movement form to accomplish the task despite the
abundance of the available actions. An attempt to address this issue represents the second
problem put forward by Bernstein (1967). Namely, given the existing redundancy across
different levels of organization (motor units; muscles; joints), how does the central
nervous system choose a certain pattern for executing a motor task from an infinite
number of possibilities?
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In the field of motor control there have been three approaches that attempt to
solve this issue in multi-joint/limb actions. One kind addresses the motor redundancy
problem by emphasizing the role of cost “containment”. According to this model, the
movement patterns are selected based on their smoothness, which can be inferred from
the mean rate of change in acceleration or minimization of the mean rate of change of
torque (Uno, Kawato, & Suzuki, 1989). In other words, the actions which are most
energy efficient ultimately emerge from the family of all possible responses. The second
class is known as models of trajectory planning as they attempt to establish whether the
emerging movement forms are formed in effector or joint space (Hollerbach, 1990). The
last kind of model asserts that neuro-mascular and/or biomechanical dependencies
between limbs or limb segments “constrain” the spatio-temporal nature of the emerging
actions. These models generally deal with kinematic redundancy in the human motor
system, and the hypotheses related to these models are of primary relevance here. They
are in line with Bernstein’s (1967) original work, as well with the goals of dynamic
system approach. In the case of the latter, the identification and description of these
constraints is considered of critical importance to obtain a better understanding of
mechanisms underlying control of coordinative patterns (Carson, 1996).
Constraints. The coordinated movements derive from the presence of a
number of constraints, none of which is individually sufficient to insure uniqueness in
motor behavior. There have been many different classifications of constraints (e.g.,
Newell, 1986). For the purpose of the present thesis an approach put forward by Heuer
(1996) is particularly useful. He introduced the notion of “voluntary” and “structural”
constraints. The former represents task constraints which appear to be of major
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importance, particularly in the case of voluntary actions. The models of coordination
which aim at establishing how task constraints affect movements organization have been
previously referred to as models of trajectory planning or formation (Hollerbach, 1990).
This field of research attempted to delineate whether movements are planned in
kinematic (end-point vs. joint space coordinate system) or in muscular coordinates. In
short, the research has shown that aside from postural synergies, trajectory formation in
goal-directed actions occurs at the kinematic level of movement production (Hollerbach,
1990). However, it has also been shown that these geometric constraints only define a set
of equivalent movements rather than a unique pattern, even if increasing the task
complexity does reduce the existing redundancy (van Soest & van Galen, 1995). Thus,
task constraints alone do not solve the redundancy problem. The additional factors which
play an important role in movement organization are structural constraints, which have
also been coined as organismic or individual (e.g., Newell, 1968). Heuer (1996) made a
further distinction into (structural) constraints of “softer” and “harder” nature. The
underlying coordination tendencies, also known as intrinsic dynamics, are considered as
the former, whereas the biomechanical and neuromuscular factors constitute the “hard”
type of constraints.
Intrinsic dynamics. Intrinsic dynamics in a traditional jargon of
movement behavior represents one’s “skill level”. Also, they can be defined as set of
movement capabilities that a performer brings with him/her when learning a skill. Each
person’s dynamics are unique and are shaped by many constraints. Nevertheless, the
tendencies towards certain movement patterns, in a particular context, are universal
across a group of individuals sharing similar status of perceptuo-motor capabilities.
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Thus, the examination of the preferred movement forms allows making inferences about
the status of the underlying processes of movement organization.
The nature of these structural constraints on action can be inferred from the
preferred modes of coordination which are generally captured by quantifying the degree
of coupling between the components of the motor system. They can also be evident from
errors in the production of certain coordinative patterns reflecting the inability to generate
or maintain the essential relationships between the respective elements. In the context of
the dynamic systems theory, the preferred coordination modes, and patterns coinciding
with them, are known as “attractor” states. They represent movement form(s) which the
system is spontaneously striving towards in a particular context. These tendencies are
more or less temporary and they may, but not necessarily do, change across the life-span
or are modulated by practice.
According to the seminal work of Bernstein (1967), the route to the “mastery” of
any (discrete) skill is characterized by a transition in the overall tendency to initially
freeze and subsequently free the relevant mechanical degrees of freedom. The former is
evidenced in the complete elimination of the involvement of an element from the action
(elimination stage), or a tight spatiotemporal coupling between the relevant components
of the structure (fixation stage). The freeing tendency is associated with looser relations
between the components, which also imply the inherited flexibility in the system.
Recently, the universality of this hypothesis has been questioned on conceptual and
empirical bases by Newell (1985) and colleagues (Newell & Vaillancourt, 2001). Any
coordinative relations are fairly loose, and the nature (e.g., degree; stability; functionality)
of the existing coupling (e.g., spatial; temporal; muscular; kinetic; phase) is confounded
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by many different constraints. Thus, for example the same coordinative relations may be
viewed as effective or ineffective, depending on the nature of the activity. Movement
fragmentation resulting from the tendency to eliminate the involvement of the elbow in
goal-directed reaching or catching is a characteristic of movement coordination exhibited
by less skilled individuals (e.g., Steenbergen et al., 2000). On the other hand, the same
degree of coupling represents a feature of intra-limb coordination exhibited by highly
skilled players performing a volleyball serve (Temprado, Della-Grasta, Farrell, &
Laurent, 1997).
One universal tendency that is adopted regardless of the type of (bimanual) task
performed or skill level of participants is a natural tendency towards symmetry/synchrony
between two homologous limbs. This hypothesis has been confirmed in research using
discrete bimanual actions such as aiming (e.g., Huh, Williams, & Burke, 1998; Kelso et
al., 1979; Sherwood, 1989) and two-handed catching (Tayler & Davis, 1997; Tayler,
2002) when each limb is projected to the same, as well as different targets. The same
“attraction” to synchrony is evident in the performance of continuous, rhythmical tasks as
examined through the application of the HKB model (Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985).
Also, the pervasiveness of this coordinative tendency has been evident in research
examining bimanual coordination in atypically functioning individuals. For example, in
patients with hemiparesis, one body side is affected by a neurological dysfunction
resulting in different coordination tendencies at the intra-limb level (Steenbergen et al.,
2000). Nevertheless, when the task goal demands spatio-temporal synchrony (e.g., twohanded reaching) the impaired limb enslaves the other one to slow down in order to
maintain similar temporal trajectories. This is true for both children and adults with
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hemiparesis, and this kind of spatio-temporal coupling is evident at both the effector and
the inter-joint level (Steenbergen, Utley, Sugden, & Thiemann, 2003). A similar scenario
is evident in bimanual actions performed by individuals exhibiting other neurological
(e.g., hemiplegia) (Cunningham, Philips-Stoykov, & Walter, 2002) and cognitive
disorders (e.g., Down syndrome) (Ringenbach, Chua, Maraj, Kao, & Weeks, 2002).
Overall, these results confirm that the intrinsic tendency to synchronize simultaneous
actions of two halves of the body represents a primary constraint in bimanual (inter-limb)
coordination.
Biomechanical constraints. Biomechanical constraints relate to
the dependencies introduced by the multifunctional nature of skeletal muscles that
simultaneously generate torque in more than one mechanical degree of freedom. Also,
they are related to the physical interactions between the segments of which the limb is
composed. The role of biomechanical factors has been generally investigated at the intralimb level of organization.
One important factor which affects the nature of the emerging kinematics is the
presence of biarticular muscles. They provide adjustable spring-like links between the
adjacent joints, thus influencing the nature of organization of limb synergies (Zajac &
Gordon, 1989). The presence of these (biarticular) muscles simplifies the acquisition of
some synergies, making them more preferable than others. For example, during goaldirected reaching actions there is an invariant tendency to couple spatially and
temporarily the activity of the shoulder and elbow (e.g., Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981).
At least in part, this may be due to the presence of this biomechanical linkage. A
biarticular muscle can transfer energy and minimize the overall expenditure as the
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activity of a muscle generating torque at one joint also creates passive interactive torque,
which has an effect on all other linked joints. Thus, the link provided by these muscles
may lead to a dependency between the angular position and torque in one joint on the
changing patterns of the other joint. However, biarticular muscles represent only one
source of such dependency. In fact, it is plausible that the angular displacement of two
adjacent joints may be decoupled, and vice-versa a substantial degree of coupling may be
evident even when the biarticular muscles do not span the respective joints (e.g.,
Temprado et al., 1997).
Another source of dependency between the peripheral degrees of freedom is the
dynamic effect of a moving segment. This process has also been referred to as reactive
phenomena (Bernstein, 1967), inertial coupling (Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981), limb
inter-segmental dynamics or motion-dependent (interactive) torques (Zernicke &
Schneider, 1993). Bernstein (1967) proposed that movements are organized in such a
way that reactive forces not only fail to disrupt movement, but directly support it. These
forces represent passive torques derived from joint reaction forces that arise once limb
segments move. Since the human body is an interconnected set of several rigid bodies
even in a simple goal-directed arm action, angular acceleration of the shoulder joint
depends on torques developed by shoulder muscles, as well as accelerations and angular
velocities of the forearm and hand (Soechting & Flanders, 1991). Such motiondependent (interactive) torques are also complimented by gravitational torque and
generalized muscle torque, which includes active and passive forces generated by the
muscles. An approach which allows inferring how gravity, muscles and inter-segmental
torques contribute to the emerging action is known as inverse dynamics (Zernicke &
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Schneider, 1993). Research examining the nature of intra-limb coordination in very
young (e.g., infants) or less than optimally functioning individuals (e.g., cerebellar ataxia)
used this approach to show that movement fragmentation evident in the emerging
movement patterns resulted from less than optimal modulation of motion-dependent
torques (e.g., Bastian, Martin, Keating, & Thach, 1996; Topka, Konczak, & Dichgans,
1998; Zernicke & Schneider, 1993). Thus, qualitative differences emerging at the intralimb level of coordination may, in part, be attributed to a less than optimal ability of the
CNS to account for the mechanical interactions among the segments/joints being
coordinated.
Neuromuscular constraints. One of the most influential models
of inter-limb coordination is Haken-Kelso-Bunz model (Haken et al., 1985). This model
is embedded in the dynamical pattern theory and synergetics approach. It addresses the
issue of the degrees of freedom problem, as it attempts to establish how order arises at the
macroscopic level, from the microscopic elements making up the system. Accordingly,
movement coordination (order) is considered a posteriori consequence of an evolving
process of self-organization. It refers to the fact that stable patterns, and transitions
between different coordination modes, arise from the cooperative coupling between
components of the system without any explicit prescription. The model has been applied
to many different continuous movements ranging from the original approach using
finger-oscillating tasks (Kelso, 1984), to finger tapping movements (Tuller & Kelso,
1989), and wrist rotations (Schmidt, Shaw, & Turvey, 1993). Also, it has been used to
study inter-segmental coordination between upper and lower limbs (e.g., Baldissera,
Cavallari, & Civaschi, 1982).
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The field of inter-limb coordination, with the HKB model at its heart, has revealed
important insights into movement organization. In line with the concept of motor
equivalence, it has been shown that the notion of multi-stability also applies to rhythmical
tasks. Under some circumstances several coordination modes may co-exist, even if they
have different degree of stability. However, when the system is disturbed by the
manipulation of a certain control parameter, a spontaneous phase transition takes place
towards a more stable coordination mode. These changes in coordination are abrupt and
non-linear. Nevertheless, they are preceded by hysteresis which is a substantial increase
in the variability of the order parameter, which captures the degree of coupling between
the two oscillators.
With respect to the bimanual coordination of the upper limbs, two preferred
coordination modes have been identified during single, as well as multi-joint motions.
They have been denoted as in-phase or mirror symmetrical, and anti-phase or
asymmetrical coordination modes (Yamasihi, Kawato, & Suzuki, 1980). When the
oscillators (e.g., fingers) cycle in opposite directions this type of relation is known as an
anti-phase coordination mode. At the neuromuscular level, the emergency of this mode
coincides with the activation of homologous muscle-groups in an alternating fashion. On
the other hand, an in-phase pattern emerges when the elements move in the same
direction relative to the midline. This pattern is considered as most stable and it emerges
when homologous muscle groups in each effector are coactivated resulting in
simultaneous flexion and extension movements (Kelso, 1994). There is an overwhelming
amount of evidence confirming that in rhythmical bimanual tasks, motor constraints
associated with the patterns of muscle activation play the most critical role, irrespective
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of movement direction and limb type (e.g., Byblow, Carson, & Goodman, 1994; Kelso,
1984). In literature, such a preference for homologous muscular coupling is referred to as
the egocentric constraint (Swinnen, Jardin, Meulenbroek, Dounskaia, & Van den Brandt,
1997). The same scenario is true for bimanual goal-directed actions, such as reaching.
The mirror-like symmetry between the effectors is achieved when the durations of
agonist and antagonist muscles are similar across the limbs, and also when their onset
occurs simultaneously (Zanone & Kelso, 1994). Developmental literature has shown
that the tendency to set the same neuromuscular parameters across the two limbs, in
bimanual, symmetrical actions emerges as early as 6 years of age, and appears to be adult
like in 10 year old children (Huh et al., 1998).
Does this mean that only neuromuscular constraints play a role in the organization
of bimanual movements? That is definitely not the case as there is a flexible hierarchy of
constraints affecting the stability of the emerging relations (Li et al., 2005). In current
literature there is much debate with respect to the cooperative or competitive nature of the
interaction between neuromuscular, visual, directional, positional and attentional
constraints (e.g., Carson, 2004; Mechsner, 2004). Nevertheless, the fact remains that in
bimanual mirror-symmetrical (in-phase) relations, with respect to the longitudinal axis of
the body, constraints imposed by the coactivation of homologous muscles predominantly
affect both stability and accuracy of these actions.
DCD & Issues in Movement Organization
What do we know about how children with DCD organize their synergies/
coordinative structures? Do they exhibit different coordinative tendencies, when
compared to their typically developing children, and if so are these universal across the
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level of organization (intra-limb, bimanual, inter-segmental), and/or the group? Are the
respective coordinative relations stable but lacking in flexibility, and are the differences
in spatial, temporal or in both domains? Ultimately, if such differences in coordination
and control do exist, can they be attributed to specific biomechanical, neuromuscular,
sensory, perceptuo-motor, and/or attentional limiters?
Early research on coordination. The point of departure for any analysis of
movement deficit is generally a process of comparison between the behaviors exhibited
by the atypically functioning individuals to those performed by unaffected persons.
According to anecdotal reports such differences, between children with and without
DCD, are evident at the behavioral level of analysis when examining even the most
rudimentary skills. The first extensive description of the characteristics of performance
of children whose behavior was consistent with the current DCD diagnosis was published
by Larkin and colleagues (e.g., Larkin & Hoare, 1992). The authors noted qualitative
differences between children with and without coordination problems in different
fundamental movement skills, implying problems at varying levels of organization.
The analysis of hopping and jumping revealed that the most frequently seen
behavior was the lack of desired symmetry between the legs. The qualitative analysis of
throwing also provided evidence for atypical coordinative relations suggesting
differences at the intra-limb level of organization. The movements between the shoulder
and elbow were segmented and lacked fluency, as evident from isolated actions at the
elbow joint, and the lack of contribution from the shoulder joint. Also, many extraneous
movements were observed indicating a lack of restraint (freezing) of the relevant degrees
of freedom. In catching, a number of motor and perceptual limiters were noted. Children
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with movement difficulties were found to freeze out the involvement of the elbow, while
reaching out with stiff arms to contact the ball. They also had difficulty adapting their
feet to ball trajectory. In addition, an inability to predict the flight of the ball and a poor
understanding of speed and trajectory relationship were noted as additional limiters to
their performance. Overall, these initial studies showed that qualitative differences in
coordination between children with and without movement issues may be evident at
different levels of organization, in different fundamental movement skills. Due to the
scope of this dissertation, the subsequent review of research focuses primarily on the
performance of discrete, goal-directed actions.
Intra-limb coordination. The study of goal-directed actions such as pointing,
reaching and grasping as well as ball catching, allows making inferences about spatial
and temporal aspects of movement coordination and control between the joints of the
same limb. The majority of research involving these tasks has focused primarily on the
examination of temporal aspects of organization. In line with the representational
theories of motor control, the respective research has also examined how feedback and
open-loop control systems contribute to the emerging behavior.
Zoia and colleagues (Zoia, Castiello, Blason, & Scabar, 2005) examined reaching
movements to targets positioned either ipsilaterally or contralaterally to the starting
position. The results indicated that the target location did not affect the performance of
either group. However, overall, children with DCD exhibited more curved spatial
trajectories suggesting less than optimal planning of the movement. In regards to
temporal organization, children with DCD moved slower when compared to their
typically developing peers. In addition, no differences were found in the amount of time
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spent in the deceleration phase of the movement, suggesting that the contribution of the
closed loop control system was comparable between the groups. Similar results were
reported by Smits-Engelsman and colleagues (Smits-Engelsman, Wilson, Westenbrg, &
Duysens, 2003). Children with DCD moved slower and had a larger degree of spatial
errors. However once again, target location did not affect the emerging actions
suggesting that movements across the body were not an issue for either group. The
results of these investigations were only partially corroborated by other research. Smyth,
Anderson and Churchill (2001) reported no differences between the groups in movement
time, and temporal aspects of grasping. Also, in contrast to previous research, children
with DCD spent less time in the deceleration phase of the movement implying a less than
optimal contribution from the closed-loop control system. The most recent study (Plumb
et al., 2008) showed yet another scenario. Children with DCD moved slower, but no
differences between the groups were found in other indicators of temporal organization
(peak speed; time to peak speed). Children with DCD also spent more time in the
deceleration phase of the movement thus indicating that the status of open-loop control
was jeopardized in these individuals. As evident from this review, the only transient
feature of movement organization exhibited by children with DCD is their general
slowness. However, since these tasks are self-paced, and the outcome measures are
rarely reported, the behavioral consequences of this issue are unclear.
The other task which has been used to examine the nature of intra-limb
organization is one-handed ball-catching. This task has to be accomplished under
external time demands, therefore it is expected that this inherited difficulty would allow
discriminating better between the performance of children with and without DCD. This
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hypothesis was only partially supported. Estil, Ingvaldsen and Whiting (2002) used a
catching-like task where the grasping and the transport components of the action were
examined separately. The analysis of the temporal aspects of the transport sub-action
showed no differences in movement onset or movement time, yet children with DCD
exhibited larger spatial errors. In terms of the temporal organization of grasping, children
with DCD exhibited a delayed initiation of the hand’s opening action, but no differences
between the groups were evident when the timing of the hand closure (grasping) was
examined.
The two remaining studies did not examine movement coordination per se, but
rather compared the nature of movement control by examining the changes exhibited by
children with and without DCD in the face of subtle manipulations to the relevant task
constraints (ball speed). Based on motor learning literature it is expected that in tasks
such as catching less skilled individuals would adapt spatial, but not temporal aspects of
organization when facing changes in ball speed. One such adaptation is the tendency to
retrieve the hands towards the body when contacting the ball. Intuitively this strategy
would “buy” a catcher more time to make the necessary adaptations associated with the
fine-tuning of the grasping action (e.g., Mazyn, Lenoir, Montagne, & Savelsbergh, 2007).
In terms of temporal adaptations, these are generally mastered later on in the learning
process and may result in the increase of the effector’s velocity, and/or changes to the
temporal structure of grasping (e.g., early initiation of grasping) (Marteniuk & Romanow,
1983; Mazyn et al., 2006). In another study, Forsstrom and von Hofsten (1982) found
that changes to ball speed affected the effectiveness of movement control exhibited by
children with movement problems, as significant differences between the groups were
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found under faster, but not slower speeds. Also, in line with the motor learning literature,
children with movement difficulties adapted the spatial trajectory of the hand by
positioning it further ahead of the approaching ball when compared to their typically
functioning peers. In the most recent paper, Deconinck and colleagues (2006) asked
children with and without DCD to intercept a ball attached a pendulum, across different
ball speeds (2.0, 2.9., 3.7 m/s). In this study the focus was on kinematic changes to the
temporal aspects of grasping. The results showed that out of nine measures, significant
difference between the groups were only evident when moment of grasp completion and
closing velocity were examined. The authors concluded that overall the temporal
structure of the grasping action and adaptations to changes in ball velocity were similar.
In line with the terminology used here, this finding indicates that the ability to control
movement was comparable across the groups. However, given the simplicity of the task
(slow speeds; reduced number of degrees of freedom to be controlled) it is also plausible
that further manipulation of the relevant constraints would provide more pronounced
discrepancies.
Overall, what is evident from the review of the respective research is that the data
pertaining to the temporal issues in organization is extensive but mixed. Children with
DCD at times move slower, but not always. Also, it remains unclear whether the two
groups organize the initial (ballistic) or homing sub-actions differently, each being
underlined by different control mechanisms. The fact that the outcome measures are
rarely reported makes it impossible to infer whether the potential differences represent a
different, yet effective functioning or whether they are indicators of dysfunction. Lastly,
it is also evident that the analysis of spatial issues in organization has been neglected,
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particularly in a joint-space frame of reference. In typically developing children, the
degree and consistency of spatial coupling, evident at an intra-limb level of coordination,
becomes adult like around10 years of age (Savelsbergh & van Santvoord, 1996). The
presence of jerky and segmented movement forms is intuitive when reflecting on the way
children with DCD perform many manual goal-directed actions, yet this issue has not
been examined explicitly at the behavioral (kinematic) level of analysis.
Bi-manual coordination. As mentioned earlier, humans have a pervasive,
intrinsic tendency towards symmetrical actions. Developmental literature has shown that
the tendency to carry out such actions appears relatively early in infancy (Fagard &
Jacquet, 1996). Nevertheless, the stability of these relations does not become adult like
until the end of first decade of the lifespan (Robertson, 2001), coinciding with the
maturation of the neuromuscular system representing an important constraint on the
performance of bimanual actions.
In relation to children with DCD, it is often evident that they fail to complete the
task (e.g., catch a ball), even when the spatio-temporal characteristics of both limbs are
seemingly comparable. In the literature, both rhythmical and discrete bimanual actions
have been used in an attempt to identify the limiters underlying the organization of these
less than optimal coordinative relations. Volman and colleagues (Volman & Geuze,
1998; Volman, Laroy, & Jongmans, 2006) used the conceptual and methodological
premises of the HKB model to examine the nature of bimanual coordination in children
with and without DCD. In self-paced rhythmic movements of index fingers (Volman &
Geuze, 1998) and bimanual tapping (Volman et al., 2006) children with DCD exhibited
less stable temporal coupling between the effectors, when compared to the typically
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developing peers. This was evident from the higher variability in the relative phase for
both the in-phase and anti-phase coordination modes (Volman et al., 2006). Also, the
presence of instability was inferred from the magnitude of critical frequency at which
changes in the coordination mode take place. As the frequency of oscillations was scaled
up, children with DCD exhibited an earlier transition from anti- to in-phase modes of
coordination, as compared to the typically developing children. Although these
investigations did not attempt to infer the underlying neuromuscular processes, it can be
stipulated that the emerging differences in the stability and flexibility of the emerging
relations may be due to neuromuscular constraints.
There is some evidence supporting this (neuromuscular) explanation. Huh and
colleagues (1998) examined discrete bimanual aiming in children with and without DCD,
in conditions where both hands reached towards targets placed in same or different
locations. In line with the predictions of coordinative structure theory (Kelso et al.,
1979), the tendency towards temporarily symmetrical actions was evident in the
performance of typically developing children, regardless if both hands exhibited the same
or different trajectories (Huh et al., 1998). This is also consistent with the developmental
data showing that in goal-directed, bimanual actions the degree and stability of temporal
coupling between the effectors becomes adult-like around 11-12 years of age (Tayler,
2002). The analysis of the performance of children with DCD, in symmetrical actions,
showed that although they moved slower, no substantial differences between the two
hands were found. In terms of the underlying muscular activity, the durations of agonist
(biceps) and antagonist (triceps) muscle groups in each effector were also comparable
across the groups. The analysis of asymmetrical actions, however, showed a different
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scenario. Children with DCD once again were found to move slower, and also exhibited
substantial differences between the hands in terms of duration of agonist and antagonist
muscles, thus failing to organize their limbs as one coordinative unit. Taken together,
despite moving slower, children with DCD were able to maintain the desired temporal
coupling between the effectors in actions where both hands exhibited same trajectories.
However, when the task constraints were manipulated a substantial degree of decoupling
became evident. Thus, in line with the work carried out using rhythmical movements
(Volman et al., 2006), also in discrete bimanual actions the nature of the emerging
coordinative relations is jeopardized when a “perturbation” to the system is implemented,
indicating problems in the control of movement.
Most recently, a two-handed ball catching has also been used to infer the nature of
bimanual coordination in the respective groups. In terms of qualitative descriptions of
the emerging movement forms and resulting outcomes, Van Waelvelde and colleagues
(2004) reported that children with DCD used movement strategies that were different
from those incorporated by same-age and younger typically developing individuals.
They also caught fewer balls and exhibited more grasping errors across a variety of task
conditions (e.g., two-handed catch, catch with pouch with and without bounce; onehanded catch). A similar qualitative description was provided by Utley and Astill (2007)
who reported that in two-handed central attempts children with DCD exhibited different
and more variable movement forms, with the most pronounced differences emerging in
arm actions. Children with DCD tended to use hugging or scooping actions, both leading
to ball-trapping against the body. The coinciding functional data were not reported, thus
it remains unclear if the emerging differences were effective or maladaptive.
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The kinematic analyses comparing the organization of two-handed catching, in
children with and without DCD, are few, and the results remain equivocal. Astill and
colleagues (Utley, Steenbergen, & Astill, 2007) examined the nature of spatial coupling
in young children with and without DCD. The results were rather surprising. Children
with DCD exhibited a high degree of symmetry, as evident from high correlation
coefficients between the angular displacements of each elbow. This was despite the fact
that when the angular displacements of the individual elbows were reported, typically
developing children exhibited no substantial differences between the left and right side of
the body. Also, irrespective of the apparent spatial decoupling, typically developing
children caught twice as many balls compared to children with DCD (Utley et al., 2007).
A similar scenario was reported when the temporal aspect of bimanual coordination was
investigated (Astill & Utley, 2006). Children with DCD exhibited strong and relatively
invariant coupling at intra- (e.g., shoulder-elbow) and inter-limb (both wrists) levels of
organization. The performance of typically developing children was characterized by a
high degree of movement functionality, but a lower and more variable degree of temporal
relations. This fact was interpreted as a confirmation of the hypothesis that children with
DCD tend to freeze their relevant degrees of freedom, whereas typically developing
individuals tend to release, or free, the relevant degrees of freedom (df) (Astill & Utley,
2006). This is in line with the original premise put forward by Bernstein (1967).
However, given the goal of the task, and a strong intrinsic tendency towards symmetry in
bimanual actions, this interpretation is counteractive. More importantly, these results are
contradictory to the coordinative structure theory (Kugler et al., 1980) which predicts that
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in order to reduce the degrees of freedom, in bimanual actions, the two elements are
controlled as one functional unit through tight spatial and temporal coupling.
Most recently, Astill and Utley (2008) examined the nature of the relationship
between the transport and grasping components of two-handed actions. Given the
relatively simple task demands (ball speed of 2.5 m/s) it was not surprising that both
groups were successful on approximately 80% or more of the attempts. The kinematic
analysis of the transport component revealed that children with DCD had delayed
movement onset and moved slower. In addition, they reached peak velocity later on
during the trajectory indicating that they exhibited a shorter homing component of the
movement. Similar results were evident when the temporal aspects of grasping were
examined. Nevertheless, despite these between-group differences, the examination of
temporal relations across the limbs revealed that the desired symmetry was maintained.
The differences between the groups in the way both hands were organized were subtle, if
any.
At the bimanual level of organization, effective coordinative structures are
expected to exhibit a high degree of spatio-temporal coupling which is preserved across
trials (stability), and across task conditions (flexibility). The studies examining the nature
of temporal coordination in bimanual reaching (Huh et al., 1996) and rhythmical tasks
(Volman et al., 2006) showed that the desired (temporal) symmetry is comparable
between children with and without DCD, unless the task demands are enhanced. The
inferences gained from research pertaining to ball catching were mixed. The qualitative
studies revealed behavioral differences in the way that arm actions were coordinated, but
either the measures (qualitative; functional) or the methodologies (task constraints) did
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not allow for examination of the relevant issues to a greater extent. The studies involving
kinematics failed to examine the nature of the emerging spatial relations, and the results
pertaining to the temporal nature of organization were inconsistent with the available
research in the area of motor control and development. As a result, a more systematic
and comprehensive analysis of movement coordination and control, in both spatial as
well as temporal domains, is required.
Inter-segmental coordination. The inter-segmental organization represents the
most sophisticated level of movement coordination and control (Burton, 1990). The
ability to successfully perform tasks involving organization of many different body
components does not develop universally across typically or atypically children. The
potential reason for the differences in the acquisition of these complex skills is that the
different sub-subsystems involved also do not develop at the same rate (Smith & Thelen,
2003).
In terms of ball catching, it has been suggested that the ability to coordinate the
feet, trunk and arms in order to position the hands in the right place at the right time
emerges around 11 years of age (Strohmeyer, Williams, & Schaub-George, 1991).
However, others have also reported that manipulating the location of point of interception
from one to two feet led to functional failures in many children between 6 and 11 years of
age (McConnell & Wade, 1990). One limiter that may prevent or delay the development
of multi-limb coordination, in ball catching, is the ability to control balance or make
dynamic postural adaptations (Davids, Bennett, Kingsbury, Jolley, & Brian, 2000). The
ability to counteract the consequences of self-initiated perturbations due to motions of
different limbs may be critical during stationary catching. On the other hand, the ability
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to make dynamic postural adaptations, when the task constraints demand intercepting the
ball on the run, also may represent a limiter on performance. In fact, it has been reported
that dynamic postural adaptations are still not mastered in typically developing children
by 10-11 years of age (Schmidt, Conforto, Lopez, Renzi, & D’Alessio, 2005). Thus, in
tasks involving organization of many limbs/body segments such as ball catching,
different limiters may be responsible for the emerging difficulties. They may be
associated with the ability to either maintain static balance or make postural adaptations,
in addition to potential problems in coordination and control of degrees of freedom within
and between the upper limbs.
The only available research explicitly examining the nature of inter-segmental
coordination was carried out by Volman and colleagues (2006). They asked children
with and without DCD to perform rhythmical flexion-extension movements of the hand
and foot in ispilateral (same body side) and contralateral (opposite body sides) conditions.
Overall, the results showed that although between-group differences were evident in inphase as well as anti-phase relations, no differences emerged across the different jointpairings (e.g., hand-hand vs. hand-foot) for children with DCD. Thus, contrary to what is
expected, the discrepancies in the nature of bimanual and inter-segmental coordination
were not evident in the performance of children with DCD. This relative lack of research
examining the performance of complex actions, in children with DCD, is likely due to the
assumption that the failures they exhibit are due to less than optimal organization at
lower, intra- or bimanual-level of organization. This may be true in many cases.
However, even when the children, as a group, fail at the task, it is important to identify
the specific (e.g., organization of arm actions) or global (e.g., timing; balance control)
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factors which may constitute coordination limiters. Also, the identification of task
characteristics, which either afford or hinder the effectiveness of the emerging actions,
may be valuable from a practical standpoint when structuring or administering programs
in the clinical setting.
It is also plausible, that given the heterogeneity of this population, there are at
least some individuals with DCD who may be able to accomplish more complex tasks by
using movement forms that are different but still effective. Often evident large intragroup variance indicates that at least some “outliers” may organize certain aspects of their
actions in a way that is more like that used by the typically developing children. The use
of individual profiling, in combination with group data, may afford the identification of
these individuals and description of their movement behavior.
Outline of the Thesis
Any analysis of movement problems originates from a meticulous description of
the emerging movement forms and resulting outcomes. For the purpose of this thesis,
Burton’s (1990) model outlining the development of movement repertoire through the
sequential acquisition of coordination and control was implemented. It represents a
useful framework for the purpose of a systematic examination of movement behavior of
children for whom solving the degrees of freedom (df) problem constitutes a major
problem.
The initial study constituted a pilot work. The first purpose was to devise
qualitative tools that could comprehensively describe the movement process and resulting
outcomes exhibited by children with and without coordination difficulties (CD).
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This step was necessary as there are no qualitative tools which allow inferring how
atypically functioning children organize their arms, legs and trunk while catching a ball
in different conditions. The task constraints were manipulated in order to examine
different levels of coordination. Also, the predictability of the upcoming event was
jeopardized in order to investigate whether children were able to generate effective
movement forms without the ability to anticipate the action. The second purpose was to
verify whether the expected (qualitative) differences converged with differences in
movement functionality, measures of timing and consistency of movement.
The subsequent study involved the replication of the methodology devised in the
previous work, in a larger sample consisting of children with and without DCD. It was
expected that the tasks constraints initially used, and the comprehensive approach
involving qualitative and quantitative data, would allow for identifying differences in
movement coordination between the groups. Also, both individual profiling and group
data were used to verify if the emerging coordinative tendencies were universal across the
sample of children with DCD. This was done in order to delineate a level of movement
coordination which was a limiter for most, if not all, children with DCD. Also, the nature
of movement outcomes was examined to infer potential problems in spatial or temporal
(grasping) aspects of organization (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010).
The third part of this thesis involved a comprehensive kinematic analysis of
movement coordination and control exhibited by children with and without DCD in a
two-handed catching task. Several novel issues were examined here. This study
represents the first attempt at systematically examining the nature of coordinative
tendencies used by children with DCD, in both spatial and temporal domains. This
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approach allowed making inferences about the universality and characteristics (stability;
flexibility) of the emerging coordination patterns. The issues of movement control were
investigated by examining what both groups did in face of changes to ball speed. The
analysis was carried out in joint- and effector-space, in both spatial and temporal
domains. These analyses provided insights into the nature of spatial and temporal
adaptations made by both groups.
The last section of this thesis represents a general discussion summarizing the
main results of the studies, the contribution of this work to the knowledge base, and the
future goals in this line of inquiry. Also, potential limitations are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Qualitative Assessment of Catching in Children With and Without Coordination
Difficulties: A Pilot Study.
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Abstract
The first purpose of this study was to devise qualitative tools that comprehensively
describe movement processes and resulting outcomes exhibited by children with and
without coordination difficulties (CD). The second purpose was to verify whether the
expected qualitative differences coincided with differences in movement functionality,
fluency and consistency. Two age-matched boys and one girl, with and without CD,
caught a small ball thrown to central and lateral locations, in blocked and randomized
conditions, for a total of 64 attempts. Performance in central attempts was comparable in
terms of variability, coordination tendencies, and functionality. However, in lateral
attempts children with CD were more variable, less fluent and predominantly tended to
“freeze” the relevant body components (e.g., arms/legs). In addition, children with CD
failed to catch a ball on approximately 50% of their attempts. These converging results
imply that inter-segmental coordination constituted a functional limit for children with
CD. Taken together, the protocol devised here (task, qualitative and quantitative
measures) constitutes a comprehensive way of assessing coordination. Also, it is
believed that with further replication, this protocol may have utility for screening children
with CD in clinical and/or school settings.

Key words: coordination, movement process and outcomes, constraints
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Approximately 6 to 10 % of school age children are “clumsy in motor behavior,
but otherwise normal” (Sigmundsson & Whiting, 2002, p. 233). Often, these children
exhibit deficits such as Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD), Attention Deficit
/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and Learning (LD) or Reading Disabilities (RD)
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994). These problems are not exclusive to North
America. In fact, in Scandinavian countries the label “DAMP” (Deficit in Attention,
Motor Control and Perception) (Gillberg, 2003) is used to classify these children.
Regardless of the cultural context, all these diagnoses imply that the potential
coordination issues do not coincide with specific neurological (cerebral palsy/autism) or
intellectual (mental retardation) deficits (APA, 1994), but are severe enough to prevent
the affected children from meaningful participation in sports and/or performance of
simple activities of daily-living (Sugden & Wright, 1998).
The focal point in pre-screening and assessment of children with coordination
difficulties (CD) are observable, qualitative differences that become evident when
compared to the actions exhibited by typically developing peers (Larkin & Cermak,
2002). These issues may emerge at any level of organization and persist, or even become
more pervasive, if early identification and intervention are not implemented (Losse,
Henderson, Elliman, Hall, Knight, & Jongmans, 1991). Despite this necessity, many of
these children and their coordination issues remain undetected due to lack of accessible
and easy-to-implement assessment/screening tools. Since coordination patterns emerge
out of a relationship between different constraints (e.g., individual and/or task) (Newell,
1985; Clark, 1995), their systematic manipulation and analysis of the emerging
movement forms may provide valuable insights into the status of the underlying issues.
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Aside from identifying the (organizational) limiters, such inquiry would allow delineating
which task constraints either afford or hinder the emerging performance (Burton & Davis,
1996). This information may prove valuable to practitioners involved in remedial
programs in and out of school settings.
Clinical and anecdotal accounts suggest that tasks in which spatial and temporal
characteristics are difficult to predict, and those which require coordination of multiple
degrees of freedom, pose particular problems for children with CD (Larkin & Hoare,
1992). Ball catching represents one such task (Van Waelvelde, De Weerdt, De Cock,
Smits-Engelsman, & Peersman, 2004). Despite recent contributions examining
coordination issues in children with movement difficulties in catching (e.g., DCD) (Astill
& Utley, 2006; Van Waelvelde et al. 2004), relatively little is known about what these
individuals do at the behavioural level when catching or failing to intercept the ball.
Programmatically, the first step in gaining such insights has to involve a detailed
qualitative description of the emerging movement patterns and resulting outcomes under
task demands that will constrain a child to incorporate different levels of coordination
(e.g., bimanual; inter-segmental). Subsequently, it is imperative to verify whether the
potential qualitative differences concur with differences in movement functionality and
more conventional quantitative measures of coordination (e.g., consistency, timing).
Catching is generally refined around 10-12 years of age (Haywood & Getchell,
2001). From a qualitative standpoint, the resulting actions are generally well-timed and
fluent, and coincide with active adaptations of the relevant body segments (hands, arms,
legs, trunk) to the changing ball trajectory (Gabbard, 2000; Savelsbergh & Whiting,
1996; Williams, 1992). In terms of movement outcomes the successful catches are
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accomplished by using hand(s)-only strategy, “failure to react”, “contact, ball dropped”,
and “uncontrolled (bobbled) catch” coincide with less than optimal performance (Payne,
1985). The most frequently cited qualitative description of movement process in twohanded catching, is the “Developmental Sequence for Catching” (Strohmeyer, Williams,
& Schaub-George, 1991). Based on a preliminary observation of children in a clinical
setting (Children’s Physical Activity and Study Program) (CPASP), it was concluded that
the existing descriptors of movement process and outcomes were not comprehensive
enough to describe the nature of the emerging behaviors.
Thus, the first purpose of this study was to devise qualitative tools that could
comprehensively describe movement process and resulting outcomes exhibited by
children with and without coordination difficulties (CD). Due to limited research on the
development of catching expertise, among typically and atypically developing children
(for review see Gabbard, 2000), speculation regarding the qualitative nature of the
emerging movement patterns and resulting outcomes is problematic. This is particularly
true for the task constraints which were novel in respect to what was used in previous
work.
The second purpose was to verify whether the expected (qualitative) differences
coincide with differences in functionality, timing and consistency of movement.
In line with previous research, examining catching performance of children of different
skill levels under varying task demands, it was expected that functional differences
between groups would be most pronounced during lateral attempts. The performance of
lateral catches required effective inter-segmental coordination, which is responsible for
simultaneous coordination of body segments in space and time (McConnell & Wade,
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1990; Strohmeyer et al., 1991; Tayler, 2002). Based on the available literature, involving
children with CD performing tasks other than catching, it was also hypothesized that the
emerging problems would be more evident in randomized conditions (Smyth, Anderson,
& Churchill, 2001). Under such task demands it is more difficult to anticipate which
movement form is required. It was also hypothesized that the movement forms generated
by children with movement problems would lack fluency (Larkin & Parker, 2002) and be
more variable (Henderson, Rose, & Henderson, 1992). These differences were expected
to be particularly evident when the task complexity/ difficulty were enhanced.
Method
Participants
Six children participated in this study. Two boys and one girl with (M age = 10.0,
SD = 1.10) coordination difficulties (CD) were age and gender matched with children
without movement problems (M age = 9.70, SD =. 50). Children with CD were attending
the CPASP program (Children’s Physical Activity and Study Program) at the University
of Alberta, for children of varying ages and movement difficulties. Typically developing
individuals were recruited through the staff of the Faculty of Physical Education and
Recreation.
Children included in the CD group were described by their parents as having
“some” to “definite” problems in activities such as running and catching, and performed
at or below the 5th percentile (M = 16.66, SD = 2.30) on tasks included in Movement
Assessment Battery for Children (MABC) (Henderson & Sugden, 1992). In the MABC
larger values coincide with poorer performance. Children in the comparison group, on
the other hand, were described by their parents as “good” and “exceptionally good”, in
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the relevant physical activities, and exhibited at least an average motor proficiency,
scoring above the 20th percentile on the MABC (M = 6.51, SD = 1.70). All participants
provided informed consent to take part in this study.
Procedure
Children were asked to catch a small rubber ball, approximately the size and
weight of a tennis ball, in any way they preferred. For each participant, the ratio between
the diameter of the ball and the hand, as measured from the top of little finger to the
thumb, was approximately 85%. It was assumed that with this ratio, the size of the ball
would afford performing a one-handed catch, if so desired (Burton, Greer, & Wiese,
1992). An underhand throw was used to deliver a ball to each child from a distance of 5
m in four different directions. The frontal throws, which were performed first, were
directed towards the chest area (central attempts), and just above the head (up attempts).
The subsequent right and left throws were directed towards points on the floor
approximating 80% of the total distance between the initial position and the abducted
foot. To obtain these points, each participant was asked to take a maximum step forward,
to his/her left and right, at approximately a 45 degree angle from the initial standing
position.
Each child performed 12 practice trials, three in each of the four locations.
Participants stood in the same position prior to each attempt, and each throw was
delivered after the child answered “Yes” to an “Are you ready?” command. Thirty- two
attempts, eight to each of the central, up, right and left locations respectively, were made
in blocked and subsequently randomized conditions. Participants were aware of the
location of the upcoming throw during the blocked trials, but not in the randomized
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condition. The same sequence of randomized throws was presented to each child. In
total, the testing session, including pre-testing measurements, practice trials and 64
formal attempts, lasted approximately 45 minutes.
Instrumentation and Data Analysis
A Sony VHS camera, adjusted to capture the full view of the performance and the
arm motion of the thrower, was positioned approximately 7 m away from the child,
behind and to the right of the thrower. The videotapes were analyzed using a television
monitor, and a Technics videocassette recorder (VCR), with slow-motion replay and
frame-by-frame feature (30 frames/sec). The performance was analyzed during three
phases. Phase one was defined as period of time between the “Are you ready” command
and the onset of the throwing motion, initiated with the hand aligned with the right hip of
the thrower. The second phase lasted from the onset of throwing motion to the instance
of ball release. The time during the flight of the ball until the end of the trial, defined as
an instance at which the ball was contacted/controlled or when it hit the floor, constituted
the last phase of the catch.
A total of 384 trials were used in the analysis. The ball-catching protocol
(distance thrown, number of trials, throw location, ball size) was suitable to examine the
catching abilities of children with and without CD. Participants reported the task to be
“fun” and “easy”, regardless of their skill level and success. The reliability of a similar
protocol was recently confirmed in a study examining children of similar ages and
movement characteristics (Van Waelvelde et al., 2004). The analysis of throwing
velocity, based on two randomly selected sessions taking place on different dates,
revealed only subtle differences between center (7.24 m/s), up (7.07m/s), left (7.35 m/s),
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and right conditions (6.9 m/s). These discrepancies were not considered as being of any
practical significance to the experimental results and their interpretation.
To examine inter-rater agreement, two coders analyzed the emerging movement
sequences as well as the nature of resulting outcomes for a randomly selected participant.
The kappa (ĸ) coefficient was calculated based on 64 attempts, and revealed value of .56
for the emerging movement sequences and .67 for the movement outcomes. These values
reflect an acceptable degree of agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977). To examine the
reliability for inter-segmental delay, performance of two participants was examined using
the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) (Model 2). The use of the ICC allows
inferring the degree of equivalence of scores, as well as the equivalence of relative
rankings between the raters. The performance exhibited during the lateral (blocked)
attempts was used to infer the magnitude of the ICC for inter-segmental delay. The
reliability was deemed as satisfactory given the ICC value of .76 (Portney & Watkins,
2000).
Dependent Measures
Movement functionality was assessed by the proportion of successful catches
(number of balls caught/total number of attempts for each condition). The qualitative
characteristics of the emerging movement patterns were inferred based on the frequency
and nature of the involvement of individual body components in the action (legs/trunk,
arms, hands), as expressed in percentage of occurrence (number of times a particular
action emerged/total number of attempts under given task demands for a particular group
x 100%). The resulting outcomes, particularly the errors (e.g., contact-no catch;
trapping), were also expressed as percentages (number of times a particular error
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occurred/ total number of errors x 100). The consistency in the emerging movement
patterns was examined by tabulating the number of different actions that the participants
from each group exhibited under a particular task demand (e.g., central vs. lateral
catches) for a particular body component (e.g., legs; arms). The descriptors of the
emerging actions and resulting outcomes are presented in Table 2-1 and 2-2, respectively.
The temporal aspect of coordination was inferred from the magnitude of intersegmental delay (Id). The Id was expressed as the amount of time (number of frames)
elapsed between the movement onset of the first component (hand) and the onset
exhibited by the subsequent mover (leg). Whereas qualitative description provides
insight into the organization of individual body components (arms, legs/trunk), the Id
reflects the temporal synchrony between them, with lower values representing a more
fluent movement. The Id was converted into milliseconds (ms) prior to the statistical
analysis.
Design and Statistical Analysis
Three independent variables were incorporated in this study: Group (children with
vs. without CD), Condition (blocked vs. randomized) and Throw Location (center vs. up
vs. left vs. right). Due to a small sample size and the nature of the project (pilot), the
quantitative data pertaining to movement functionality and inter-segmental delay (Id)
were examined using descriptive statistics (mean, SD).
Results & Discussion
Movement Functionality
The analysis of within-group differences across the different levels of condition
factor was carried out first to examine the potential differences due to randomization. For
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the typically developing children, the analysis revealed no substantial differences across
random and blocked trials in central (Mr = 100% vs. Mb = 95%, SD = 7.5%), up (Mr =
91%, SD = 14.4% vs. Mb = 93%, SD = 12.5%), left (Mr = 95.6%, SD = 7.5% vs. Mb =
91.6%, SD = 14.4%) and right attempts (Mr = 91.3%, SD = 7.5% vs. Mb = 91.6%, SD =
14.4%). A similar scenario emerged in the performance of individuals with coordination
difficulties as randomization had little effect on the degree of movement functionality
across the respective locations (Mr = 79%, SD = 6.9% vs. Mb = 81.6%, SD = 14.3%; Mr =
70.6%, SD = 7.5% vs. Mb = 67%, SD = 17.5%; Mr = 49.6%, SD = 12.5% vs. Mb = 54%,
SD = 6.9%; Mr = 57%, SD = 15% vs. Mb = 52.3%, SD = 12.5%). Due to the presence of
these relatively unsubstantial differences, the performance across both conditions was
collapsed in order to examine the potential effect of throw location on the number of balls
caught. The resulting data showed the most pronounced differences between the groups
in lateral right (M = 91%, SD = 10.9% vs. MCD = 54.5%, SD = 13.7%) and left attempts
(M = 93.6%, SD = 10.5% vs. MCD = 51.5%, SD = 9.7%). The differences in the “up”
attempts existed, but the performance between the groups was more comparable (M =
91.6%, SD = 12.9% vs. MCD = 68.5%, SD = 12.5%). The percentage of successful
attempts was most-alike in the central attempts (M = 97.8%, SD = 5.3% vs. MCD = 80%,
SD = 10.6%).
The degree of functional success observed here in the performance of children
with and without CD is consistent with other research examining the performance of
individuals with similar movement characteristics in interceptive tasks (e.g., Forsstrom &
von Hofsten, 1982; Van Waelvelde et al. 2004). Children with no CD caught
approximately the same number of balls across the different locations (91-98%),
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confirming that by the age of 10 or 11 children become proficient at catching a ball under
a variety of task constraints (Savelsbergh & Whiting, 1996; Strohmeyer et al., 1991;
Williams 1992). Less pronounced differences in frontal attempts imply that the ability to
coordinate movements at the bimanual level of organization was somewhat comparable
between the groups. However, the functional differences emerging during lateral
attempts, and coinciding qualitative differences which are discussed ahead, indicate that
children with CD have not yet mastered inter-segmental coordination (Strohmeyer et al.,
1991; Tayler, 2002). Whereas the proficiency at this level is generally associated with a
refined movement repertoire (Burton, 1990), for the children with CD it marked the
boundary at which the ability to coordinate functional actions was jeopardized.
Qualitative Differences Between the Groups
The analysis of the emerging movement forms is presented first, followed by the
description of the different outcomes. In the former case, as the most pronounced
qualitative differences between the groups were evident in the way arms and leg/trunk
actions were organized, only those components will be discussed here. Also, given that
randomization had no effect on the functional performance, and only subtle differences
were evident between central and up attempts and right and left catches for either group,
the analysis of the qualitative data was based on actions combined across frontal
(central/up) and lateral (left/right) catches.
Arm Action. The nature and frequency of occurrence of different arm actions,
under the respective task demands, are presented in Figure 2-1. Initial flexion of the
shoulders from a relaxed position, followed by flexion at the elbows, with the ball being
intercepted in front of the body (A1) constituted the most preferred action of children
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with no CD in frontal (67%) and lateral attempts (89%). In the former attempts, this
action (A1) was also used most frequently by children with CD (43%). However, in the
frontal attempts, children with DCD predominantly kept their elbows “frozen” at the 90degree angle, throughout the trial (A2) (40%). This (A2) was also the second most
preferred action of children with CD in the lateral trials (35%). The tendency of children
with CD to “freeze” out the involvement of the relevant joints was also evident during
“windmill”-like actions (A3). During these attempts, the shoulders were flexing towards
the ball from a relaxed position, with no adjustments taking place at the elbows
throughout the trial. These responses were evident in both frontal (29%) and lateral
attempts (13%). The overall tendency observed here to limit the range of motion, at the
shoulders and/or elbows, is consistent with a catching performance of children with
coordination difficulties diagnosed with DCD (Van Waelvelde et al. 2004). It is also
consistent with the performance of younger typically developing children (4-6 years of
age) who are learning to catch a ball (e.g., cradling action) (Williams, 1992). Whereas,
the latter group with time acquires movement forms which involve simultaneous
adaptations of individual joints/body components, children with coordination difficulties
often do not “move beyond this point to develop more efficient and flexible strategies”
(Larkin & Cermak, 2002, p. 91).
Another catching behavior that is often commonly associated with a less skilled
performance is “trapping” (Strohmeyer et al., 1991). As Figure 2-1 shows, in frontal
attempts both groups exhibited this tendency (A4) with a similar frequency. However,
when the task difficulty increased (lateral attempts), the comparison group abandoned
this solution all-together, while children with CD continued to exhibit it (A5).
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In terms of the consistency, it is interesting to note that during frontal trials,
involving coordination between the arms alone, both groups appeared to be equally
variable (Figure 2-1). Also, on occasion the comparison group tended to incorporate
actions that generally coincide with less proficient performance (e.g., trapping, windmill).
However, when the task demands were elevated (lateral attempts), children with no CD
used predominantly one movement pattern (A1), which was effective as evident from the
analysis of percentage of successful catches. In comparison, children with CD continued
to exhibit variability, with a less evident preference for one pattern. This finding is
consistent with the developmental literature on catching which has shown that more
skilled individuals tend to regress towards less optimal solutions during easier tasks, but
prefer most advanced patterns when faced with more challenging demands. On the other
hand, less skilled individuals either use similar patterns with similar frequency regardless
of task demands, or become even more variable when the task difficulty increases
(Strohmeyer et al., 1991). From a clinical stand point, this observation also confirms that
in order to identify the boundary of functional capacity, the assessment should involve
manipulation of task constraints which tap into different levels of movement organization
(Burton, 1990).
Leg/Trunk Action. During central attempts, children from the comparison group
remained stationary with knees extended (L/T1) (81%) or flexed (L/T5) (10%) (Figure 22). Children with CD also used the “stationary” strategy (72%), however did not flex
their knees prior or during the catching action. In addition, children in this group tended
to step towards the ball (L/T2) on approximately 30% of central attempts, despite the fact
that the location of the throws did not require any leg adjustments.
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During the lateral trials, as it was the case with the arm action, typically
developing children used predominately one movement pattern (L/T2) (95%). It
involved a step towards the anticipated location of the ball, and its contact in front of the
trunk. Children with CD, on the other hand, once again exhibited greater variability
when compared to their own performance in central attempts, and the performance of
their peers in the lateral catches (Figure 2-2). They attempted to intercept the ball while
running, walking or jumping (L/T3) (28%), even though only a simple step toward the
ball was required. Possibly, the resulting lack of reliable base of support may have a
detrimental impact on the accuracy required to position the hands in the right place at the
right time to intercept the ball. In addition, it was interesting to note that while children
with CD moved their legs during the frontal catches (L/T2), they tended to remain
completely stationary (L/T1) (10%) or exhibited only a limited leg displacement (L/T4)
(10%) during the lateral trials when active adaptations were required. The apparent use
of excessive movement of the respective body components represents another tendency
often observed in the performance of children with coordination problems (Larkin &
Parker, 2002).
Movement Outcomes
Overall, despite the fact that children had the freedom to use one and/or twohanded catches, 93% of total attempts were made with two-hands regardless of group
belonging. In comparison to the previous categories involving typically developing
individuals (Payne, 1985), more variability in the nature of the emerging movement
outcomes was observed here (Table 2-2). This was particularly true in the case of
unsuccessful attempts (72 errors) exhibited by children with CD. In this analysis
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outcomes involving “trapping”, observed during two- (8%) and one-handed attempts
(4%), were also considered errors, as they generally coincide with less skilled behavior
(Williams, 1992).
The most frequent failures exhibited by children with CD were associated with
grasping errors, where the hand (3%) (C3) or hands (40%) made contact with the ball but
failed to control it (C4) (Table 2-2). Also, on 33% of the attempts children with CD were
able to position their hands appropriately on the ball trajectory, but closed them too late
resulting in a ball contacting the ground directly (33%) (C2). In addition, a portion of the
emerging errors (12%) involved an action where during an initial two-handed attempt
only one-hand contacted the ball as the other was visibly trailing behind (C5) (Table 2-2).
The presence of grasping errors, often exhibited by younger children (Tayler, 2002) and
those with coordination problems (Estill, Ingvaldsen, & Whiting, 2002), is generally an
indicator of potential issues in the temporal aspect of movement organization.
Movement Fluency
In the present study the degree of movement fluency was inferred from the
amount of inter-segmental delay. It was operationalized as the difference between the
onset of arm and leg actions, with larger delays coinciding with less fluent, and more
stage-like unfolding of the action. The analysis of between-group differences across
blocked and random conditions, in both directions, showed differences across the
conditions with the exception of random right trials (MCD = 141 ms, SD = 17 ms vs. M =
125 ms, SD = 45 ms). In the remaining attempts, children with CD exhibited much more
pronounced delays across right (MCD = 162 ms, SD = 100 ms vs. M = 54 ms, SD = 20 ms)
and left blocked conditions (MCD = 180 ms, SD = 7 ms vs. M = 72 ms, SD = 13 ms) as
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well as in random left trials (MCD = 246 ms, SD = 75 ms vs. M = 111 ms, SD = 60 ms),
when compared to their typically developing peers.
These larger (inter-segmental) delays translate into a tendency to perform a
movement in a stage-like fashion where the child may be breaking down a complex
action into smaller sub-movements affording the regulation of one joint/body component
at the time. Thus, children with CD may be able to effectively organize individual
components (e.g., arm action in central attempts), but have difficulties with temporal
organization of several components in a sequence (Burton, 1990; Larkin & Hoare, 1992).
This type of fragmentation is generally associated with the performance of individuals
exhibiting an impaired motor system (Van Thiel & Steenbergen, 2001).
The performance of catching is contingent upon external time constraints where
even small temporal delays may have a detrimental consequence on the success of a
catch. Present (qualitative and quantitative) analyses confirmed that temporal asynchrony
may underlie the difficulties in coordinating movements in catching. During the transport
phase of the catch, this was inferred from the differences in inter-segmental timing when
an arm and a leg were coordinated in a sequence. A potential timing issue also evidenced
itself in frequent grasping errors (category 4 & 5) (Table 2-2). Although a larger and
more sophisticated (kinematic) study is warranted, current results imply that movement
difficulties exhibited by children with CD in catching may be attributed to a global
limiter such as temporal deficit (Estill et al., 2002).
General Discussion and Conclusion
This study constituted the first attempt at assessing coordination in catching in
children with and without CD using comprehensive qualitative measures and coinciding
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quantitative descriptors of movement behavior. This approach allows delineating of the
nature of coordination tendencies exhibited (variability; freezing vs. freeing), the quality
of the emerging movement patterns (fluency), as well as body components responsible
for the possible differences (arms vs. legs/trunk). However, such detailed description of
emerging patterns still does not imply the need for intervention, as any given task may be
accomplished with an infinite number of different movement patterns. Thus, the
deficiency and need for intervention can only be inferred when the observable qualitative
differences coincide with pronounced deficits in movement functionality as inferred from
the numbers of balls caught and nature of the outcomes.
Examination of the emerging patterns, in the context of specific task constraints,
was expected to provide an insight into the status of movement organization, as well as
global tendencies the system incorporates to coordinate different body components
(Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1982). In central attempts, the qualitative characteristics of
movement were similar for both groups, in terms of their nature and variability (Figure 22). Also, considering the differences in the number of balls caught, it can be assumed
that the status of bimanual coordination was comparable for both groups. A different
scenario emerged in the lateral attempts, where between-group differences became more
pronounced in terms of both qualitative and quantitative measures. The former analysis
revealed that, in comparison to typically developing individuals, children with CD were
more variable, predominantly over-constrained their shoulder/elbow and leg actions, and
lacked movement fluency. These differences also coincided with functional
discrepancies as children with CD failed to catch the ball on approximately 50% of
attempts. As a result, it was evident that the emerging movement patterns were not only
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different, but also that they were ineffective. This complementary information implies
that inter-segmental coordination represented the limits of movement proficiency for
children with CD. This finding converges with a common observation that children with
coordination issues may be able to perform movements involving individual body
components, but exhibit difficulties when many elements, each with many degrees of
freedom, have to be coordinated simultaneously in time and space to achieve a task goal
(Burton, 1990).
From the practical standpoint, the protocol devised for the purpose of this study
may be used as a first-hand appraisal and/or pre-screening tool in clinical or educational
settings. Analysis of catching performance, as presented here, provides a window into
the status and nature of movement organization capabilities of children, and it can be
carried out by clinicians and teachers without the need for sophisticated equipment or
extensive training. It is acknowledged that the size of sample warrants some caution in
regards to the inferences emerging here. However, it is expected that subsequent analysis
involving a larger group of individuals with similar movement characteristics will
provide converging evidence for the suitability of the protocol and the
comprehensiveness of the qualitative measures devised here.
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Table 2-1.
Qualitative Categories Describing the Actions of Relevant Body Segments
Arms

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

Description

Arms are relaxed along the sides of the body, leading to shoulder flexion
towards the ball, with elbows flexed at approximately 90 degrees at ball contact.
The ball is controlled in front of the body, away from the torso.
No adjustment to the shoulders. Elbows are flexed at 90 degrees during the trial.
Arms are relaxed along the side of the body, leading to shoulder flexion towards
the ball, with elbows fully extended throughout the motion (windmill).
Arms are relaxed along the sides of the body, leading to flexion at the elbows as
the ball is controlled by the hands and trunk simultaneously (trapping).
Arms are initially flexed at the elbows (approx. 90 degrees), leading to more
flexion. The ball is controlled/attempted to be controlled by the hands and trunk
simultaneously (trapping).
Arms are initially flexed at the elbows, at 90 degrees, leading to subsequent
shoulder flexion and elbow extension towards the ball.

Hands
H1
H2
H3

Palms facing each other, fingers extended, thumbs up.
Palms facing each other, fingers extended, thumbs in, facing the body.
Palm(s) forward, fingers extended, thumb(s) in.

Legs
/Trunk
L/T1
L/T2
L/T3
L/T4

L/T5

No feet adjustment, trunk stationary, behind the ball.
Leg proximate to the location of the throw steps towards the ball (full ipsilateral
step), trunk adjusting, behind the ball.
Base of support not established, the catcher runs/jumps/walks when attempting
to catch the ball, trunk behind the ball.
Minimal initial adjustment of the leg proximate to the location of the throw. To
transport the trunk and the arms closer to the ball, the catcher pivots on the
“proximate” leg, with the trunk leaning towards the ball. The non-support leg is
pointing away from the throw location.
No feet adjustment, knees flexed, trunk stationary, behind the ball.

Note. Categories represent the most to least used sequences, by both groups, across different task demands.
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Table 2-2.
Qualitative Categories Describing the Nature of Movement Outcomes
Outcome

Category

Description

Reaction, no contact
(one hand)

1

One-handed attempt, no contact, ball hits the
ground directly.

Reaction, no contact
(two hands)

2

Both hands are positioned on the trajectory of the
ball; however, there is no contact due to delayed
grasping action. The ball goes through the hands
and hits the ground directly.

One handed contact, no
catch

3

Hand makes contact with the ball failing to grasp
it, ball hits the ground.

Two handed contact, no
catch

4

Hands make contact with the ball, the grasping
action is initiated too late or too early, ball hits
the ground.

Two-handed attempt,
one handed contact, no
catch

5

Both hands move towards the ball, only one hand
makes contact, as the other hand trails behind
arriving too late to make a two-handed catching
attempt.

Uncontrolled catch, two
hands

6

The ball is grasped with the simultaneous aid of
the trunk with two hands.

Uncontrolled catch, one
hand

7

The ball is grasped with the simultaneous aid of
the trunk with one hand.

Controlled catch, one
hand

8

The catch is made exclusively with the palms and
fingers of the catching hand, no contact with any
part of the body.

Controlled catch, two
hands

9

The catch is made exclusively with the palms and
fingers of the hands, no contact with other parts
of the body.
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Figure 2-1. The frequency of occurrence of different arm actions, evident in central (left
diagram) and lateral attempts, for children with (CD) and without coordination
difficulties (CD).
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Figure 2-2. The frequency of occurrence of different leg and trunk actions, evident in
central (left diagram) and lateral attempts, for children with (CD) and without
coordination difficulties (CD).
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Chapter 3
Movement Coordination in Ball Catching:
Comparison between Boys with and without
Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD)
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Abstract
This investigation examined coordination in catching of twelve boys with (M = 9.90 years, SD =
.80) and without DCD (M = 10.50 years, SD = .80), under different task constraints. Participants
attempted a total of 60 catches in central and lateral locations, and under blocked and
randomized conditions. No effect of randomization was found for the number of balls caught,
but a significant group x location interaction effect (p < .0001) showed that typically developing
boys were nearly perfect (central (96%), left (95%) and right (94%) locations). Boys with DCD
caught more balls in central (73%) than lateral trials (47%). During the latter, grasping and
positional errors were also evident. Due to pronounced functional difficulties in the lateral trials,
and coinciding differences in the variability and nature of arm and leg actions, it was concluded
that inter-segmental coordination constituted the limits of organization for boys with DCD.

Key words: catching, coordination, DCD
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According to the DSM-IV classification (American Psychiatric Association, 1994), the
focal point of a Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) diagnosis is a problem in
coordination. Due to the varying degrees of movement dysfunction, comorbidity with other
deficits (e.g., Learning Disabilities), and the potential confounding effect of gender, attempting
to establish a typical profile of a child with DCD is unrealistic. As a result, a systematic
examination of coordination issues in samples of different characteristics (e.g., age; level of
dysfunction), at different levels of organization (intra-, bimanual, inter-segmental), and analysis
(e.g., behavioural), is warranted. The perusal of recent research (Astill, 2007; Van Waelvelde,
De Weerdt, De Cock, Smits-Engelsman, & Peersman, 2004; Utley & Astill, 2007) suggested that
ball catching is a skill which may afford insights into the nature of movement organization of
children with DCD.
Functionally, typically developing children master one- (Fischman, Moore, & Steele,
1992; Savelsbergh & Whiting, 1996) and two-handed catching around 10 years of age (Laszlo &
Bairstow, 1985, Williams, 1992). However, despite the existence of many developmental
categories (e.g., Haubenstricker, Branta, & Seefeldt, 1983; Haywood & Getchell, 2005;
Strohmeyer, Williams, & Schaub-George, 1991), the qualitative nature and variability of
coinciding movement forms is difficult to predict as they are context specific. This constitutes
an even greater issue when atypically developing children, such as those diagnosed with DCD,
are considered. Their actions are different rather than delayed (Parker & Larkin, 2003), thus they
do not resemble movement forms exhibited by younger, healthy peers. Until recently, there have
been very few studies explicitly examining the nature and effectiveness of actions incorporated
by children with DCD in catching (e.g., Van Waelvelde et al., 2004). Astill (2007) examined the
functional performance of younger and older children with and without DCD across central and
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lateral attempts. Significant differences were evident between the typically developing children,
at a uniform rate across the conditions. Also, differences between the respective age-matched
groups of children with and without DCD were significant. Interestingly, the differences
between younger and older children with DCD were subtle and relatively consistent across
central and lateral trials. Poor performance in the former trials (≥ 50% success rate) suggested
that bimanual coordination constituted the limits of organization for the group of younger and
older children with DCD, in that study. In another publication, Astill and a colleague used a
body component approach to describe the nature of movement forms exhibited by young girls
and boys, with and without DCD in central attempts (Utley & Astill, 2007). There were no
between-group differences in hand adaptation. However, the analysis of arm action showed that
children with DCD exhibited a stereotypical type of behaviour by trapping the ball against the
chest on the majority of the trials. Typically developing individuals were much more variable
using less (e.g., trapping) and more advanced movement forms. In terms of “body” adjustments,
both groups frequently moved their leg, which is surprising given the constraints of the task
(central attempts). The nature of the outcomes (e.g., errors), as well the functionality of the
actions were not reported.
It is encouraging that more research has used catching (e.g., Astill, 2007), or catchinglike interceptive tasks (e.g., Deconinck, De Clercq, Savelsbergh, Van Coster, Oostra, Dewitte, &
Lenoir, 2006; Estil, Ingvaldsen, & Whiting, 2002) as a window into perceptuo-motor issues in
DCD. However, there still has been no research which examines coordination of children with
and without DCD using comprehensive measures of movement process and product, across
different ecologically valid tasks demands. Thus, the first purpose of this investigation was to
examine the nature and functionality of movement forms exhibited by boys with and without
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DCD, across different task constraints. It was expected that typically developing children would
be able to intercept the ball successfully regardless of the task demands imposed. Also, it was
hypothesized that the functional differences between children with and without DCD would be
more pronounced when the task complexity was enhanced (Strohmeyer et al., 1991; Tayler,
2002). In the lateral attempts, participants would be forced to incorporate higher levels of
coordination responsible for simultaneous organization of different body components. Whereas,
in randomized trials they will have to carry out their actions under external time demands in an
unpredictable context (Lefebvre & Reid, 1998). In terms of the qualitative nature of the
emerging actions and their variability, although their exact characteristics and respective degree
are difficult to predict, in line with the analysis of movement success, more pronounced
differences were expected to emerge under more difficult task demands (Strohmeyer et al, 1991).
The second purpose was to describe the nature of the emerging errors, as they may
provide an insight into more general issues in organization. The ability to make correct spatial
adjustments, involving larger body components, is acquired before the temporal adaptations of a
finer nature are mastered (e.g., Alderson, Sully, & Sully, 1974). Thus, although temporal
(grasping) errors are expected to dominate (Van Waelvelde et al., 2004), it is plausible that
children with DCD, particularly those with more serious coordination issues, will also exhibit
spatial difficulties (Estil et al., 2002).
Method
Participants
Following ethical approval from the institutional review board, Health Research Ethics
Board (HREB), and the Catholic school board, the recruitment process was initiated. The
participants were recruited from three Capital Health Regional Neurodevelopmental Programs,
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an elementary school and a clinical program offered at the University of Alberta. The group of
children with movement difficulties was comprised of twelve boys diagnosed with DCD, some
of whom also exhibited comorbid conditions (e.g., ADHD, LD), in the presence of movement
coordination and intellectual characteristics consistent with a DCD diagnosis (APA, 1994). The
recruitment process was initiated by providing the inclusion/exclusion criteria to the therapists
involved in the neurodevelopmental programs, the director of the clinical program, and the
special-needs facilitator at the school.
The group of boys with DCD included twelve children who exhibited movement
coordination problems corresponding to the 15th or lower percentile in terms of the Total
Impairment Score (TIS), and 5th percentile Ball Skills (BS) scores, from the Movement
Assessment Battery for Children test (MABC) (Henderson & Sugden, 1992). These movement
difficulties had to be due to factors other than specific medical conditions (cerebral palsy,
Asberger’s syndrome, autism, muscular dystrophy), and in the presence of intellectual
capabilities expected from typically developing individuals, as inferred from scores on formal
assessments of intelligence (e.g., WISC). The movement problems would also, in the opinion of
the professionals, interfere with the child’s performance of activities of daily living. Once a
potential participant was identified by the different sites, each child and his parents received an
information package, which included cover letters, consent forms as well as a Child Information
Questionnaire (CIQ). It was assumed that the children of parents who contacted the first author
met all of the inclusion criteria presented to the professionals involved in the initial recruitment
stage. Nevertheless, to confirm the status of movement proficiency, all children were assessed
using the MABC test.
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The group of typically developing children also consisted of twelve participants, who
were recruited from a local elementary school. All boys in the relevant school grades received
an information package. If the parents were interested in their child’s participation, they returned
the package to the home-room teacher who passed it on to the first author. Children included in
the comparison group were not diagnosed with DCD or comorbid deficits, and exhibited overall
movement capabilities and ball skills considered as at least average for a typically developing
child. As a result they had to be at or above 20th percentile in terms of the TIS (raw score ≤ 8.5),
and above 15th percentile for the BS score (raw score ≤ 2.5).
The sample was limited to boys in order to enhance its homogeneity. Out of thirty four
initially recruited, twenty-four volunteers took part in the study. The remaining participants
either were not able to complete one of the testing sessions, or decided to withdraw from the
study altogether. The children were assigned to two groups of boys with (M = 9.9 years, SD =
.8) and without DCD (M = 10.5 years, SD = .8). The analysis involving the raw scores from the
MABC showed that the comparison group scored significantly lower, hence performed better,
than children with DCD in terms of TIS (M = 4.45, SD = 2.01 vs. M = 14.62, SD = 5.44) and BS
scores (M = .33, SD = .77 vs. M = 5.70, SD = 2.51).
Procedure
In the first of the two sessions, the MABC was administered at either the elementary
school or the Adapted Physical Activity Laboratory at the university. The administration of the
test took approximately 45 minutes. In the second session, children were asked to catch a ball,
approximately the size and weight of a tennis ball, in any way they preferred. The first author
used an underhand throw to deliver a ball from a distance of 5 m. The throws were directed
towards the chest area, and the lateral attempts were made to the left and right of the performer,
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respectively. To ensure consistency in the throw location, the lateral attempts were directed to
points on the floor located 80% of the total distance from the initial position. To obtain these
points, each participant was asked to take a maximum step to his left and right, at approximately
a 45 degree angle from the initial standing position. Also, the consistency in throw velocity,
across trials and conditions, was examined using two randomly selected sessions. The
differences in mean velocity across central (M = 7.2 m/s, SD = .31), left (M = 7.3 m/s; SD = .34),
and right conditions (M = 6.9 m/s; SD = .26), and the degree of corresponding variability, were
not considered as being of any practical hindrance to the experimental results and their
interpretation.
Thirty “blocked” and “random” trials were carried out. During the latter condition, the
participant was unaware of the throw location. Each participant performed the same randomized
sequence. In each condition, ten throws were made to the three locations. In total, the catching
session, including 12 practice and 60 formal trials, lasted 45 minutes.
Instrumentation and Data Analysis
A Sony VHS camera, adjusted to capture the full view of the performance and the arm
motion of the thrower, was positioned approximately 7 m away from the child, behind and to the
right of the thrower. The videotapes were analyzed using a television monitor, and a Technics
videocassette recorder (VCR), with slow-motion replay and frame-by-frame feature (30 frames
/sec). A total of 1359 trials were examined. The qualitative performance of children with DCD
was analyzed based on 238 central and 446 lateral trials, whereas the analysis of the comparison
group involved 235 and 440 trials, in the respective directions. The trials were omitted if the
throw was inconsistent with its expected location (e.g., above the shoulders; below the chest).
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Dependent Measures
Movement functionality was expressed in a percentage of occurrence value (number of
successful catches/total number of attempts under each task demand). The errors were tabulated
across relevant conditions and presented in a raw value. The qualitative characteristics of the
emerging movement forms (Table 3-1 & 3-2) and outcomes (Table 3-3) were also analyzed. The
categories incorporated here had been developed in the preceding pilot work. Its purpose was to
verify whether any of the most frequently referenced qualitative descriptors of movement
process (e.g., Haubenstricker et al, 1983; Strohmeyer et al., 1991) and outcome (e.g., Payne,
1985) were comprehensive enough to capture the performance of typically, and particularly
atypically developing children. Since the emerging movement forms are context specific, the
concern was that the existing categories may not be able to capture the nature of the actions
exhibited by both groups across novel conditions. The task constraints were manipulated in
order to delineate the limits of coordination, and identify those constraints which afford or
prevent functional performance of a particular task/skill (Burton, 1990). The analysis of
catching performance of children with and without coordination issues confirmed our hypothesis
as many of the emerging actions and resulting outcomes did not coincide with the categories
present in the existing behavioral tools. As a result, more representative qualitative descriptors
were devised. It is expected that the validity of these categories will be further confirmed in the
present investigation.
The body component approach (e.g., Roberton, 1977) was used to describe the emerging
actions. To compare the nature of movement forms exhibited by both groups, the number of
times a particular action, involving an individual component, emerged was expressed in
percentage of occurrence value (number of times observed/total number of attempts under a
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given task demand for a particular group x 100%). The degree of variability in the movement
forms was inferred from the number of different arm, hand or leg/trunk actions used by either
group under a particular task constraint.
To examine the inter-rater agreement, two coders analyzed the emerging movement
sequences and the nature of the resulting outcomes. Six participants, three from each group,
were randomly selected for the analysis. The percentage of perfect agreement was .95, .87 and
.82 for movement outcomes, arms and leg actions respectively. Given high values of the
coefficients, kappa was not estimated.
Design and Statistical Analysis
Three independent measures were incorporated in this study: Group (boys with vs.
without DCD), Condition (block vs. random), and Location (center vs. right vs. left), resulting in
a factorial design with repeated measures on the last two factors. Movement functionality was
examined using a 2 (Group) x 2 (Condition) x 3 (Location) mixed ANOVA with repeated
measures on the last two factors. In the case of significant interaction effect between Group and
Location variables, within-group differences across the locations were examined by a series of
simple repeated measures ANOVAs and subsequently dependent samples t-tests. The betweengroup differences were examined using a series of independent sample t-tests at each level of
Location factor. The Bonnferoni correction to α = .05 was used when more than two
comparisons were performed. The eta squared (η2) (mixed and within-group ANOVAs), as well
as d statistic for independent (d = M1 - M2 / σpooled), and dependent sample t-tests (d = M1 - M2 /
SD1) were used. In the former case, a value between .01 and .03 indicates a small effect, .06 to

.09 a medium, and over .15 a large effect. For the d statistic, an effect size of .2 is considered as
small, .5 as medium, and above .8 as large (Cohen, 1988). For the purpose of inferential
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statistics, the performance of each participant was pooled across all trials carried out under a
particular task demand.
Results
Quantitative Analysis
Movement functionality. Following a significant Group x Location interaction effect (F
(2, 44) = 25.83, p < .0001, η2 = .54), a series of repeated measure ANOVAs was carried out for
each group. The boys in the comparison group were equally successful across central (96%), left
(95%) and right (94%) conditions (F (2, 46) = 54.00, p < .58, η2 = .02). A significant effect for
location (F (2, 46) = 41.22, p < .0001, η2 = .64) revealed that children with DCD caught
significantly more balls in central attempts (74%) when compared to their performance in the left
(47%) (t (23) = 8.47, p <.0001, d = 1.75) and right trials (48%) (t (23) = 7.19, p <.0001, d =
1.57). In terms of between-group differences, children with DCD caught significantly fewer
balls than the comparison group in central (t (46) = 6.38, p <.0001, d = 1.85), left (t (46) = 13.52,
p <.0001, d = 3.91) and right conditions (t (46) = 11.62, p <.0001, d = 3.33). The effect of
randomization was not significant. Boys with DCD performed identically in central trials across
the blocked and random conditions (M = 74%), and exhibited only subtle differences in left
(Mblocked = 49% vs. Mrandom = 43%) and right locations (Mblocked = 46% vs. Mrandom = 47%).
Qualitative Analysis
Due to the lack of significant interaction effect between Group and Condition variables,
and no differences between left and right attempts for either group, the qualitative data represent
the actions exhibited by both groups in central and lateral locations.
Movement forms.
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Hand action. Overall, two actions dominated the performance of both groups.
When the ball was intercepted with the elbows flexed at 90 degrees (A1 & A2), or fully extended
throughout the trial (A3), the palms were facing each other with fingers extended and thumbs
pointing up (H1). During the trials when the ball was trapped against the trunk (A4 & A5) the
palms were facing each other, with fingers extended and thumbs pointing towards the body (H2).
In the few attempts when a one-handed outcome emerged, regardless of the group belonging,
children positioned the palm of the catching hand facing forward with fingers extended and
pointing towards the body (H3).
Arm actions. Aside from two movement forms, both groups incorporated the
same arm actions in the central condition (Figure 3-1). As reported elsewhere (Utley & Astill,
2007), children with DCD exhibited ball trapping, initiated when the elbows were flexed (A5).
Also, they used the “windmill” action (A3) characterized by shoulder flexion towards the ball,
from an initial relaxed position, with elbows fully extended throughout the trial. This is
consistent with the observation that children with coordination problems tend to “reach out with
stiff arms to contact the ball instead of allowing the ball to contact the hands” (Parker & Larkin,
2003, pg. 124).
The A1 movement category constituted the most preferred pattern for children with and
without DCD, despite occurring at considerably different frequencies (30% vs. 61%
respectively). During these attempts, the arms were initially relaxed along the sides of the body,
leading to shoulder flexion towards the ball, with simultaneous flexion of the elbows to
approximately 90 degrees. The ball was controlled or attempted to be controlled in front of the
body, away from the torso. The remaining arm actions were used at approximately the same rate
of occurrence. In these attempts the arms were kept motionless, with the elbows flexed at 90
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degrees throughout the trial (A2), or were cradled leading to trapping of the ball from the flexed
position (A4). In the case of trapping actions (A4, A5), they all resulted in two-handed outcomes
(7) (Table 3-3).
During the lateral trials, the actions exhibited by typically developing children were
dominated practically by two forms (A1, A6). Both involved active adjustment of shoulders and
elbows throughout the trial, with the only differences being the initial position of the arms (e.g.,
relaxed vs. flexed). On the other hand, the performance of children with DCD mirrored the
actions exhibited in central trials. An active involvement of shoulders and elbows (A1, A6) still
dominated accounting for approximately half of the trials. In the remaining attempts, children
with DCD used actions characterized by a limited involvement of either the elbow or shoulder
joint, or both. In the former case, these actions (A3, A4, A5) accounted for 48% of central and
37% of lateral trials. The actions characterized by a lack of any adjustment to either joint (A2)
were about equally distributed across central (10%) and lateral (16%) trials.
Leg & Trunk actions. During central trials the comparison group remained
stationary with hips extended (L1) and trunk positioned behind the ball, the tendency which also
dominated the performance of children with DCD (Figure 3-2). However, the latter group did
not flex their knees (L5), which is an action often used by more skilled catchers to absorb the
force, and/or lower the center of mass to prevent loss of balance due to extraneous movements of
the arms. On 30% of the trials children with DCD displaced their legs by either stepping (L2) or
running/jumping/walking (L3) even though the task characteristics did not demand such action.
During the lateral catches, the qualitative differences between the groups became more
pronounced (Figure 3-2). On 93% of all attempts, the comparison group used a comfortable step
towards the ball (L2), with trunk positioned behind the ball at the contact. This was also the
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most dominant action of boys with DCD. However, they incorporated it on only approximately
half of the attempts, while in remaining trials they exhibited actions characterized by an
excessive amount of movement by running/jumping or walking (L3) (28%) towards the ball.
They also exhibited actions which were over-constrained. They failed to adjust adequately their
legs to the trajectory of the ball by either pivoting on one leg (L4) (17%), or remaining
completely stationary (L1) (4%).
Movement outcomes. Both groups exhibited predominately two-handed outcomes. As
a group, the performance of typically developing individuals was nearly perfect. When they
failed to catch a ball they exhibited contact, no catch outcomes on 9 occasions in central
condition, and in 26 lateral trials. On the other hand, children with DCD committed 59 and 237
errors in central and lateral trials, respectively. Their nature is described below, and the
individual profiles are presented in Table 3-4.
In the central condition, both hands have to mirror one another in terms of velocity and
spatial trajectory in order to complete a two-handed catch. Under these conditions, failure to
grasp the ball (2, 5) accounted for 93% of two-handed errors. Children with DCD were able to
place the hands on the trajectory, but failed to make contact as the ball was going through
untouched (5). Or they were able to make contact with the ball, but did not grasp it (2). In the
lateral trials, a suitable symmetry between hands is more difficult to achieve as one limb has to
move faster and further to compensate for the differences in the initial location of the hands in
relation to the ball trajectory. The analysis revealed that under such constraints children with
DCD not only exhibited more errors, but also a greater variability in their nature (Table 3-4).
The outcomes coinciding with grasping difficulties (2, 5) were still present but their occurrence,
relative to the total number of errors, decreased by approximately 30%. The remaining errors
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were characterized by difficulties in positioning of both hands near the ball or its trajectory when
the grasping action was taking place (3). Also, children with DCD were able to contact the ball
with one hand, while the other one was visible trailing behind, arriving at the desired location
when a two-handed contact was no longer possible (6).
Discussion
The purpose of this investigation was to examine, in detail, movement functionality,
nature of the emerging forms, and resulting outcomes exhibited by boys with and without DCD,
across different task constraints. The general hypothesis was that the differences between the
groups would be most evident when the task demands were enhanced by manipulating the
predictability of the environment and/or throw location.
To a large extent, the data confirmed this prediction. In terms of movement functionality,
randomization had no significant effect on the number of balls caught by children with or
without DCD. Although somewhat surprising, this finding is consistent with other interceptive
studies (Deconinck et al., 2006; Du Randt, 1985). Likely, the lack of effect was due to low ball
velocity, thus despite the presence of initial spatial and/or temporal uncertainty, children still had
enough time to adapt as the movement was unfolding.
However, the analysis of performance across different locations substantiated the initial
hypothesis. The rate of success exhibited by typically developing boys confirmed that ball
catching, and underlying coordination dynamics, are mastered around 10 years of age (e.g.,
Astill, 2007; Tayler, 2002; Williams, 1992). In terms of between-group differences, the
functional performance was more similar in central catches, when compared to the lateral trials.
This was evident from the group analysis, as well as from the examination of the individual
profiles of children with DCD (Table 3-4). Eight out of twelve boys caught 15 or more out of 20
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balls, which from a practical standpoint constitutes a reasonably good performance. This finding
implies that the dynamics underlying bimanual coordination, in at least some of the boys with
DCD, although possibly different may still be effective. A different scenario emerged in the
lateral trials where more pronounced differences between boys with and without DCD emerged.
The degree of these discrepancies indicated a serious problem in catching, and a definite deficit
in the underlying coordination dynamics (inter-segmental coordination). In fact, as a group, boys
with DCD failed on every second attempt, and none of them reached a 70% success rate, which
is the benchmark for a reasonably effective performance (Table 3-4). A similar degree of
functional problems, at a group level of analysis, was also reported by Astill (2007), who
compared catching performance of ten-year old boys and girls with DCD and matched sample of
typically developing individuals, using a methodological protocol involving a tennis-ball
machine. However, those problems emerged under central, rather than lateral task constraints,
thus suggesting that bimanual coordination constituted the limits of organization for that sample.
One other study compared functional success exhibited by children with and without DCD in
catching (Van Waelvelde et al., 2004). However, it was impossible to infer from the results
which task constraints led to failures, as composite scores reflecting the performance across
different condition were reported (one vs. two-hands with/without a pouch, with/without
bounce).
In terms of the qualitative nature of the outcomes, the analysis of individual profiles
(Table 3-4) confirmed that grasping errors dominated the failures exhibited by boys with DCD.
However, problems in “positioning” were also evident, particularly in the lateral attempts. These
spatial issues were predominantly exhibited by children who were the least functionally
successful in catching, and who at the same time exhibited the most serious problems in ball
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skills (BS) and overall movement proficiency (TIS), as inferred from the MABC scores. Thus,
the findings support the notion that the most naïve performers may exhibit problems in catching
due to less than optimal spatial organization (Marteniuk & Romanow, 1983). They may have
difficulties even assembling the general pattern of movement from the many available degrees of
freedom. On the other hand, individuals who exhibit temporal issues may still have not
completely mastered the skill, but at least are able to position their limbs in the ball-park of the
desired trajectory. Their problems may be due to less than optimal fine-tuning (control) of the
catch, rather than emerging at the coordination level (Burton, 1990; Newell, 1986).
The pattern of results evident from the analysis of movement functionality and outcomes
was also supported by the qualitative examination of arm and leg/trunk actions, but not hand
adaptations. The latter result is consistent with previous behavioral (Utley & Astill, 2007) and
kinematic analysis (Deconinck et al., 2006) of interceptive actions exhibited by children with and
without DCD. Thus, it appears that the examination of hand adaptations, regardless of the level
of analysis, does not constitute an essential variable capable at differentiating between the
performance of less and more skilled individuals. This conclusion is in line with the results
reported by Fischman and colleagues (1992), who found that older boys (10-11 years of age)
used “inappropriate” hand orientations resulting in a successful catch, while younger children
incorporated “mature” or correct actions of the hands, yet they were unable to catch the ball.
In central condition, the nature and variability of arm actions incorporated by boys with
DCD were, to a large extent, comparable to those used by their typically developing peers, even
if at different frequencies (Figure 3-1). This is inconsistent with the data reported by Utley and
Astill (2007), where children with DCD were found to exhibit a stereotypical type of behavior,
and typically developing children were actually more variable. But, it is in line with
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developmental literature showing that under relatively simple task demands the overall nature of
movement forms exhibited by more skilled catchers is similar to the movement repertoire of less
able children (Strohmeyer et al., 1991). These findings once again confirmed the inferences
made based on the functional data regarding the effectiveness of bimanual coordination
exhibited, by at least some, boys with DCD. In terms of the leg/trunk actions, as expected, both
groups remained stationary on the majority of the attempts. Nevertheless, on some instances,
children with DCD also tended to move their feet and trunk thus jeopardizing their balance. The
degree to which these excessive movements impact (movement) effectiveness requires further
investigation.
The performance of lateral catches is more difficult as larger coordinative structures,
involving several body components (e.g., arms, hands, trunk, and legs), have to be assembled.
As expected, under these task constraints between-group differences in the nature of the
emerging actions became more apparent. The arm actions exhibited by typically developing
children were dominated by one movement solution involving an on-going adjustment of
different joints to the ball trajectory, which is a trademark of skilled catchers (Savelsbergh & van
Santvoord, 1989). Thus, as evident from the performance of typically developing boys across
the different conditions, the variability in movement forms is task specific. The topology of
functional solutions was rather broad when performing an easier task, but under more stringent
constraints only one action was effective (Strohmeyer et al., 1991). The analysis of performance
exhibited by boys with DCD provided a different picture. In terms of the arm actions, their
performance can be characterized as “consistently inconsistent”. They used the same movement
solutions, at similar frequencies, across both locations. Although these actions were considered
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as effective and the coinciding degree of variability as functional during the central trials, this
was not the case during the lateral attempts.
The analysis of the leg/trunk actions also confirmed the expected differences, as on many
occasions boys with DCD exhibited problems positioning their feet in relation to the ball
trajectory (Parker & Larkin, 2003). They either remained stationary or moved excessively, when
taking a simple step was required. In the latter case, the presence of these extraneous movements
may result from a less than optimal ability to account for segmental and inter-segmental forces
created during actions involving multiple degrees of freedom (Larkin & Hoare, 1992). At the
behavioral level, problems in controlling these forces may affect the ability to maintain or adapt
postural states to the existing task demands. Thus, in addition to issues in coordination of upper
limbs, less than optimal postural adaptations via lower body components may constitute a limiter
in mastering ball catching (Davids, Bennett, Kingsbury, Jolley, & Brain, 2000; Parker & Larkin,
2003; Tayler, 2002). This hypothesis is intuitively pleasing as many children with DCD exhibit
less than optimal balance/postural adaptations, when compared to typically developing
individuals (Przysucha, Taylor, & Weber, 2008).
The qualitative analysis also afforded to gain some insights into the nature of general
organizational tendencies used by children with and without DCD. According to the seminal
work of Bernstein (1967), the route to the “mastery” of any (discrete) skill is characterized by a
transition in the overall tendency to initially freeze and subsequently free the relevant mechanical
degrees of freedom. Recently, the universality of this hypothesis has been challenged, and the
present data appear to substantiate these concerns. The analysis of arm actions exhibited by
typically developing boys showed that the error-free central performance coincided with
movement forms reflecting both freezing as well as freeing tendencies. In terms of children with
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DCD, it was expected that they would freeze out the relevant degrees of freedom to facilitate the
performance of this complex task (Utley & Astill, 2007; Van Waelvelde et al., 2004). This
hypothesis was also not confirmed. Their arm actions were characterized by movement forms
where one or both joints were “frozen”, yet their most dominant solution involved an active
adjustment of all relevant components. Similarly, the analysis of feet/trunk adaptations showed
that, in some instances, they did not exhibit any movements (freezing) when leg displacement
was necessary, and they were moving excessively (freeing) when remaining stationary or taking
a simple step was required. As a result, the inferences based on the present data support the
notion that freezing and freeing are not exclusive to less or more skilled performance (e.g.,
Newell & Vaillancourt, 2001). The emergence of either mode is likely constrained by the
relationship between the status of intrinsic dynamics, demands of the task, and the biomechanical
properties of body components/joints involved (Newell, 1986).
Conclusion
Considering the emphasis given to the “C” in DCD, and the diagnostic criteria used to
identify these individuals (APA, 1994), detailed assessment of coordination in ecologically valid,
every-day tasks is desirable. The results confirmed that movement coordination is not an “all or
nothing” process as some boys with DCD were able to generate functional actions at bimanual
levels of organization. However, all had problems assembling effective movement solutions at
the inter-segmental level. The analysis of movement outcomes suggested that in the former case,
less than optimal temporal control of grasping may be responsible for the failures. On the other
hand, the functional and qualitative differences emerging at the inter-segmental level may be
embedded in less than ability to coordinate relevant body components in order to position the
hands on or near the ball trajectory. An alternative, and not necessarily conflicting hypothesis, is
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that problems in catching evident at lower and higher levels of organization may be due to less
than optimal ability to maintain stance or make appropriate postural adaptations under more
dynamic task constraints, respectively.
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Table 3-1.
Qualitative Categories Describing Arm Actions
Arms
Category 1

Description
Arms are initially relaxed along the sides of the body, leading to
shoulder flexion towards the ball, with simultaneous elbow flexion to
approximately 90 degrees. The ball is attempted to be controlled in front
of the body, away from the torso.

Category 2

No adjustment to the shoulders, elbows are flexed at approximately 90
degrees, at the beginning of the trial and at the point of contact
/expected contact with the ball.

Category 3

Arms are initially relaxed along the side of the body, leading to
shoulder flexion towards the ball, with elbows fully extended
throughout the action.

Category 4

Arms are initially relaxed along the sides of the body, leading to flexion at
the elbows to the point where the ball is trapped/attempted to be trapped
by the hands against the trunk.

Category 5

Elbows are initially flexed at approximately 90 degrees, leading to more
flexion to the point where the ball is trapped/attempted to be trapped by
the hands against the trunk.

Category 6

Elbows are initially flexed at approximately 90 degrees, leading to elbow
extension and shoulders flexion towards the ball. Ball is intercepted in
front of the torso.
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Table 3-2.
Qualitative Categories Describing Hand and Leg/Trunk Actions
Hands

Description

Category 1

Palms facing each other, fingers extended, thumbs up.

Category 2

Palms facing each other, fingers extended, thumbs in, facing the body.

Category 3

Palm(s) forward, fingers extended, thumb(s) in.

Legs &
Trunk

Description

Category 1

No feet adjustment, trunk stationary, behind the ball.

Category 2

Hip abduction to the spot on the ground marking the location of the lateral
attempt (left or right respectively), trunk adjusting, behind the ball.

Category 3

Base of support not established as the catcher runs/jumps/walks when
attempting to catch the ball, trunk behind the ball.

Category 4

Minimal initial adjustment of the leg located on the side of the lateral (left
or right) throw. To transport the trunk and the arms in the proximity of the
ball, the catcher pivots on the leg proximate to the throw location, with the
trunk leaning horizontally to the ground, towards the ball. Non-supporting
leg is pointing in the direction away from the throw location.

Category 5

No feet adjustment, knees flexed, trunk stationary, behind the ball.
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Table 3-3.
Qualitative Categories Describing Movement Outcomes
Outcome

Code

Description

Reaction, no contact

1

One-handed attempt, no contact, ball hits the ground.

2

Hands are positioned on the trajectory of the ball,

(one hand)
Reaction, no contact
(two hands)

however, there is no contact due to delayed grasping
action. The ball goes through the hands and hits the ground.

Reaction, no contact

3

(two hands)
One handed contact,

the grasping action is taking place. The ball hits the ground.
4

no catch
Two handed contact,

Hand make contact with the ball failing to grasp it, ball hits
the ground.

5

Hands make contact with the ball, however the grasping
action is initiated too late or too early, ball hits the ground.

no catch
Two-handed attempt,

Hands are not positioned near the ball or its trajectory when

6

Both hands are moving towards the ball, only one hand

one handed contact,

makes contact, as the other hand trials behind arriving too

no catch

late to make a two-handed catching attempt.

Uncontrolled catch,

7

The ball is grasped by both hands, with the aid of the trunk.

8

The catch is made exclusively with the palms and fingers.

9

The catch is made exclusively with the palms and fingers.

two hands
Controlled catch, one
hand
Controlled catch, two
hands
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Table 3-4.
Percentile Total Impairment (TIS) and Ball Skills Scores (BS), Percentage of Functional
Catches, and the Number/Nature of Two-handed Errors in Central and Lateral Attempts, for
Each Participant with DCD.

ID

TIS

BS

Central attempts
Catches

Lateral attempts

Errors
3 5 6

Catches

2

2

Errors
3
5

6

1

11

>5

85

0

0

2

0

47

1

0

11

5

2

1

5

50

1

4

5

0

20

2

9

13

4

3

5

>5

75

0

0

5

0

42

2

8

7

4

4

1

5

60

3

0

5

0

45

10

0

12

0

5

13

>5

80

0

0

4

0

60

0

0

12

0

6

9

>5

80

0

0

3

0

55

4

0

16

0

7

15

>5

90

0

0

2

0

65

4

0

8

2

8

11

>5

85

0

0

3

0

35

8

1

8

4

9

1

5

50

6

0

3

0

25

8

7

3

10

10

11

>5

75

1

0

3

0

58

1

3

10

1

11

1

5

80

3

0

1

0

45

6

3

6

7

12

13

5

70

0

0

5

0

55

3

1

13

1

73.3%
(13.37)

14

4

41 0

46.0%
(14.00)

49

32 119 38

M
(SD)

Note. Central attempts were tabulated across blocked and randomized conditions (240 attempts), while lateral
attempts are summed across those two conditions, as well as left and right attempts (480 attempts).
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Figure 3-1. Frequency of occurrence of different arm actions, evident in central (left diagram)
and lateral attempts, for children with and without DCD (no DCD).
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Figure 3-2. Frequency of occurrence of different leg and trunk actions, evident in central (left
diagram) and lateral attempts, for children with and without DCD (no DCD).
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Chapter 4
Movement Coordination and Control in Boys with and without
Developmental Coordination Disorder in Two-handed Ball Catching
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to provide a more in-depth insight into the nature of movement
coordination and control exhibited by ten children with (M = 10.5 years, SD = 1.0) and ten
without DCD (M = 10.8 years, SD = .9). At the intra-limb level of coordination, children with
DCD exhibited a universal tendency to fragment the emerging actions. In contrast, typically
developing individuals coupled and decoupled the spatial relations depending on the task goal
and joints involved. The analysis of inter-limb (bimanual) coordination revealed that both
groups exhibited a comparable degree of spatial but not temporal symmetry. In the latter case,
no substantial differences between the groups were found in central attempts. However, in the
lateral trials the degree of temporal coupling was jeopardized in children with DCD, also
coinciding with failures on ≥ 50% of the attempts. A similar scenario emerged when the ball
speed was manipulated showing that temporal organization exhibited by children with DCD was
less stable when compared to their peers. The analysis of spatial and temporal adaptations to the
individual effectors provided novel insights into the nature of movement control exhibited by
children with DCD. In response to a change in ball speed, typically developing boys increased
the velocity of the effectors, but no substantial changes to the spatial trajectories of the hands
were evident. The opposite was true for boys with DCD who shifted the point of interception
closer to the body, without making desired adaptations to the velocity of the hands. These
differences became evident in central fast attempts suggesting that the ability to control actions at
the bimanual level of organization represented limits for many children with DCD in this study.

Key words: coordination, control, kinematics
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The essential notion embedded in Burton’s (1990) model is that coordination develops
before movement control can be acquired (Newell, 1985). Thus, at any level of organization the
general relations among the components of the motor system are first mastered, resulting in
movement forms that are consistent and above all functional. Subsequently, the emerging
coordinative structures become more flexible, in other words the performer learns how to control
them across similar contexts. The issues in coordination were addressed in the qualitative study
(Przysucha & Maraj, 2010). In a nutshell, the preceding results showed that both groups
organized their actions differently, particularly when arm-actions were examined in the lateral
attempts requiring effective inter-segmental coordination. In a broader conceptual context, the
qualitative analysis also supported the notion that the reorganization of the motor system can
result in an increasing or decreasing number of mechanical degrees of freedom involved, with
the nature of spatio-temporal relations being dependent on factors other than skill level alone
(e.g., task demands, body components involved) (Berthouse & Lungarella, 2004; Newell &
Vaillancourt, 2001). The kinematic approach undertaken in the present research allows gaining
further insights into the issues of coordination. The nature of coordinative tendencies can be
examined at both intra- as well as inter-limb (bimanual) levels of organization, in spatial as well
as temporal domains. The differences in coordination at the intra-limb level suggest that
biomechanical constraints may account for qualitatively different, and potentially ineffective,
movement forms. Such analysis involves “solving” the inverse kinematics problem by
establishing how different joints, and their angular displacement, contribute to the spatial
trajectory of the end effector (Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981). On the other hand, the analysis of
spatial and temporal characteristics of bimanual actions may provide an insight into the potential
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role of neuromuscular constraints on the way coordinative structures are formed (Kelso,
Southard, & Goodman, 1979).
In addition to the analysis of coordination, this study also allows examining the status of
movement control. This can be inferred by observing how the emerging coordinative structures,
and individual effectors comprising them, adapt to the changes in ball speed. These adaptations
may be qualitative or quantitative in nature, and they can take place in spatial and/or temporal
domains. Substantial changes to the essential variables, such as degree of spatial or temporal
coupling, coincide with qualitative adaptations resulting in changes in coordination. The
quantitative adaptations result from the fine-tuning of movement speed/duration or spatial
trajectory of the effector(s), without affecting the overall qualitative nature of the emerging
action. In relation to spatial and temporal aspects of movement control, the motor learning
literature has shown that the former is attended to first (e.g., straightness of trajectory), whereas
temporal adaptations (e.g., changes in velocity/acceleration) are fine-tuned later on in the
(learning) process (Marteniuk & Romanow, 1983; Mazyn, Lenoir, Montagne, & Savelsbergh,
2007). In the DCD literature examining issues in coordination and control, it has been taken for
granted that the temporal aspect of organization is affected, whereas the spatial aspect of
movement organization remains undocumented.
The literature explicitly examining how children with DCD organize their peripheral
degrees of freedom is limited, and the investigations are scattered across different types of tasks
and levels of analysis. The majority of these investigations focused on temporal aspects of
bimanual coordination. Volman, Laroy and Jongmans (2006) used rhythmical continuous
movements to examine the nature of bimanual and inter-segmental coordination in children with
and without DCD. The results showed that, regardless of the coordination mode (in- or anti-
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phase), children with DCD exhibited less stable temporal relations between homologous (both
hands) and non-homologous (hand-leg) limbs. This is also consistent with research involving
children with ADHD who, in comparison to their typically developing peers, exhibit less stable
in- and anti-phase patterns of coordination in simple bi-manual hand movements (Klimkeit,
Sheppard, Lee, & Bradshaw, 2004). A similar scenario was reported in a study examining the
nature of bimanual coordination in a fast discrete aiming task (Huh et al., 1998). The nature of
temporal relations exhibited by children with and without DCD was comparable in symmetrical
actions. However, this was not the case in asymmetrical condition where both hands were
reaching to targets positioned at different distances from participants. Children with DCD
exhibited pronounced differences in the movement duration of each hand, also resulting in more
outcome errors. At the neuromuscular level of organization, these actions were characterized by
prolonged agonist muscle activity and a delayed onset latency of the antagonist muscles. The
activity of the agonist is more closely related to the joint kinematics at the shoulder
(acceleration), whereas the antagonist muscles slow down the movement and are generally
associated with the elbow involvement (Galloway & Koshland, 2002). Generally, less than
optimal modulation of antagonist muscles represent a feature of motor strategies employed by
unskilled and/or less developed individuals (Jaric, Carcos, Agarwal, & Gottlieb, 1993).
Only recently, the issues of coordination and control in children with DCD have been
examined using a ball catching methodology. However, the available research remains
equivocal. The nature of spatial symmetry was examined by Utley, Stennbergen and Astill
(2007). They reported that children with DCD tightly coupled the degree of angular
displacement at the elbows, thus implying the presence of bimanual symmetry. Similar results
emerged when the degree of temporal coupling between the effectors was examined (Astill &
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Utley, 2006). What was rather unexpected in these investigations was the fact that the degree of
spatial and temporal coupling in typically developing children was significantly weaker and
more variable, when compared to those exhibited by children with DCD. This is despite the fact
that typically developing children caught substantially more balls. These results are also
inconsistent with the developmental literature. In aiming, bimanual symmetry is evident in
children between 6 and 7 years of age (Huh et al., 1998), whereas in ball catching adult-like
relations between the effectors are present in ten-year olds (Tayler, 2002). In both instances the
degree of spatial, and particularly temporal, symmetry between the effectors was high and
invariant across different task constraints. The results emerging in these developmental studies
are also in line with motor control theories, more specifically with predictions of the coordinative
structure theory, as applied to bimanual actions (Kelso et al., 1979).
The way children with DCD control their actions has been primarily investigated in the
temporal domain in relatively simple, one-degree of freedom actions (e.g., uni-manual tapping).
Based on these findings a “general slowness hypothesis” was formulated as, in comparison to the
typically developing individuals, children with DCD were slower to react and to move, while
also exhibiting larger variability (e.g., Geuze & Kalverboer, 1987; Henderson, Rose, &
Henderson, 1992). According to the basic principles of motor control (e.g., Hick’s; Fitts’ Laws)
these problems should become even more pronounced when more complex tasks have to be
carried out. Some research involving discrete interceptive tasks supported this notion (e.g., Zoia,
Castiello, Blason, & Scabar, 2005), but the majority have either failed to support it altogether, or
have revealed that these differences were context specific. Smyth, Anderson and Churchill
(2001) reported no differences in movement time or peak velocity between children with and
without DCD in reaching. However, they found that the velocity at contact with the object was
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higher in children with DCD, suggesting that the spatial accuracy may be jeopardized.
Somewhat similar results were found in studies using pointing (Smits-Engelsman, Wilson,
Westenberg, & Duysens, 2003) and catching-like tasks (Estil, Ingvaldsen, & Whiting, 2003).
Neither investigation revealed between-group differences in movement onset and duration, but in
line with previous research, noted that children with DCD exhibit significantly larger spatial
errors.
More recently, two studies examined the nature of control in children with and without
DCD in ball catching. Astill and Utley (2008) asked children with and without DCD to intercept
a slow approaching ball (2.5 m/s). The former group exhibited a delayed movement onset,
longer and more variable movement time, but no differences between the effectors were found
implying the presence of the desired symmetry. As movement functionality was not reported in
this study, the impact of the resulting differences on the eventual outcome of the action also
remains unclear. The research discussed thus far examined the issues of control under steady
state conditions. How children with DCD respond to subtle changes to the task constraints, in
the context of interceptive actions, has only been examined in one study (Deconinck et al.,
2006). Participants were to intercept a ball attached a pendulum across different ball speeds (2.0,
2.9., 3.7 m/s), while sitting with the arm positioned on the trajectory of the ball. The analysis of
the temporal aspects of the grasping actions showed only subtle differences. The authors
concluded that overall, the temporal structure of the grasping action, and the adaptations made in
response to changes in ball velocity were similar across the groups.
As evident from the available research, many questions still need to be addressed on how
children with DCD manage their peripheral degrees of freedom. This is particularly true in the
context of interceptive tasks such as catching, which represent a problem for many of these
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individuals. The nature of coordinative tendencies at the intra-limb level has not been examined
in literature thus far. Also, research examining the nature (degree; stability) of the coordinative
relations at the bimanual level is limited and equivocal. The analysis of issues in movement
control, as conceptualized here, is limited to one study at intra- (Deconinck et al., 2006) and
bimanual levels of organization (Astill & Utley, 2008), both showing no substantial differences
between the groups. Thus it remains unknown how, if at all, children with DCD can adapt the
spatial and temporal aspects of their catching movement in the face of more challenging task
demands. A meticulous description of the emerging movement forms was undertaken in the
preceding research. A more accurate kinematic analysis is now required to further validate the
results of previous research, and to examine in more detail the nature of spatial and temporal
coordination and control exhibited by children with DCD in comparison to their typically
developing peers.
Thus, the first purpose of this study was to examine movement functionality in children
with and without Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) in central and lateral catches,
across different ball speeds. Based on the results from the preceding analysis (Przysucha &
Maraj, 2010), and other relevant research (e.g., Williams, 1992), it was expected that typically
developing children would be successful on most of the attempts, regardless of task demands.
On the other hand, individuals with DCD were expected to catch significantly more balls in the
easier conditions (e.g., central baseline catches), when compared to the performance under task
demands requiring the involvement of higher levels of organization (e.g., lateral attempts).
The second purpose was to examine the nature (degree, stability) of spatial and temporal
coordination at intra- and inter-limb (bimanual) levels of organization, respectively. In the
former of intra-limb coordination, both groups were expected to exhibit different (coordinative)
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tendencies. A high degree of coupling between shoulder and elbow was expected from typically
developing boys. However, not from the performance of children with DCD who were expected
to either freeze out completely one of the elements of the coordinative structure (e.g., elbow), or
allow only its limited involvement (e.g., trapping). Based on research involving other
interceptive tasks (e.g., reaching, pointing) (e.g., Lacquaniti & Soechting, 1982), it was also
expected that spatial relations between joints which are not spanned by biarticular muscles (e.g.,
shoulder-wrist) and which are more distal (e.g., elbow-wrist) would be weaker when compared
to shoulder-elbow coupling. In terms of between-group differences, the nature of potential
differences between the two remaining joint pairs is difficult to predict as this is the first study
which aimed at examining spatial relations between these joint pairs in the groups of interest. At
the inter-limb (bimanual) level of coordination the nature of the emerging coordination
tendencies were expected to be confounded by task constraints. Under easier demands (central
catches) both groups were expected to exhibit a high degree of coupling in both the spatial and
temporal domain. However, it was also expected that changes in task demands, from central to
lateral attempts, would jeopardize the nature of coordination exhibited by children with DCD,
while typically developing individuals would exhibit the same degree of spatio-temporal
coupling (Tayler, 2002). In terms of intra-subject variability, the differences between the groups
were also expected to be accentuated under more difficult task demands.
The third purpose was to examine the nature of spatial and temporal adaptations, at the
joint and effector level. In the former case, when facing changes in ball speed typically
developing children were expected to make adaptations that would afford them to preserve the
overall spatial and temporal structure of the movement, as well as its functionality (Mazyn et al.,
2007). Children with DCD, on the other hand, were expected to alter at least some spatial
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relations (e.g., shoulder-elbow) to the point that they would be forced to change the overall
nature of their actions. Also, the degree of temporal coupling between the hands was expected to
decrease due to the manipulation of the control parameter (ball speed).
In terms of adaptations at the level of individual effectors, typically developing boys were
expected to make contact with the ball further away from the body when the ball speed was
enhanced, as compared to their own performance in the baseline condition. The opposite was
expected from children with DCD as retrieval of the hands closer to the body is a strategy often
used by less skilled individuals to “buy” time (e.g., Mazyn et al., 2007). In terms of temporal
adaptations, it was expected that between group differences would not be evident in movement
onset regardless of ball speed. However, children with DCD were expected to exhibit substantial
changes in movement velocity when compared to the adaptations evident in the performance of
typically developing individuals. This would be consistent with the fact that when spatiotemporal accuracy is critical, children with DCD use faster, more ballistic actions leading to
more pronounced on-target errors (e.g., Smyth et al., 2001).
Finally, differences in intra-individual variability were expected to emerge when
examining spatio-temporal relations between joints, as well as at the individual effector level.
Children with DCD would be more variable across the conditions, with the differences becoming
more accentuated during more difficult attempts (fast central or lateral attempts). Based on the
relevant literature (Mazyn et al., 2006), it was expected that typically developing boys would
exhibit a smaller degree of variability as the task demands become more stringent. This is
consistent with the notion that as the spatio-temporal constraints of the task are enhanced, the
number of appropriate movement solutions decreases (Marteniuk & Romanow, 1983).
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Method
Participants
The sampling design was purposive (Sherrill & O’Connor, 1999). Following ethical
approval from the institutional review board and the school boards, the recruitment process was
initiated. The participants were recruited from two elementary schools, from the Elk Island
school board, and a clinical program offered at the University of Alberta. The group of children
with movement difficulties was comprised of boys diagnosed with DCD, some of whom also
exhibited comorbid conditions (e.g., ADHD, LD). The recruitment process was initiated by
providing the inclusion/exclusion criteria to the director of the clinical program, and specialneeds facilitators at the schools. In the latter case, the researcher also met with the teachers to
explain the details of the study, and the involvement of the teacher in the recruitment process.
The group of boys with DCD included children who exhibited movement coordination
problems corresponding to the 15th or lower percentile in terms of the Total Impairment Score
(TIS) and 5th percentile in the Ball Skills (BS) section, from the Movement Assessment Battery
for Children test (MABC) (Henderson & Sugden, 1992). The movement difficulties had to be
due to factors other than specific medical conditions (cerebral palsy, Asperger’s syndrome,
autism, muscular dystrophy), and in the presence of intellectual capabilities expected from
typically developing individuals. They also, in the opinion of the professionals, would interfere
with the child’s performance of activities of daily living. Children included in the comparison
group were not diagnosed with DCD or comorbid deficits, and exhibited overall movement
capabilities ( ≥ 20th percentile in TIS) and ball skills ( ≥ 15th percentile in BS) considered as at
least average for a typically developing child.
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In schools, the home-room teacher distributed the information package to all boys in the
respective grades. If the parents were interested in their child participation, they returned a
signed consent form along with the Child Information Questionnaire (CIQ) to the home-room
teacher, who subsequently passed them on to the special-needs facilitator. The packages were
then sent to the researcher who contacted the parents of each participant individually by phone.
The recruitment of children from the clinical program was initiated by contacting the program’s
director. The director was given the inclusion/exclusion criteria and was asked to approach those
individuals who to her knowledge exhibited the desired movement and intellectual
characteristics. Once a potential participant was identified by the director, the parents received
an information package. It was assumed that if the parents contacted the researcher, their
children met all of the inclusion criteria initially provided to the program director.
The sample consisted of 20 participants, ten with (M = 10.5, SD = 1.0) and ten without
DCD (M = 10.8, SD = .9) (Table 4-1). There were no significant differences between the groups
in terms of the age (t (18) = .67, p = .51). The results from the MABC test showed that the
comparison group scored significantly lower, hence performed better, than children with DCD in
terms of TIS (M = 4.5, SD = 2.24 vs. M = 17.62, SD = 5.36) (t (18) = 6.88, p < .001) and BS
scores (M = .5, SD = 1.08 vs. M = 7.3, SD = 1.31) (t (18) = 12.62, p < .001).
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Table 4-1.
Total Impairment (TIS) and Ball skills (BS) Scores for Children With (11-20) and Without DCD.
Participant

TIS

TIS (%)

BS

1

4.5

49

0

2

2.0

79

0

3

6.0

36

0

4

2.5

70

0

5

8.0

20

2

6

3.0

65

0

7

8.5

20

3

8

4.0

54

0

9

3.5

60

0

10

3.5

60

0

11

10.05

13

6.5

12

21.5

3

6

13

21.0

3

8

14

22.0

3

8

15

12.5

7

6

16

19.5

4

7

17

11.0

11

6

18

21.5

3

10

19

12.0

8

7

20

23.0

2

8.5
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Procedure
In the first of the two sessions, the MABC was administered at either the elementary
schools, or in the Adapted Physical Activity Laboratory at the university. This was carried out
regardless if a child was assessed with this or other tools (e.g., TGMD) in the past. The
administration of the test took approximately 45 minutes.
For the purpose of the second session, children were asked to come to University of
Alberta. The catching session was carried out in the gym. Children were asked to catch a ball
with two hands. All participants were right-handed, which was inferred from the hand they used
to sign their name on the MABC forms and perform the manual dexterity component of the
assessment test. Participants wore sleeveless shirt and shorts to facilitate the acquisition of the
kinematic data. During the practice trials, the researcher asked the participant to stand in the
central position prior to each catching attempt with arms and hands relaxed along participant’s
body. Approximately three seconds after the “are you ready” prompt, a ball machine projected a
tennis ball to central and lateral locations respectively. At the end of each trial, the catcher
repositioned himself in the initial, central position. The angle of projection was adjusted for each
participant so that the catching attempt was made at the level of the shoulders. To identify the
location of the lateral attempts, each participant was asked to make a maximum, but comfortable
step to his right. The distance approximating 80% of the total distance between the feet was used
to mark an area on the ground where the lateral catches were directed. During the practice trials,
in each location the speed of the ball was altered after 3 trials from 7 to 9 m/s, resulting in
approximate flight durations of 700 and 550 ms, respectively. In total twelve practice trials
were carried out, three in central/lateral baseline and fast conditions. During the formal attempts,
the speed was altered after 10 trials in each location, resulting in 40 attempts.
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Instrumentation and Kinematic Analyses
Equipment set-up. The ball was delivered by a tennis ball machine located 5 m away, in
front of the participant. During the preliminary pilot testing of the machine, it was found that the
ball hit a target (21.5 x 28 cm) located 1.5 m above ground and 5 meters in front of the machine,
on 95% of attempts (38/40). Also, the speed of the ball remained consistent across ten trials in
baseline (M = 6.8 m/s, SD = .14) and faster (M = 8.7 m/s, SD = .28) central attempts. To
manipulate the ball speed a PowerStat adjuster (Superior Electronic Company, Edmonton,
Alberta) was used.
Four digital video cameras were used to capture the relevant motion. Two cameras were
positioned to the right and left, at the approximate distance of 7 meters from the participant. The
cameras on each side were set at approximately 60 degrees from one another. Although the
orthogonal alignment is optimal from the stand point of accuracy, this approach is also deemed
as acceptable (Woltring, 1980). The optical axis of each camera was perpendicular to the plane
of motion. The cameras were recording at the frequency of 60 Hz, with the shutter speed set at
1/250. Also, four Halogen flood lights were used to illuminate the filming area.
The image space was calibrated to allow the calculation of the positional information
with respect to the known frame of reference. A fixed calibration frame was used consisting of
28 calibration points (7 per pole). The size of the calibrated area was 200 cm (x) by 231.3 cm
(y). The height (z) of each of the four poles was 223.1 cm, 223.3 cm, 223.7 cm and 222.7 cm,
respectively.
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Figure 4-1. Calibrated area with a definition of the global coordinate system. The origin of the
system (0, 0, 0) was located in the rear left-hand corner of the area, behind the initial position of
the participant.
Data Reduction and Processing
Passive reflective markers (2 cm in diameter) were placed on the anatomical landmarks
of interest. For the purpose of the analyses reported in this research 10 markers, five on each
body side were used. The angular data for the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints were derived
from the position of three markers. The wrist angle was defined as the link between the marker
located at the metacarpo-phalangeal joint at the level of a small finger, the wrist marker located
on the lateral (ulnar) styloid process, and an elbow marker located at the lateral epicondyle of the
humerus. The elbow angle was derived from the link between the wrist marker, the elbow and a
shoulder marker, located on the lateral side of the head of the humerus (middle deltoid). For the
shoulder, the angle was derived from the link between the shoulder and hip (iliac crest) and
shoulder and elbow markers.
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The Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS) (Ariel Dynamics Incorporated) was
used to digitize, transform, filter and reduce the data for the purpose of the analysis. Prior to the
digitizing process, each individual trial from the four cameras was trimmed. The cameras were
synchronized using an infrared beam placed across the mouth of the ball machine. When
interrupted by the ball, it triggered light-emitting diodes attached to the ground positioned in a
way that both cameras, on each side, were able to record the event. The appearance of the light
marked the beginning of the trial, whereas three frames after the ball was caught constituted its
end. In the case when the ball was not intercepted, a third frame after the instance the ball
passed the hands was considered as the end of the trial. In total, 3200 trials (40 attempts x 4
cameras x 20 participants) were rendered available for further processing. Given the nature of
the task, as well as the size and location of the passive markers it was deemed necessary to
incorporate manual digitizing. Although more time consuming, when compared to the
automatic, manual digitizing allows for error checking and visual feedback of the data. The
transformation of the data was carried out using the direct linear transformation method (DLT)
(Abdel-Aziz & Karara, 1971). It involves a conversion of two or more two-dimensional
digitized views into a three dimensional image sequence. The process involves transforming the
relative digitized coordinates of each point in each frame to absolute image space coordinates. In
the present case, two views were transformed per each body side.
In order to remove noise from the digital data, which is generally at the higher end of the
spectrum, the data were filtered manually using a second order, dual pass Butterworth filter.
There are different ways of filtering/smoothing the positional data (e.g., spline fitting),
nevertheless in the research examining interceptive type of actions digital filtering has been the
method of choice (e.g., Mazyn et al., 2006; Mazyn et al., 2007; Laurent, Montagne, &
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Savelsbergh, 1994). The residual analysis was also used to establish the best cut-off frequency
for the joints of interest (Winter, 1990). The values varied between 7 and 10 Hz, with those
joints moving at the higher rate (e.g., wrist) having a higher cut-offs, as opposed to more
stationary markers (e.g., shoulder).
Error analysis. Three-dimensional kinematic measurement system can be evaluated on
the basis of its accuracy and precision. Precision is defined here as the frame-to-frame
repeatability of the measurement. The accuracy refers to those errors computed as the difference
between the measured and the true values. The former is considered as a random error, and in
this context coincides with less than optimal digitizing process. The latter is considered as a
systematic error, which is constant or fixed.
The precision of the digitizing process was examined first. It involved a test-retest
approach where the author digitized a randomly selected set of data (45 frames) twice. The
shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand markers were digitized, and the degree of precision was inferred
from the linear displacement of the respective joints using a root mean square approach (RMS =
√∑ (x1- x2)2/N; where x1 and x2 represent the values obtained on the first test and re-test
respectively; N represents the number of observations/frames) (Table 4-2).

Table 4-2.
Average Digitizing Error (RMS) (mm), Across Joints and Axis of Movement.
Joint
Axis
RMS

Shoulder
x

y

Elbow
z

x

y

Wrist
z

x

y

Hand
Z

x

y

z

5.7 3.6 .50 5.4 3.0 .40 5.1 3.0 .64 4.9 3.9 .68
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The degree of accuracy was examined for both sets of cameras. The protocol involved
moving a stick of fixed length (123.3 cm) along the calibrated field in three planes of motion.
Subsequently, the differences between the known distance between the markers and the length
values obtained from the reconstructed data were compared (Klein & DeHaven, 1996). The
degree of absolute accuracy was examined using RMS (√∑ (xr- xi)2 / N; where xr represents the
referenced value (e.g., 123.3) and xi represents the measured value). The obtained degree of
accuracy (Table 4-3) was within the acceptable margins (Klein & DeHaven, 1996).

Table 4-3.
Absolute Mean Reconstruction Errors (RMS) (mm), for Both Sets of Cameras, and Three Axes of
Motion.
Cameras
Axis
RMS

1&2
x

y

3&4
z

x

y

z

3.14 3.28 3.58 3.41 3.01 3.40

Dependent Measures
Movement functionality was examined by calculating the percentage of balls caught
under each experimental condition across 10 trials. For the analysis of kinematic data the mean
and variability for each measure was based on three trials from each experiential condition. The
degree of variability was examined by the magnitude of standard deviation. This measure of
variability was chosen because it allows easier interpretation, since the units are consistent with
those of the original data, and the mean value. The kinematic variables obtained were used to
make inferences regarding the nature of movement coordination and control, respectively.
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Movement coordination. The degree of coupling, which is of primary importance when
examining the issues in coordination, was examined at intra- and inter-limb (bimanual) levels of
organization, in both spatial and temporal domains. The Pearson Product-Moment correlation
(PPMC) constituted the primary, although not exclusive, measure of coordination. It was
calculated at zero lag, and it reflects the ratio between the degree to which two elements (x, y)
vary together, divided by the degree to which they vary separately (Mullineaux, Bartlett, &
Bennett, 2001). In the context of motor behavior, it allows inferring how two angles, or two
effectors, evolve in time against one another. The values close to +/-1 represent a “tight
coupling” or “locking” between the components, whereas lower values represent more
independent changes in spatio-temporal behavior of the respective components. A near zero
value indicates no relation between the segments or joints analyzed.
Due to the fact that the coefficients are not normally distributed, particularly when larger
values are present, a Fisher’s Z-transformation was incorporated prior to statistical analysis. To
find the average of the several values, each coefficient was converted into the z-value (z = .5 ln
[(1 + r)/ (1-r)]). These values were then averaged by calculating the arithmetic mean, and that
mean was converted back into a correlation using an inverse transformation (tanh-1r). In general,
the transformation enhanced the magnitude of the coefficients, with larger changes occurring
with higher coefficient values.
Spatial coordination. The spatial nature of coordination was examined at the
intra- and inter-limb (bimanual) level of organization. In the former case, the degree of coupling
between shoulder-elbow; shoulder-wrist and elbow-wrist joints was examined by calculating
PPMC between the angular displacement of the respective joints. The APAS program provided
information regarding angular/linear positional data of the joint(s) in x, y, and z components, as
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well as in 3D. After the analysis of angles across the different joint pairs, the 3D option was
selected as it was the most accurate measure regardless if the motion was predominately in the x
(central attempts) or y (lateral attempts) axis of motion. The degree of spatial symmetry at the
inter-limb level was inferred statistically. Thus, the lack of significant interaction effects
involving group and body-side variables, in the analyses described above, would imply that the
nature of spatial relations across both body sides was symmetrical.
In addition to the quantitative analyses, angle-angle plots were also incorporated. They
provide an explicit illustration of the nature (degree) of spatial relations between the joints of
interest (Cutting & Proffitt, 1982). In some instances, the degree of spatial coupling between
two body components may be similar, based on the magnitude of the resulting coefficients, yet at
the behavioral level two different coordinative tendencies may be observed (Figure 4-2).

Direction of the movement

Figure 4-2. Examples of angle-angle plots representing spatial (angular) relations between the
wrist and elbow joints. Despite similar magnitude of correlation coefficients (r), both patterns
represent qualitatively different movement forms.
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Also, angular displacement (degrees), exhibited by individual joints (shoulder, elbow, wrist) was
analyzed. In all three cases an absolute difference between the initial and the largest value
evident throughout the range of motion was used to infer the degree of angular displacement.
Irrespective of the task demands, positional data derived from the 3D option were used for the
analysis.
Temporal coordination. The temporal nature of coordination was examined at
inter-limb (bimanual) level of coordination, using three dependent variables. These variables
were implemented to examine the nature of the overall synchrony throughout the movement, as
well as the degree of symmetry at particular instances during the action. This approach,
involving the use of three measures, was taken as movement symmetry evident at one point
during the motion (e.g., movement onset) does not necessarily assure the two elements exhibit
tight temporal coupling through the rest of their trajectories.
The symmetry at the beginning of the action was inferred from the difference in
movement onset between the hands (DMO) (sec). Movement onset for each limb was defined as
time elapsing from the departure of a ball from the machine and the instance when the wrist
reached 10% of the peak (linear) velocity. Also, the difference in time to peak velocity between
the hands (DTTPV) (sec) was examined, where the peak velocity represents the highest linear
velocity of the wrist exhibited throughout the movement. This variable allows inferring how, if
at all, both effectors differed in terms of the time of transition from ballistic to homing phase of
the movement. The degree of overall temporal symmetry (coupling) was inferred from the
magnitude of Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient (r) between the linear velocity
profiles of both wrists. For all three analyses, the velocity profiles for central attempts were
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derived from positional data in the x-axis, whereas for the lateral attempts they were derived
from the y-axis of motion.
Movement control. The examination of spatial issues, in the joint space, involved the
analysis of the spatial relations between the respective joint-pairs, as outlined in the “spatial
coordination” section. To examine the changes in the effector space, linear displacement of both
wrists was examined (cm). As the primary interest was in determining the potential changes to
the location of the point of interception, the linear displacement was calculated as the difference
between the initial and the final position of the wrist markers.
The examination of temporal issues, in the joint space, involved the analysis of the
temporal coupling (correlations) between the wrists, as outlined in the “temporal coordination”
section. The adaptations in the temporal domain, in the effector space, were examined using
three dependent variables. The timing of the onset of the movement was examined individually
for each limb. Whereas the previous variable (DMO) allowed making inferences about the
degree of synchrony between the two effectors, this analysis provided an insight into whether the
action was initiated earlier or later across the different task constraints, and body-sides. As in the
previous case, movement onset (sec) was defined as a time elapsing from the departure of the
ball from the machine and the instance when the wrist reached 10% of its peak (linear) velocity.
The nature of the adaptations to the velocity of the effectors was examined using mean and peak
linear velocity of the wrists (cm/sec) derived from positional data in x and y-axis of motion for
central and lateral conditions, respectively. The former variable was obtained via finitedifference approach (Vx = Δx/Δt = xn – x n-1/tn – t n-1; where Vx is the average velocity over time
interval; xn represents x coordinate at time tn, x n-1 represents x coordinate at time t n-1; tn is the
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time at reading “n”, and t n-1 is the time at previous reading “n-1”). The peak velocity (cm/sec)
represented the maximum linear velocity the wrists attained during the catching action.
All the analyses at the effector level were based on linear displacement and velocity data
extracted from the motion in the anterior-posterior plane (x-axis), during central attempts alone.
Design and Data Analysis
Four independent variables were incorporated: Group (boys with vs. without DCD),
Throw location (center vs. lateral), Ball speed (baseline vs. fast) and Body-side (right vs. left),
resulting in a mixed factorial design, with repeated measures on the last three factors.
The degree of movement functionality (percentage of balls caught) was analyzed using a
2 (Group) x 2 (Throw location) x 2 (Ball speed) mixed factorial ANOVA, with repeated
measures on the last two factors. To examine the nature of movement coordination and control
(mean behavior; intra-subject variability), a series of mixed ANOVAS was also incorporated.
The nature of coordination was examined in spatial and temporal domains. In the former case
the relations between the relevant joint-pairs (correlations between angular displacement of
respective joints) were examined using a series of 2 (Group) x 2 (Location) x 2 (Body-side)
mixed ANOVAs, with repeated measures on the last two factors. The nature of temporal
relations (correlations between linear velocity of both wrists; differences in movement onset;
differences in time to peak velocity) was examined using a series of 2 (Group) x 2 (Location)
mixed ANOVAs, with repeated measure on the second factor.
The nature of movement control was examined at joint and effector levels, in both spatial
and temporal domains. At the joint space, the adaptations to spatial relations between the
relevant joint-pairs (correlations between angular displacement of respective joints) were
examined by a series of 2 (Group) x 2 (Location) x 2 (Speed) x 2 (Body-side) mixed ANOVAs,
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with repeated measures on the last three factors. The analysis of the potential changes to the
degree of temporal coupling (correlations between linear velocity of both wrists) was
investigated by a 2 (Group) x 2 (Location) x 2 (Speed) mixed ANOVA, with repeated measures
on the last two factors. The nature of spatial (linear displacement of the wrists) and temporal
adaptations (movement onset, mean & peak velocity), at the effector level, was examined using a
series of 2 (Group) x 2 (Speed) x 2 (Body-side) mixed ANAOVAs, with repeated measures on
the last two factors. In terms of the underlying assumptions, the tests of homogeneity of variance
(Levene statistic) were examined, but not reported due to the robustness of the ANOVA analysis.
In the case of balanced type of designs incorporated here, the violation of homogeneity
assumption does not represent a statistical threat to the validity of the emerging inferences
(Portney & Watkins, 2000).
In the case of significant interaction effects of interest, the Bonferroni correction to α =
.05 was used when incorporating multiple planned comparisons in form of independent and
dependent sample t-tests (αt = .05/c; where αt represents the adjusted alpha level per comparison;
c represents the number of preplanned comparisons of interest). As this approach is rather
conservative, by minimizing the possibility of false positives but increasing the chances of
making a Type II error, individual data were also examined. In addition to the inferential
analyses, effect size measures were incorporated in order to estimate the magnitude of the
“treatment” effect. For the ANOVA analyses eta squared (η2) was used. It is an estimate of the
amount of variance explained by the independent variable(s), and it is calculated as the ratio
between SSB to total variance SST. An effect size of .05 is small, .10 is considered as
intermediate, and ≥ .20 is large (Cohen, 1988). The meaningfulness of the differences between
the means was examined using Cohen’s d statistic (Cohen, 1988). For the independent samples
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t-test the d = M1 –M2 /σ pooled, whereas in the case of the dependent samples t-test the d = M1 M2 / SD1. Cohen suggested that d = 0.2 be considered a small, 0.5 represents a medium effect
size, and ≥ 0.8 is considered as a large effect. This means that when the d = 1, the two means
differ by one standard deviation, whereas a d of .5 indicates that the two means differ by half of a
standard deviation. Thus, if the two means do not differ by 0.2 standard deviations or more, the
difference is considered as trivial, even if it is statistically significant.
Results
The nature of movement organization exhibited by children with DCD and without DCD
is not uniform, particularly when a large degree of movement equivalence is present. Thus, the
results at the group level of analysis are presented in the following section, whereas the
individual data were addressed in the discussion section, where required. Also, in the discussion
section only effects relevant to the respective purposes are reported, and the remaining results of
all inferential analyses involving the group factor (F, p, η2) are reported in the appendices (1-6).
Movement functionality
A 2 (Group) x 2 (Location) x 2 (Speed) mixed ANOVA, with repeated measures on the
last two factors, revealed a significant Group by Location (F (1, 18) = 8.40, p < .01, η2 = .31) and
a Group by Speed (F (1, 18) = 30.44, p < .001, η2 = .21) interaction effect. Children without
DCD caught significantly more balls than their peers with DCD in central (t (38) = 11.5, p <
.001, d = 4.9) and lateral locations (t (38) = 8.81, p < .001, d = 2.13). Also, the between-group
differences were evident when the baseline (t (38) = 7.56, p < .001, d = 2.9) and fast attempts (t
(38) = 10.44, p < .001, d = 4.8) were compared. In terms of within-group differences there were
no differences in the performance of the typically developing boys across the relevant conditions.
In contrast, children with DCD caught significantly more balls in central trials compared to the
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lateral attempts (t (19) = 6.96, p < .001, d = 1.8), and when baseline and fast attempts were
examined (t (19) = 7.15, p < .001, d = 1.6). The percentage of successful catches for both
groups, across the different task conditions, is presented in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3. Percentage of successful catches exhibited by boys with and without DCD, as a
function of ball speed (baseline vs. fast) and throw location (central vs. lateral).

Movement Coordination: Spatial and Temporal Coupling
Spatial issues.
Intra-limb coordination. A series of 2 (Group) by 2 (Location) by 2 (Body side)
ANOVAs, with repeated measures on the last two factors, was used to examine the nature of
spatial relations between the angular displacement of the shoulder-elbow, shoulder-wrist and
elbow-wrist joint pairings, across left and right arm. The analysis of the shoulder-elbow
relations revealed a significant group main effect (F (1, 18) = 82.18, p < .001, η2 =.82), as the
typically developing children exhibited significantly higher mean correlations when compared to
children with DCD (r = .86 vs. r = .61). The analysis of shoulder-wrist joint pairing revealed a
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significant Group by Body side interaction effect (F (1, 18) = 6.21, p < .02, η2 = .25). There was
no significant difference between the left (r = .47) and right arm (r = .42) for children with DCD
(t (19) = .68, p =.5, d = .62), whereas the comparison group exhibited higher magnitude of spatial
coupling when the right (r = .42) and left body sides (r = .53) were examined (t (19) = 2.42, p <
.02, d = .70). The analysis of elbow-wrist joint pairing revealed a significant group main effect
(F (1, 18) = 29.2, p < .001, η2 = .61), as overall typically developing children exhibited
significantly higher correlations (r = .54) when compared to their peers with DCD (r = .40).
The degree of intra-subject variability in different joint pairings was examined using
additional mixed ANOVAs involving mean standard deviations. The analysis of shoulder-elbow
spatial relation revealed a significant group main effect (F (1, 18) = 19.08, p < .001, η2 =. 51).
Children with DCD were significantly more variable (SD =.17), when compared to their
typically developing peers (SD = .11). There were no significant effects involving a group factor
when the variability of shoulder-wrist and elbow-wrists relations was examined. The degree of
intra-subject variability exhibited by children with and without DCD, across the different joint
pairs, is presented in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4 - 4. Intra-subject variability in correlation coefficients, exhibited by boys with and
without DCD, as a function of body side (right vs. left) and throw location (central vs. lateral).
The correlations capture the magnitude of spatial (angular) relations between shoulder-elbow (se), shoulder-wrist (s-w) and elbow-wrist (e-w) joint pairs.

Inter-limb coordination. The degree of spatial symmetry at the inter-limb level
was inferred statistically. The lack of significant interaction effects involving group and bodyside variables, in the analyses reported in the preceding section, would imply that the nature of
spatial relations across both body sides was comparable. The results revealed only one
significant interaction effect involving the spatial relations between the shoulder(s) and wrist(s)
(F (1, 18) = 6.21, p < .02, η2 = .26). The mean correlation coefficients calculated for each group
across both body sides and joint-pairs is presented in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-5. Degree of spatial (angular) relations between the respective joint pairs, exhibited by
children with and without DCD, as a function of body side. A comparable magnitude of
correlation coefficients across both arms implies spatial symmetry.
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Angular displacement of individual joints. The analysis of the shoulder
displacement showed a significant group by location (F (1, 18) = 18.43, p < .001, η2 = .50) and
Group by Body-side interaction effects (F (1, 18) = 4.55, p < .05, η2 = .20). In the former case,
in central attempts children with DCD exhibited significantly larger degree of shoulder extension
(M = 53 deg) when compared to children without DCD (M = 41 deg) (t (38) = 4.37, p < .001, d =
1.5), with no significant differences between the groups in the lateral attempts (Mdcd = 64 deg vs.
Mnodcd = 66 deg). When the second interaction was disentangled, there were no differences
between the two body sides for the typically developing children, while boys with DCD
exhibited significantly larger range of motion between right (M = 53 deg) and left (M = 64 deg)
shoulders (t (19) = 3.25, p < .004, d = .8). The analysis of the angular displacement of the
elbows revealed a significant Group by Location by Body-side interaction effect (F (1, 18) =
7.07, p < .01, η2 = .28). To disentangle this interaction effect, a pair of Group by Body-side
mixed ANOVAs was used, at each level of the location factor. In central attempts a significant
group main effect was found (F (1, 18) = 18.34, p < .001, η2 = .50), as children with DCD
exhibited a significantly smaller range of motion when compared to the typically developing
boys (M = 76 deg vs. M = 51 deg). A similar scenario emerged in the lateral attempts (F (1, 18)
= 20.67, p < .001, η2 = .53) (M = 56 deg vs. M = 36 deg). No significant effects involving the
body-side factor was found across the locations. The analysis of the wrists revealed that overall
children with DCD exhibited a larger amount of angular displacement (M = 46 deg) when
compared to the typically developing boys (M = 28 deg) (F (1, 18) = 50.52, p < .001, η2 = .73).
In terms of movement variability, a significant Group by Body-side interaction effect was
found for the wrists (F (1, 18) = 8.06, p < .01, η2 = .30). When compared to their peers, children
with DCD exhibited more variability in the left (M = 26 deg vs. M = 12 deg) (t (38) = 3.43, p <
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.001, d =1.21), but not the right wrist (M = 14 deg vs. M = 11 deg) (t (38) = 1.02, p = .31, d
=.35). Also, in terms of within group differences, the degree of variability in the left wrist was
significantly greater than in the right in children with DCD (t (19) = 4.02, p < .001, d =1.05), but
not in the typically developing boys. There were no significant effects involving the group factor
in variability of the elbow and shoulder displacement.
Temporal Coupling. The degree of coupling between the effectors at the beginning of
the trial was analyzed first using a Group by Location mixed ANOVA, with repeated measure on
the second factor. The differences in movement onset (DMO) between the two hands revealed a
significant Group by Location interaction effect (F (1, 18) = 34.23, p < .001, η2 = .65). There
was no significant difference between children with (M = .06 sec) and without DCD (M = .09
sec) in central attempts (t (18) = 1.99, p = .09, d = .85). However, in the lateral trials children
with DCD exhibited a significantly larger asynchrony (M = .17 sec) when compared to their
peers (M = .04 sec) (t (18) = 6.26, p < .001, d = 3.2). Significant within-group differences were
also found for both groups. Children without DCD exhibited smaller degree of asynchrony in
lateral trials when compared to the central attempts (t (9) = 5.25, p < .001, d = 3.0), while the
opposite was true for children with DCD (t (9) = 4.18, p < .002, d = 3.4).
The degree of movement synchrony was also examined using differences between the
hands in time-to-peak velocity (DTTPV), and correlations between the linear velocity profiles of
both wrists. The analysis of DTTPV also revealed a significant Group by Location interaction
effect (F (1, 18) = 32.97, p < .001, η2 = .64). During central attempts the synchrony was
comparable between children with (M = .03 sec) and without DCD (M =. 04 sec). But this was
not the case in the lateral attempts where children with DCD exhibited more pronounced
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differences (M = .16 vs. M = .03) (t (18) = 4.11, p < .001, d = 3.0). The within group differences
across locations were significant only for the children with DCD (t (9) = 8.90, p < .001, d = 3.9).
The analysis of the mean correlations revealed a significant Group by Location
interaction effect (F (1, 18) = 7.03, p < .01, η2 = .28). There was no significant difference
between children with (M = .74) and without DCD (M =.81) in central attempts (t (18) = 2.39, p
= .03, d = 1.2) (Note that here the conventional .05 level was adjusted using Bonfferoni
correction resulting in α = .01). However, typically developing children exhibited a significantly
higher degree of coupling (M = .79), when compared to children with DCD (M = .54) under the
lateral constraints (t (18) = 4.52, p < .001, d = 2.38). The within group analyses showed
significant differences between central and lateral attempts for children with DCD (t (9) = 3.18, p
< .01, d = .7), but not for the typically developing individuals (t (9) = .77, p = .45, d = 2.6).
In terms of intra-subject variability, a significant group main effect was found for the
DMO (F (1, 18) = 9.95, p < .005, η2 = .35) and DTTPV (F (1, 18) = 7.08, p < .01, η2 = .28). In
both cases, children with DCD were significantly more variable when compared to their peers.
No significant differences between children with (M = .09) and without DCD (M = .08) were
found for the variability in the correlations between the temporal profiles of both wrists.
Movement Control: Spatial and Temporal Issues
Spatial issues. Spatial adaptations were examined at the level of coordinative structure
(changes in angular relations at intra-limb level), as well as in the effector space (changes in
linear displacement of the wrists). To examine the former, a series of Group by Location by
Speed by Body-side mixed factorial ANOVAs were used. The analysis of the shoulder-elbow
relations showed a significant Group by Speed interaction effect (F (1, 18) = 14.42, p < .001, η2
= .44). The two groups exhibited different degrees of coupling in baseline (t (78) = 9.34, p <
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.001, d = 3.3) and fast (t (78) =5.49, p < .001, d = 2.12) conditions. The analysis of the
respective means showed that the degree of coupling was comparable for children with DCD
(Mbaseline = .61 vs. Mfast = .63), but not for the typically developing children (Mbaseline= .86 vs.
Mfast = .80) (t (39) = 6.36, p < .001, d = 1.7). The analysis of the elbow-wrist relations revealed a
significant group main effect (F (1, 18) = 20.99, p < .001, η2 = .53), as typically developing
children exhibited a higher degree of coupling (M = .54) when compared to children with DCD
(M = .42). There were no significant effects involving the group factor when the nature of
coordination between the shoulder and wrist were examined.
The differences in intra-subject variability were examined using a series of Group by
Location by Speed by Body-side mixed ANOVAs. The analysis of elbow-wrist relations
revealed a significant three way interaction effect between the group, location, and speed (F (1,
18) = 9.49, p < .006, η2 = .34). To disentangle this complex interaction effect a Group by Speed
mixed factorial ANOVA was carried out at each level of the location factor. A significant
interaction effect was found in central (F (1, 18) = 6.30, p < .02, η2 = .26) and lateral attempts (F
(1, 18) = 5.96, p < .02, η2 = .24). Under the former condition, children with DCD were
significantly more variable when faster (M =.21) and baseline (M = .14) conditions were
compared (t (19) = 2.15, p < .04, d = 1.1). The degree of variability exhibited by children
without DCD was comparable across both speeds (Mbaseline = .17 vs. Mfast = .18). A similar
scenario emerged in the lateral attempts, as children without DCD were equally variable across
speeds (Mbaseline = .18 vs. Mfast = .19), while children with DCD were more variable once again
under the faster attempts (Mbaseline = .17 vs. Mfast = .25) (t (19) = 2.56, p < .01, d = 1.2). The
analysis of variability in shoulder-elbow relations showed a significant main effect for group.
Children with DCD were more variable (M = .17) than their typically developing peers (M = .12)
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(F (1, 18) = 10.90, p <.004, η2 = .37). There were no significant effects involving the group
factor when shoulder-wrist paring was examined.
To examine the nature of spatial adaptations at the effector level, a series of Group by
Speed by Body-side mixed ANOVAs were carried out for linear displacement of the wrists. For
the purpose of this analysis only performance in central attempts was considered. A significant
Group by Speed interaction effect (F (1, 18) = 12.35, p < .002, η2 = .40) showed that changes in
ball speed did not coincide with changes to the amount of wrist displacement for the typically
developing boys between baseline and faster conditions (M = 25 cm vs. M = 22 cm). However,
children with DCD exhibited a larger displacement in the baseline condition (M = 28 cm) when
compared to the fast attempts (M = 10 cm) (t (19) = 6.56, p < .001, d = 1.5). The analysis of
intra-subject variability revealed a significant Group by Speed interaction effect (F (1, 18) =
4.52, p < .04, η2 = .20). Children without DCD exhibited comparable variability across baseline
(M = 5 cm) and fast attempts (M = 4 cm) (t (19) = 1.78, p =.09). The same was true for children
with DCD when the baseline (M = 5 cm) and fast (M =10 cm) attempts were compared (t (19) =
2.10, p < .04, d = 1.2). There were no differences between the groups in baseline conditions, but
a significant difference in favor of typically developing boys was evident in the fast condition (t
(38) = 3.11, p < .003, d = 1.13) (Note that here the conventional .05 level was adjusted using
Bonfferoni correction resulting in α = .01).
Temporal issues. The nature of temporal coupling between the effectors was examined
first. A Group by Location by Speed mixed factorial ANOVA revealed a significant group by
speed interaction effect (F (1, 18) = 6.60, p < .01, η2 = .26). The analysis across the two speeds
revealed no significant changes to the magnitude of temporal coupling for typically developing
children (Mbaseline = .80 vs. Mfast = .83), and children with DCD (Mbaseline = .64 vs. Mfast = .56) (t
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(9) = 2.33, p = .03, d = .56). However, the between-group differences were significant in
baseline (t (38) = 4.16, p = .001, d = 1.5) and fast conditions (t (38) = 7.04, p > .001, d = 2.57).
(Note that here the conventional .05 level was adjusted using Bonfferoni correction resulting in α
= .01). There was no significant effect involving a group factor for the variability in the degree
of temporal coupling.
The analysis at the effector level involved a series of Group by Location by Speed by
Body-side ANOVAs for movement onset (MO) (sec), mean (Vmean) (cm/sec) and peak (Vpeak)
(cm/sec) velocity of the individual effectors. The analysis of MO revealed a main effect for
group which approached conventional levels of significance (F (1, 18) = 3.89, p = .06, η2 = .17).
The summary of descriptive data for both groups across the conditions is presented in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-6. Movement initiation exhibited by children with and without DCD, as a function of
throw location. The values represent movement onset collapsed across both arms, as there was
no significant effect for the body-side.

The analysis of the Vmean revealed a significant Group by Speed interaction effect (F (1,
18) = 11.03, p < .004, η2 = .38). When the individual cells of interest were examined, no
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statistically significant differences were evident in baseline condition between children with (M
= 71 cm/sec) and without DCD (M = 76 cm/sec). However, children without DCD moved their
arms substantially faster (92 cm/sec) as compared to children with DCD (76 cm/sec) during the
fast attempts (t (78) = 2.27, p < .01, d = .5).
The analysis of the Vpeak revealed a significant four way interaction effect (F (1, 18) =
6.55, p < .02, η2 = .26). The group-mean values across the speeds and locations, for both groups,
are reported in Figure 4-7.

Figure 4-7. Mean peak velocity exhibited by children with and without DCD, as a function of
ball speed (baseline vs. fast) and throw location (central vs. lateral). The values represent peak
velocities collapsed across both arms, as there was no significant effect for the body-side.

In order to disentangle this complex effect, the following analysis involved a pair of Group by
Speed by Body-side mixed ANOVAs, for each level of the location factor. In central attempts a
significant Group by Speed interaction effect was found (F (1, 18) = 13.82, p < .002, η2 = .43).
Across both conditions children without DCD moved their arms significantly faster when
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baseline (M = 139 cm/sec) and fast (M = 188 cm/sec) conditions were compared (t (19) = 8.38, p
< .001, d = 2.51). No substantial differences were observed between the two conditions for
children with DCD (Mbaseline = 136 cm/sec vs. Mfast = 135 cm/sec). The analysis of betweengroups differences showed that the velocity exhibited by the typically developing children was
significantly higher only in the faster attempts (M = 188 cm/sec), when compared to children
with DCD (M = 135 cm/sec) (t (38) = 6.48, p < .001, d = 2.2). Under the lateral conditions, a
Group by Speed interaction effect approached the conventional levels of significance (F (1, 18) =
3.86, p < .06, η2 = .17). The comparison between the cells of interest once again showed that
children without DCD increased the velocity of their movement from the baseline (M = 207
cm/sec) to faster attempts (M = 258 cm/sec) (t (19) = 5.40, p < .001, d = 1.02). Significant
differences across the respective speeds (M = 183 cm/sec vs. M = 209 cm/sec) were also found
for children with DCD (t (19) = 2.59, p < .01, d = .6). When the between-groups differences
were examined, typically developing children exhibited higher velocities in the faster (t (38) =
2.98, p < .005, d = .98) but not baseline conditions (t (38) = 1.43, p < .16, d = .42).
The analysis of intra-subject variability revealed no significant effects involving a group
factor for mean velocity and movement onset. However, a significant three-way interaction
effect between group, location and speed was evident for the peak velocity. The subsequent
analyses involved a pair of group by speed mixed ANOVAs, for each level of the location factor.
In central attempts a significant main effect for group was found (F (1, 38) = 17.01, p < .001, η2
= .30), as the typically developing peers were less variable (M = 16 cm/sec) when compared to
children with DCD (M = 26 cm/sec). In the lateral attempts, a significant Group by Speed
interaction effect was evident (F (1, 38) = 8.02, p < .007, η2 = .17). The analysis of within group
differences showed that typically developing children were significantly less variable under
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faster task demands (M = 23 cm/sec) when compared to the baseline condition (M =30 cm/sec) (t
(19) = 3.01, p < .007, d = .76). No significant differences between baseline (M = 38 cm/sec) and
faster (M = 46 cm/sec) attempts were found for children with DCD (t (19) = 1.7, p = .09, d = .3).
In terms of between group differences, both groups exhibited comparable variability under
baseline conditions (t (38) = 1.64, p = .10, d = .27), but the differences in the faster attempts were
statistically significant (t (38) = 5.54, p < .001, d = 1.9).
Discussion
Research, anecdotal evidence and observations of performance all attest to the fact that
children with DCD exhibit different movement behaviors when compared to their unaffected
peers. More often than not this translates into differences in the quality/functionality of the
emerging outcomes. These issues will be discussed first. Subsequently, a detailed analysis of
coinciding spatial relations, at intra- and bimanual level of coordination will be addressed,
followed by the discussion of issues in temporal coordination. The final section of the discussion
is devoted to the analyses of movement control, since it is possible to coordinate actions
effectively at a particular level of organization, but fail to adapt them to even subtle changes to
the relevant constraints (control parameters). The spatial adaptations were addressed first, as
from the motor learning standpoint those represent the basis upon which the ability to adapt the
temporal aspects of the resulting movement are mastered.
Movement Functionality
As expected the results showed that on average typically developing children were
successful on at least 80% of their attempts, regardless of the level of task difficulty. This is
consistent with previous literature showing that by this age typically developing children master
ball catching under a variety of task demands (Williams, 1992). However, it is also worth noting
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that the within-group variability increased as the task demands were enhanced. As evident from
Figure 4-8, at least some typically developing boys did experience some problems in lateral
attempts, particularly when the ball speed was increased. Although the history of ball-game
participation was not controlled for in this study, it is plausible that ability to coordinate and
control actions at higher levels of organization require some additional practice. Thus
manipulation of the task demands implemented here may not only have allowed differentiation
between children with and without DCD, but also potentially between typically developing
children with varying amounts of catching experience.
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Figure 4-8. Movement functionality exhibited by typically developing boys (1-10) and children
with DCD (11-20), as a function of ball speed (baseline vs. fast) and throw location (central vs.
lateral).

In terms of between-groups differences, as expected they were not uniform across the
conditions. Children with DCD had more success under easier task constraints (central baseline
attempts), compared to more demanding conditions (lateral or fast attempts). It remains rather
arbitrary how much of the gap between the scores of typically functioning individuals and
children with DCD has to be present in order to classify the problem as a serious, moderate or
borderline issue in movement organization. In accordance with the existing literature (e.g., Van
Waelvelde, De Weerdt, De Cock, Smits-Engelsman, & Peersman, 2004; Williams, 1992), 70%
success rate is considered as a benchmark for a relatively effective performance, whereas
anything at or below 50% is as an indication of serious movement issues. The analysis of the
individual profiles (Figure 4-8) revealed relatively large heterogeneity in performance. There
were those individuals with DCD who performed at or close to 80% success rate. However,
there were also those boys (e.g., participants 13, 14, 19) who were unable to coordinate their
arms effectively when attempting to organize even the least complex actions. This corresponded
to 50% or less success rate across the conditions (Figure 4-8). Such low degree of functionality,
under the respective conditions implies that these particular individuals still have not mastered
lower levels of movement organization (e.g., intra-limb coordination/control).
Although a significant Group by Location by Speed interaction effect was not found, the
descriptive data (Figure 4-3) revealed that the only condition where the performance of children
with DCD reflected that exhibited by the typically developing peers was in central, baseline
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condition. On the other hand central, fast attempts represented a point at which movement
functionality of children with DCD was jeopardized on half or more of the attempts. The
individual profiles confirmed this inference. With the exception of two boys (12, 18) who were
able to maintain the same movement functionality across different speeds in central attempts, the
functional performance of the remaining individuals deteriorated substantially. Thus, tentatively
it can be concluded that the nature of organization underlying such actions jeopardized
movement effectiveness in the majority of children with DCD.
Movement Coordination: Spatial and Temporal Coupling
In the models of coordination the concept of coupling (e.g., temporal, phase, spatial,
force) and its stability is of primary importance. The nature of spatial coupling can be examined
at both the intra- and inter-limb levels of organization, whereas the nature of temporal (muscular)
coupling has been generally inferred at the inter-limb level. Both provide insights into the nature
of organizational tendencies (intrinsic dynamics) of the system to solve the degrees of freedom
problem (e.g., elimination, fixation, decoupling). Also, this type of inquiry allows inferring the
degree to which different intrinsic and extrinsic constraints channel the performer to particular
solution(s), when many are possible. This is known as a motor redundancy issue.
Spatial coupling: intra- and inter-limb coordination. The results of the preceding
behavioral analysis (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010) showed that typically developing individuals
used qualitatively different movement forms and were less variable, when compared to the way
children with DCD organized their shoulders and elbows. The differences between the groups
were accentuated when the hands, trunk and legs had to be coordinated simultaneously in lateral
attempts. In terms of the underlying coordinative processes, the data failed to support
Bernstein’s (1967) notion that freezing and freeing represent organizational tendencies exhibited
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exclusively by less or more skilled individuals, respectively. The following sections further
examined those issues.
Intra-limb coordination: shoulder-elbow. It was expected that typically
developing children would exhibit a high and stable degree of coupling between the two joints,
which at the behavioral level coincides with smooth movement trajectory (Shumway-Cook &
Woollacott, 2007). This hypothesis was confirmed by the data. The magnitude of the mean
correlation coefficient (.86) exhibited by typically developing children indicted that both joints
were actively involved in the action throughout the attempt. This is consistent with previous
literature which examined the nature of spatial coordination exhibited by healthy adults in
catching. Mazyn and colleagues (2006) showed that in a one-handed task, the angular relations
between the shoulder and the elbow were tightly coupled (e.g., r = .79). This is also in line with
the data reported by Savelsbergh and van Santvoord (1996) who examined the nature of
shoulder-elbow relations in unconstrained one-handed catching in 9-13 year old children. The
results showed that the angles of both joints were changing up to the instance of ball contact, and
these continuous adjustments were the signature feature of performance of each participant as
evident from small inter-individual variability. The nature of coupling evident in the shoulderelbow relations reported in this and other catching studies (e.g., Mazyn et al., 2006), also
resembles the nature of spatial coordination evident in adult performance in bimanual and unimanual reaching (Jeannerod, 1984; Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981). Collectively, the present
results support the notion that intra-joint coordination, between shoulder and elbow, is adult-like
in typically developing children involved in this study. Also, the degree of correspondence
between the nature of arm actions in self-paced tasks (reaching) and those unfolding under
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external time demands (catching) suggests that the transport component of both is underlined by
the same internal mechanisms.
The analysis of intra-subject variability also showed that the emerging spatial relations, in
addition to being strong, were also consistent. In fact the degree of consistency exhibited in
shoulder-elbow relations was highest among all other joint-pairs analyzed in both groups (Figure
4-4). Thus the presence of high degree of coupling, irrespective of the task conditions, and small
variability across trials suggests that shoulder-elbow relations represent the essential (invariant)
parameter in the organization of goal-directed arm actions. In this case the invariant of the
movement also represents a fixed relation among relevant components which reduces the number
of independent degrees of freedom to be controlled by the system (Soechting, 1989). This
functional unit facilitates the organization of the action, as the CNS controls the unit rather than
having to organize the degrees of freedom at the level of the individual joints.
This high degree of spatial coupling and consistency evident in the performance of
typically developing children is not surprising. From a biomechanical point of view, it is known
that mechanical interactions between the adjacent joints (shoulder-elbow) have an important
influence on coordination. This is due to the presence of biarticular muscles, which provide
adjustable spring-like links between the adjacent joints (Zajac & Gordon, 1989). In this
particular synergy, biceps and triceps brachii, which are the strongest arm muscles spanning both
joints, constitute the greatest mechanical influence on action resulting in flexion/extension of the
respective joints (de Rugy, Riek, Oytam, Carroll, Davoodi, & Carson, 2008). The torque applied
at one joint contributes to the angular motion of both joints. Thus, the link provided by the
biarticular muscles leads to a dependence of position/torque in one joint on the changing patterns
of activation of muscles controlling the other joint. The use of this particular synergy represents
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the most favorable way (energy efficient) of transporting the hand in the horizontal plane of
motion, as biarticular muscles transfer the energy between the joints (Winter, 1990).
In comparison to the typically developing individuals, boys with DCD exhibited different
spatial relations between the shoulder and the elbow. The differences in the degree and stability
of coupling were evident in terms of the magnitude of the resulting correlation coefficients (M =
.86 vs. M = .62), and the coinciding intra-subject variability (M = .11 vs. M = .17), respectively.
Also, children with DCD constituted a much more heterogeneous group as evident from the
individual profiles (Figure 4-9). Even under the relatively simple task demands (central baseline
condition), the values of the coefficients ranged from .4 to .8. This constitutes a substantial
difference which likely coincides with differences in the qualitative nature of the movement,
despite lack of changes to the existing task demands.
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Figure 4-9. Degree of spatial (angular) relations between the shoulder and elbow joints,
exhibited by typically developing boys (1-10) and children with DCD (11-20), in the right and
left arms, as a function of throw location (central vs. lateral).

In order to examine the between and within-group differences in more detail, angle-angle
plots representing the nature of spatial relations of the respective groups were examined.
In typically developing children, the high magnitude in the correlation coefficients represented
an action where elbow flexion coincided with proportional changes at the shoulder via
simultaneous extension towards the ball (Figure 4-10). The nature of spatial relations evident in
these angle-angle plots is comparable with those exhibited by adults in one-handed catching
(Mazyn et al., 2006), as well as those evident in uni- and bimanual reaching actions performed in
horizontal plane of motion (Lacquaniti & Soechting, 1982; Steenbergen et al., 2000). These
findings once again confirm that high degree of coupling between the shoulder and elbow
represents the most preferable organizational tendency in this type of task.
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Direction of the movement

Figure 4-10. Angle-angle plots for shoulder (x-axis) and elbow (y-axis) angular displacement
representative of two children without DCD in central (baseline) attempts. The plots show that
as the shoulder is extending througout its range of motion, the elbow is flexing concurrently.
Note. Due to the lack of significant effect of “body-side”, the graphs represent the spatial
relations of the two joints captured from the right-body side alone.

The analysis of the angle-angle plots, representative of the performance of children with
DCD, revealed two dominant movement patterns. The Figure 4-11 represents those actions
which corresponded to the performance coinciding with higher correlation coefficients (≥ .6).
As evident, both joints were involved in the action, but the nature of their spatial relations was
different when compared to that evident in the performance of the typically developing
individuals. At the beginning of the movement the elbow started to flex, while the shoulder was
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“frozen” out. The angular changes to the shoulder were initiated only when the elbow reached
its full range of motion. After this point, there was little change to the angular displacement of
the elbow, while the shoulder continued to extend towards the ball throughout the major part of
the remaining action. Thus, whereas the actions exhibited by typically developing boys were
characterized by smooth and continuous changes, here both joints were also involved but the
action unfolded in a stage-like fashion.

Direction of the movement

Figure 4-11. Angle-angle plots for shoulder (x axis) and elbow (y-axis) angular displacement
representative of two children with DCD in central (baseline) attempts. The plots show that the
initial elbow flexion coincides with no angular changes to the shoulder, whereas later in the trial
as the shoulder is extending the elbow is “frozen” out.
Note. Due to the lack of significant effect of “body-side”, the graphs represent the spatial
relations of the two joints captured from the right-body side alone.
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The second movement form, coinciding with lower coefficients, was also characterized
by stage-like fragmentation of the movement sequence (Figure 4-12). During the first part of the
action, similar to the previously discussed movement forms, there was a substantial change in the
angular displacement of the elbow, with no or relatively small degree of shoulder extension.
Subsequently, the shoulder continued to extend towards the ball, while the angular change in the
elbow remained invariant. At the end of the movement sequence, the shoulder angle started to
decrease, while once again the angular changes at the elbow was subtle. This type of movement
form resembles a “trapping” action, which represents a tendency often exhibited by children with
DCD (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010), and younger individuals (Williams, 1992).

Direction of the movement

Figure 4-12. Angle-angle plots for shoulder (x-axis) and elbow (y-axis) angular displacement
representative of two children with DCD in central (baseline) attempts. The plots show that
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changes in angular displacement of one joint take place while the angular displacement at the
other joint is limited.
Note. Due to the lack of significant effect of “body-side”, the graphs represent the spatial
relations of the two joints captured from the right-body side alone.

The tendency to fragment the movement by eliminating the active involvement of one of
the joints, which is evident in both actions, may represent an adaptive strategy aiming at
simplifying the movement by controlling one joint at the time. Nevertheless, utilization of such
tendency is more costly in terms of the energy expenditure, and it does not solve the “df”
problem as the number of elements to be controlled is not reduced. Also, at the behavioral level
of analysis it coincides with actions which lack fluency, a signature feature of movement
coordination of many if not all children with DCD. There has been no previous literature
examining the nature of coordinative tendencies of children with DCD in interceptive tasks at the
intra-limb level of coordination. However, it is consistent with description of performance in
other goal directed arm actions. In throwing, for example, children with DCD showed “isolated
action of the elbow movement as the rest of the body does not contribute to the flow of the
action” (Parker & Larkin, 2003, p. 123).
In order to determine which component of the (coordinative) structure is responsible for
emerging fragmentation, the kinematics of individual joints were also examined. Children with
DCD exhibited slightly larger angular displacement at the shoulder in central attempts, but no
differences during the lateral trials were evident. On the other hand, when the elbows were
examined, overall larger range of motion was incorporated by the typically developing
individuals. This finding is consistent with the data reported by Utley and colleagues (2007),
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who also reported that typically developing individuals exhibited larger range of motion at the
elbows, when compared to their peers with DCD. Thus, it is plausible that the differences in the
nature of coupling between the shoulder and the elbow may be due to less than optimal
organization of the elbow joint. There is some evidence that supports this explanation. Joint
kinematics at the elbow are closely related to the regulation of the antagonist muscle groups
(Gottlieb, Corcos, & Agarwal, 1992). The optimal regulation of these muscles represents a more
advanced stage of motor learning as well as development (Jaric, Corcos, Agarwal, & Gottlieb,
1989; Konczak & Dichgans, 1997). A less than optimal (e.g., delayed) activation of such
muscles may impact the deceleration phase of the movement resulting in actions which are too
ballistic, thus jeopardizing the spatio-temporal accuracy of the movement. This is in fact the
scenario evident in the performance of children with DCD in goal directed actions such as
reaching/pointing (Smits-Engelsman et al., 2003; Smyth et al., 2001). Huh and colleagues
(1998) showed that during bimanual reaches to near and far targets, the nature of regulation of
agonist and antagonist muscle groups was consistent across both limbs in children with DCD.
However, when compared to the performance of typically developing peers, the latency of
activation of the antagonist muscle groups was delayed in children with DCD. Thus, children
with DCD exhibited required mirror-like pattern of muscle activation across the limbs, but
overall spent less time decelerating the motion of both limbs. Not surprisingly this type of
activation resulted in more spatial errors, when compared to their typically developing peers.
The motion at the elbow is affected not only by active muscle contraction of agonists and
antagonists, but also from passive effects (torques) from the motion exhibited at the shoulder.
The modulation of these forces is critical to the timing of joint movement onset, topologies of the
velocity profiles and its amplitude (Dunskaia, Swinnen, Walter, Spaepen, & Verschueren, 1998;
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Soechting, 1989). In relation to the issue raised here, regarding the causes of the emerging
fragmentation, studies involving goal-directed arm actions showed that the dynamics underlying
regulation of the shoulder are different from those involved in the elbow action (Galloway &
Koshland, 2002). In adults performing fast reaching movements, there is a linear relationship
between shoulder muscle torque and shoulder excursions. This indicates that the acceleration at
this joint is due primarily to the modulation of the active forces applied to the shoulder prior or at
the time of movement onset. However, this is not the case when the motion of the elbow is
regulated. Only a weak relationship was found between initial muscle torque and its angular
excursion, indicating that its motion resulted from a combination between the initial active elbow
torque, and a significant amount of the passive, interactive torque which was caused by the
shoulder motion. Thus, the organization of the torques is simpler at the shoulder as compared to
the elbow, since different levels of interaction torque must be dealt with at each joint (Galloway
& Koshland, 2002). This may potentially explain why children with DCD tend to freeze out the
action at the elbow but not the shoulder. The organization of the former is more complicated as
it depends to a large extent on the mechanical interactions between the segments. Thus,
elimination of the motion at this joint may represent a way of dealing with the limb intersegmental dynamics.
Intra-limb coordination: shoulder-wrist. As expected, the overall degree of
coupling between the shoulder and the wrist was lower (≈ .4 - .5) when compared to shoulderelbow relations (Lacquaniti & Soechting, 1982). This was particularly evident in the
performance of the typically developing children. Furthermore, not only were these spatial
relations “looser”, implying that both joints are regulated independently, they were also less
stable. As evident from the degree of intra-subject variability (Figure 3-4), regardless of the
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group the coordination between the shoulder and the wrist was the least consistent when
compared to the other joint-pairs. The lack of strong spatial coupling between these joints, and
coinciding high variability, is a relatively robust finding across different manual goal-directed
tasks. It is consistent with the nature of relations exhibited during reaching and pointing
movements (e.g., Lacquaniti & Soechting, 1982), as well with the nature of spatial relations
observed between the different joints in a volleyball serve (Temprado, Della-Grasta, Farrell, &
Laurent, 1997) and throwing tasks (McDonald, van Emmerik, & Newell, 1989). This relative
lack of spatial coupling could at least partially due to the fact that there are no muscles spanning
both joints. Thus, maintaining high degree of spatial and/or temporal dependency between the
two joints, although not impossible, is definitely more difficult to achieve.
In contrast to what is generally expected when examining coordination of children with
and without DCD, the analysis of shoulder-wrist actions did not differentiate between the groups.
At the group level of analysis, the degree of spatial coupling, as inferred from the correlation
coefficients, was low and comparable across both groups. The perusal of individual profiles
(Figure 4-13) revealed that in addition to high intra-subject variability, also a considerable degree
of within-group heterogeneity was evident.
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Figure 4-13. Degree of spatial (angular) relations between the shoulder and wrist joints,
exhibited by typically developing boys (1-10) and children with DCD (11-20), in the right and
left arms, as a function of throw location (central vs. lateral).

Regardless of the group, there were individuals who exhibited a relatively high degree of
covaration between the joints, as well as those who controlled both joints independently. Also,
there were large differences in the magnitude of the spatial relations between the two joints,
across both body-sides. Thus, despite the fact that in order to maintain bimanual symmetry the
spatio-temporal relations within one limb have to mirror those exhibited in the other limb, this
was not the case when shoulder and wrists were examined. Also, the analysis of movement
functionality showed that even when children without DCD were successful on the majority of
the attempts, the coinciding relations between the shoulder and the wrist varied considerable at
intra- and bimanual levels of coordination (e.g., central right vs. left). Together, these results
support the notion that the shoulder-wrist relations represent a non-essential variable in
coordination of goal-directed arm actions such as reaching or catching.
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Intra-limb coordination: elbow-wrist. The results revealed the expected
differences in the degree of coupling, as typically developing children exhibited significantly
higher correlation coefficients (M = .54) when compared to their peers with DCD (M = .40).
The magnitude of the coefficients was lower for both groups when compared to the shoulderelbow relations, suggesting that the joints were organized more independently. This is despite
the presence of biarticular muscles, which are involved in pronation and supination of the wrist
and act as either flexors or extensors at the elbows. Thus, although the presence of biarticular
muscles has a pertinent role in coordination, the degree of its influence is mediated by other
factors (e.g., joints involved).
To gain an insight into the nature of actions coinciding with the resulting correlations,
angle-angle plots were examined for both groups. As Figure 4-14 shows, the first most obvious
feature of the performance of typically developing boys is that the changes in the angular
displacement of the wrist are restricted to a fraction of the movement at the elbow joint. This is
in contrast to previously discussed shoulder-elbow coupling, where the changes in angular
displacement of both joints were proportional throughout the action. Also, despite relatively low
magnitude of correlation coefficient, the wrist motion is not completely independent of the
motion at elbow. Rather, it appears that it is coordinated to minimize the motion/position of the
finger tips. This is achieved through freezing out or stiffening of the wrist through the majority
of the action, with more substantial changes to its angular positioning only occurring during the
second part of the movement, just prior to the ball-contact.
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Direction of the movement

Figure 4-14. Angle-angle plots for elbow (x-axis) and wrist (y-axis) angular displacement for
two boys without DCD, in central (baseline) attempts. The plots show that as the elbow is
flexing, the action of the wrist is limited untill the end of the trial when the angular displacement
at the joint becomes more pronounced.
Note. Due to the lack of significant effect for “body-side” variable, the graphs represent the
spatial relations of the two joints captured from the right-body side alone.

The nature of spatial coordination evident here in the performance of typically
developing boys converges with the (spatial) relations evident in research examining bimanual
prehension and aiming movements in adults (e.g., Lacquaniti & Soechting, 1982) and children
(e.g., Schneiberg, Sveistrup, McFayden, McKinley, & Levin, 2002). It is also consistent with
previous investigations examining intra-limb coordination in one-handed catching. Mazyn and
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colleagues (2006) asked young adults to perform one-handed catches, under different task
constraints. In terms of the magnitude of correlation coefficients evident here, at the group level
of analysis, they were comparable (r = .54) to those previously reported (r = .69). Also, the
degree of intra-subject variability was relatively small in both the present (M = .11) and previous
research (M = .23) (Mazyn et al., 2006). In addition, the qualitative nature of the emerging
actions observed here resembles the spatial relations depicted by the angle-angle plots reported
in the study by Mazyn and colleagues (2006).
Taken together present and previous results support the notion that in discrete arm
actions, demanding spatio-temporal accuracy, the wrist is stiffened during the initial phase of the
movement. As the hand(s) approach the desired target, the degrees of freedom are released as
necessary spatial-temporal fine-tuning of the fingers takes place. This observation is consistent
with the “leading joint” hypothesis (Dounskaia et al., 1998; Galloway & Koshland, 2002;
Koshland, Galloway, & Nevoret-Bell, 2000). In goal-directed actions the elbow is the leading
joint, whereas the wrist is considered as a subordinate joint. The elbow muscles generate
movement at the elbow as well they produce interactive torques affecting the movement at the
subordinate joint. Subsequently, these passive forces are modified by the subordinate joint
muscles in accordance with the task context. Thus the movement at the wrist is actually
produced by the muscles spanning the elbow. The role of wrist muscles is to generate (active)
torque which matches the interaction torques so that the motion of the distal component is
minimized.
In terms of between-group differences, present analyses clearly showed that the elbowwrist relations exhibited by the typically developing individuals are different from those evident
in performance of individuals with DCD. Based on the magnitude of the correlation coefficients
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alone, it was inferred that children with DCD regulated the elbow more independently from the
wrist action when compared to the typically developing boys. The angle-angle plots (Figure 415) provided further insight into the exact nature of the underlying tendencies. The overall
angular displacement at the wrist was substantially greater when compared to the degree of
excursions evident in the performance of a typically developing boy. This was also confirmed at
the group level of analysis, when the amount of angular displacement of the wrist(s) was
examined (Mdcd = 46 deg vs. Mnodcd = 28 deg). In addition, it is evident that a child with DCD
actively involved both joints throughout the movement. This indicates that a low degree of
coupling can be attributed to random changes in both joints as they varied independently of one
another throughout the movement. In comparison, the degree of coupling coinciding with the
performance of a typically developing individual resulted from small degree of change in the
wrist joint as the elbow if flexing throughout the movement. Relatively low and comparable
within-group variability (Mdcd = .12 vs. Mnodcd = .8) indicates that these coordinative relations
were evident in the performance of the majority of the participants in the respective groups.
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Direction of the movement

Figure 4-15. Angle-angle plots for elbow (x-axis) and wrist (y-axis) angular displacement of
two boys with DCD, in central (baseline) attempts. The plots show that both joints are changing
their angular position throughout the trial in an uncontrolled, random fashion.
Note. Due to the lack of significant effect for “body-side” variable, the graphs represent the
spatial relations of the two joints captured from the right-body side alone.

In the context of the leading-joint hypothesis (Dounskaia et al., 1998), the distinction
between the primary and subordinate joint is less obvious in the performance of children with
DCD. The pronounced degree of wrist motion may indicate that the muscles which were
selected by the CNS are producing active torque that does not match/counteract the interaction
torques produced by the elbow (Koshland et al., 2000). The overcompensation for the
interactive torques may produce excessive amount of movement at the joint that otherwise
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should be “frozen out”, in this case the wrist. This is clearly a speculation as the analysis of
dynamics (kinetics) underlying motion of the elbow and wrist in children with DCD has not been
undertaken. Nevertheless, other research has shown that production of excessive amount of
torque resulting in kinematics such as those reported here may be due to issues in
absorption/processing of motion-dependent information via proprioceptive feedback (Gordon,
Ghilardi, & Ghez, 1995). Since these issues also represent limiters underlying the performance
of children with DCD (Laszlo & Bairstow, 1981), it is intuitively pleasing to suggest that less
than optimal regulation of forces (torques) may be due to issues in the absorption and processing
of proprioceptive information.
Inter-limb coordination: spatial symmetry. Spatial organization is considered as
something that is mastered early during the development, allowing an individual to acquire the
“ball-park” of the desired movement form (Marteniuk & Romanow, 1983). Due to this fact
analysis of such relations has attracted considerably less attention when compared to study of the
temporal issues (e.g., Sherwood, 1989). In one investigation, Gutnik and Hyland (1997)
examined different ways in which arms may be spatially coupled in bimanual goal-directed
actions. The highest degree of spatial accuracy was achieved when the within arm organization
between the different muscles was identical across the effectors. This is not surprising and it is
consistent with the principle of muscle homology as applied to bimanual temporal coupling in
rhythmical movements. Here, a similar hypothesis was tested, but at the kinematic level of
analysis. The issue of symmetry was examined by the analysis of group by body-side interaction
effects, for each joint pair. It was assumed that a lack of significant effect would indicate that the
nature of the spatial relations, within the limb, would be comparable across the two body sides
and groups.
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For the typically developing individuals, the inferential statistics showed that the
symmetry across the two limbs was only jeopardized for the shoulder-wrists relations. However,
as it was previously discussed (shoulder-wrist section), it is likely that the spatial relations
between these two joints are not essential to the performance of uni- and bimanual goal directed
actions (e.g., reaching; catching). Thus, the lack of symmetry between the shoulder and wrist
relations, across both arms, is deemed as not crucial for the overall spatial synchrony between
the arms. The analysis of the remaining joint-pairs (Figure 4-5) showed that the right shoulderelbow and elbow-wrist spatial relations mirrored closely those exhibited on the left body side.
Furthermore, since there were no significant group by location interaction effects, for both
shoulder-elbow (p = .95), and elbow-wrist pairings (p = .70), it can be concluded that both limbs
mirrored one-another across the different conditions. This is despite the fact that the left arm has
to cover “more ground” in order to arrive at the same location in space. This pattern of results is
consistent with the nature of bimanual coordination exhibited by adults in aiming/reaching tasks
(e.g., Sherwood, 1989). In these investigations, despite the difference in targets locations or path
trajectories towards the targets, both limbs exhibited straight or near-straight paths resulting in
high spatial covariation. These findings indicate that the spatial symmetry evident in
coordinative structure composed of homologous limbs is strong as well as stable in children of
this age. Additionally, the performance of the typically developing individuals revealed that this
high degree of coupling between the limbs emerged irrespective of the differences in the nature
of spatial coupling at the intra-limb level of coordination (e.g., shoulder-elbow vs. elbow-wrist).
Thus, in bimanual multi-joint actions symmetry is a major organization principle, as intra-limb
coordination is subordinate to inter-limb (bimanual) coordination (Li et al., 2005).
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In terms of spatial symmetry exhibited by boys with DCD, the analysis showed that the
degree of coupling across both body sides was also highly similar (Figure 4-5). The inferential
analysis of spatial relations between the respective joints did not reveal any significant
interaction effects for group and body-side. Also, the analysis of the individual joints provided
some support for this notion of bimanual symmetry. There were subtle (≈ 10 deg) differences
between the angular displacement of the left and right shoulder, and no differences were found
when the degree of elbow displacement was examined across the two body sides. However, it is
also evident that the degree of symmetry exhibited by children with DCD is not as pervasive as it
was for the typically developing boys (Figure 4-5). This is particularly true for the shoulderelbow and elbow-wrist relations. This brings a question of how much (spatial) symmetry is
required in order for an action to be judged as symmetrical. Scherwood (1989) reported that
during bimanual reaching the degree of spatial symmetry between the hands, as captured by
covaration between the linear displacements of both effectors, was high but not perfect ranging
between .79 and .90. Thus, it appears that some leeway is acceptable, but it should also be kept
in mind that likely the spatio-temporal constraints of a self-paced task are less stringent when
compared to catching where the topology of acceptable patterns is much narrower.
The analysis of individual profiles was also carried out to examine if the degree of spatial
symmetry evident at the group level reflects the performance of each or most of the children with
DCD (Figure 4-16). The data for shoulder-elbow joint pairs are presented here, as spatial
relations between these two joints are critical for the transportation phase of the catching action.
The analysis of the profiles revealed that there were individuals (14, 16) who exhibited
asymmetry under even the easiest task conditions (central attempts). This implies that even the
general pattern of the desired action is still not well established in these individuals. There were
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also those who were able to maintain inter-limb symmetry regardless of the task conditions (13,
19). The remaining profiles revealed the presence of symmetry in central, but not lateral
conditions. This pattern of results is in line with the prediction that spatio-temporal organization
of two-handed catches becomes jeopardized under more difficult task demands for children with
DCD (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010). Overall, what is evident here is that although the original
inferential analysis did not detect a significant effect of body side (e.g., shoulder-elbow; elbowwrist), the majority of children with DCD did exhibit some degree of spatial asymmetry.

Figure 4-16. Degree of spatial (angular) relations between the shoulder and elbow joints,
exhibited by children with DCD, in the right and left arms, as a function of throw location
(central vs. lateral).

In the past, only one study compared the nature of spatial symmetry exhibited by children
with and without DCD. Utley and colleagues (2007) used a two-handed catching task to
examine coordinative tendencies exhibited by 7-8 year olds, with and without DCD, in central
attempts. The correlations between the angular displacement of the elbows, as well as their
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absolute angular excursions, were used to infer the status of bimanual symmetry. Present results
did not support the kinematics reported in their study. The performance of typically developing
children, as a group, was characterized by lower (r = .52 vs. r = .85) and more variable (M = .25
vs. M = .12) magnitude of spatial symmetry when compared to children with DCD (r = .85).
Such low correlations imply that either one elbow was moving while the other was stationary, or
that both joints were moving through their range of motion in a fragmented fashion, resulting in
disproportional changes in the angular displacements. This pattern of behavior is in contrast
with the present data as it is more consistent with the nature of spatial relations exhibited by boys
with DCD. Also, what makes the previous results even more equivocal is the fact that this low
degree of asymmetry coincided with high functional success in the typically developing children.
The authors did not discuss the potential reasons for this counterintuitive pattern of results.
Temporal Coupling. A methodological paradigm originally introduced by Tayler
(2002) was used here to examine the status of temporal coupling. The nature of (temporal)
symmetry was inferred at movement onset, and at the time to peak velocity. Also, the magnitude
of correlations between the linear velocities of both wrists was used as the overall measure of
coupling between the effectors. It was hypothesized that typically developing boys would
exhibit strong coupling throughout the actions, regardless of task constraints throughout the
action (Tayler, 2002). Children with DCD, on the other hand, were expected to exhibit lower
temporal synchrony with the differences becoming more pronounced as the task constraints were
altered from (baseline) central to lateral attempts. Children with DCD were also expected to be
more variable.
The results pertaining to the degree of temporal coupling in central attempts are discussed
first. At movement onset, lack of significant differences between the groups in DMO
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(differences in movement onset between hands) indicated that the actions of each limb were
initiated at a relatively same time. This type of synchrony, at the onset of the movement, is
consistent with a kinematic analysis of bimanual actions exhibited by adults in two-handed
catching (Tayler & Davids, 1997) and in aiming tasks (Kelso et al., 1979). The degree of
synchrony between the limbs was also investigated by examining the differences in time to peak
velocity between the hands (DTTPV) (Heuer, 1996). The results were consistent with those
emerging from the analysis of synchrony at movement onset, as there were only subtle
differences between the hands, for both children with (M = .04 sec) and without DCD (M = .02
sec). In the latter case, this is consistent with the developmental data involving typically
developing children of similar ages (M = .01) (Tayler, 2002). These small values indicate that
each limb exhibited a transition from ballistic to homing stage of the action at relatively same
time.
The velocity profiles (Figure 4-17) coinciding with the performance of an individual with
and without DCD support the statistical inferences. Although there were subtle differences in
the timing of transition to the deceleration phase of the action, they were not pronounced enough
to jeopardize the effectiveness of the emerging actions. There has been no previous research
examining this issue in children with and without DCD, at the kinematic level of analysis.
However, a similar pattern of behavior was reported in one study examining the nature of
coordination in goal-directed actions at the neuro-muscular level (Huh et al., 1998). Generally,
the activity of the antagonist muscles is associated with slowing down of the movement, after an
initial agonist burst propels the limb in space.
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Figure 4-17. Temporal profiles coinciding with successful outcomes, exhibited by a boy with
(right column) and without DCD (left column), in central (baseline) attempts. The plots show
that the trajectories of both hands mirror one another throughout the trial.
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In line with this notion it was found that in symmetrical bimanual aiming actions, children with
DCD exhibited the same latency and duration of antagonist muscles across the limbs. In other
words, both limbs started to slow down at the same time, and the deceleration component of the
action was also comparable across the limbs. Thus, in bimanual symmetrical actions children
with DCD are able to synchronize their movements, as evident from previous research involving
neuromuscular parameters, as well as present kinematic descriptors.
The degree of coupling was also investigated using correlation coefficients between the
velocity profiles of both hands. The degree of coupling exhibited by the typically developing
children was consistent with the developmental literature examining this issue in two-handed
catching (r = .89) (Tayler, 2002). In terms of between-group comparisons, the analysis of the
correlation coefficients showed that, although not the same, the degree of coupling in children
with (r = .74) and without DCD (r = .81) was comparable. Also, there were no differences in
terms of the intra-subject variability indicating that although the degree of coupling was not the
same, it remained stable across several attempts for both groups. In line with the previous
analyses (DMO; DTTPV) these findings further confirmed that, at the group level, the nature and
stability of temporal coupling in bimanual (symmetrical) actions is similar in boys with and
without DCD. The perusal of individual profiles (Figure 4-18) also confirmed this notion.
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Figure 4-18. Degree of temporal relations, captured by the correlations between the linear
velocities of both wrists, exhibited by typically developing boys (1-10) and children with DCD
(11-20), as a function of throw location (central vs. lateral).

In central baseline condition all but three boys with DCD exhibited correlation coefficients that
were in the ball-park of those evident in the performance of their typically developing peers. In
the context of the previous research, present results are in line with the data reported by Astill
and Utley (2006), who examined two-handed catching in 8 year old children with and without
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DCD. In their study, children with DCD also exhibited high degree of coupling (e.g., r = .79), as
well as low intra-subject variability (.12).
Collectively, what is evident from the present data and that reported in the past (e.g.,
Astill & Utley, 2006; Huh et al., 1998), is that children with DCD are able to generate bimanual
actions in conditions when the trajectories of both limbs are expected to be symmetrical. Also,
the present results revealed that in order to intercept a ball the temporal characteristics of each
effector do not have to be identical. Rather, the coupling can be functional as long as the
relevant trajectories remain highly similar (Heuer, 1996). This was supported by the analysis of
correlation coefficients and DTTPV, and it was evident from the velocity profiles representing
successful catches in both groups (Figure 4-17). The differences between the left and right hand
may be due to structural constraints (e.g., handedness) or it may have something to do with the
task. It is likely that in protocols involving more experimental control (e.g., reaching while
sitting; defined starting positions of the limbs), the emerging trajectories would be more alike as
the nature of the task imposes additional constraints of the number of degrees of freedom
involved and their regulation.
When the degree of temporal coupling in lateral trials was examined, the behavior
exhibited by typically developing boys was comparable to that evident in central attempts. A
relatively small differences in DMO were evident in central attempts (M = .09 sec), and they
became even less pronounced during the lateral trials (M = .04 sec). This finding was consistent
with the analysis of movement onset for each effector independently. The movement of the left
hand (M = .15 sec) was initiated at a proximately the same time as the right hand (M = .12 sec),
despite the fact that the former had to cover a larger distance in order to arrive at the same point
in space to meet the right hand. Also, the degree of coupling throughout the action remained
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invariant as evident from the analysis of the correlations (rcentral = .81; rlateral = .79) and DTTPV
(Mcentral = .02 sec; Mlateral= .06 sec). The examination of the velocity profiles of typically
developing individuals also confirmed the inferences drawn from the statistical analyses (Figure
4-19).

Figure 4-19. Temporal profiles of both effectors, coinciding with successful outcomes,
exhibited by two typically developing boys, in lateral (baseline) attempts. The plots show that
despite that the left hand is moving faster, both effectors exhibit similar temporal characteristics
(e.g., movement onset; TTPV)

Due to the fact that the left hand needed to cover more ground it was moving slightly faster than
the right hand. Nevertheless, the changes in both profiles were proportional in terms of the
magnitude (changes in velocity) and their timing (e.g., time to peak velocity). This was true for
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one- as well as two-peak profiles, indicating that regardless of the number of accelerations and
decelerations, both hands were exhibiting those at the same point in time. The pattern of
temporal coupling exhibited here by the typically developing boys is in line with the
developmental data reported by Tayler (2002). Ten year old typically developing individuals
exhibited high correlation coefficients across both central (r = .89) and lateral attempts (r = .85),
which also coincided with minimal differences in the instance of peak velocity for both hands.
The degree of coupling exhibited by the typically developing children across different task
conditions, in this and other research (Tayler, 2002) also coincides with the nature of
organization evident in the performance of adults (Tayler & Davids, 1997). This indicates that
temporal, and as previously discussed spatial, relations between the effectors become both strong
and stable by 10-11 years of age. Developmentally, this is also consistent with research
examining the developmental of bimanual (temporal) coordination in a continuous type of task
(Robertson, 2001).
Based on previous research (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010), it was hypothesized that
performance in lateral attempts would accentuate the between-group differences in spatiotemporal organization. The results confirmed this hypothesis. The nature of temporal coupling
exhibited by children with DCD was substantially different when compared that exhibited by the
typically developing peers under the lateral task demands, and when compared to their own
performance in central trials. Collectively, the analyses revealed that temporal coupling between
the effectors was breaking down as the conditions changed. A large difference in movement
onset of each hand indicated that both effectors initiated their action at a different instance. Also,
a low magnitude of the correlation coefficients confirmed that this type of decoupling continued
during the unfolding action. This was evident from the group (M = .54), as well as individual
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data. As Figure 4-18 showed, a weak temporal coupling between the effectors was evident in the
performance of the majority of children with DCD. Only two participants exhibited correlation
coefficients which were within the lower-bound values exhibited by the typically developing
boys, under the lateral conditions. This pattern of behavior was also evident when DTTPV
variable was analyzed (Figure 4-20), where the higher values coincide with larger asynchrony
between the effectors.
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Figure 4-20. Degree of temporal relations, captured by the differences between the hands in time
to peak velocity (DTTPV), exhibited by typically developing boys (1-10) and children with DCD
(11-20), as a function of throw location (central vs. lateral).

Although there was a relatively high degree of intra-group variability for the typically
developing children, overall the differences in reaching the peak velocity in each effector were
small (< .01 sec). In comparison, with the exception of two individuals (12, 13), the
discrepancies between the effectors in transition from ballistic to “homing” phase of the action
was substantial for children with DCD. Children with DCD were also more variable (M = .07
sec) when compared to the degree of intra-subject consistency exhibited by typically developing
peers.
The resulting velocity profiles supported the inferences from the statistical analyses
(Figure 4-21). Previously discussed performance of typically developing boys showed that the
two limbs were constrained to function as a single synergistic unit. The magnitude of changes in
velocity in one limb was relatively proportional to that exhibited by the other effector, and the
transition to the deceleration part of the movement was occurring at same instance, irrespective
of the velocities of the two limbs. As evident from the profiles of children with DCD (Figure 421), this was not the case as the symmetry between the hands was jeopardized throughout the
movement. The limbs were controlled independently of one another, which does not solve
effectively the degrees of freedom problem, and more importantly did not coincide with high
degree of functionality. Although there are obvious differences between each attempt, one
critical characteristic common to all of them is the difference in time to peak velocity between
the limbs. In the majority of the profiles when the right hand starts decelerating the left
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continues to increase its velocity to the point where at the instance, or expected moment of the
ball contact, both hands are exhibiting substantial differences in velocity.

Figure 4-21. Temporal profiles of both effectors exhibited by two boys with DCD in lateral
(baseline) condition. The plots show that both effectors exhibit substantial differences in their
temporal characteristics (e.g., TTPV; peak velocities).

The argument put forward here is that less than optimal ability to catch the ball in the
lateral attempts is due to not fully mastered temporal coupling between the two effectors. In fact
the degree of (de)coupling evident here is consistent with that exhibited by younger, typically
developing children (5-6 years of age) (Tayler, 2002). Similar to the present data, participants in
Tayler’s study (2002) exhibited a higher degree of coupling in central attempts (e.g., r = .67), but
showed a pronounced degree of decoupling in the lateral trials (e.g. r = .47). In the context of the
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model put forward by Burton (1990), this implies that the inability to coordinate actions at the
inter-segmental level is due to less than optimal bimanual coordination, in the temporal domain.
This inference is in line with previous developmental literature showing that less than optimal
(temporal) coupling between the arms may represent an important limiter in the performance of
tasks involving simultaneous organization of arms in addition to trunk and the legs (Getchell &
Whitall, 2003; Tayler, 2002). An alternative explanation that may account for the problems
evident in the lateral catches is the fact that under such task conditions the hands have to move
across the body in order to intercept the ball. Although the research examining this issue in
children with DCD is limited, this deficit is plausible as at least some children with DCD exhibit
difficulties in hand/arm movements when crossing the midline (Hill & Bishop, 1998). This kind
of difficulty is consistent with the performance of young children who make more errors and
need more time to complete the task in midline-crossing tasks when compared to their
performance in similar uncrossed tasks (Screws, Eason, & Surburg, 1998).
Additional potential explanation for the problems exhibited in lateral attempts may be
related to the issues in balance control/postural adaptations (Smits-Engelsman et al., 2003;
Tayler, 2002). The organization of the arms in bimanual tasks affects the control of standing as
it generates reaction torques in the trunk as a result of arm accelerations (Former-Cordero, Levin,
Li, & Swinnen, 2005). For instance, flexion–extension of elbows forward and backward induces
perturbations to the body center of mass (COM) in the anterior-posterior direction. Thus even in
a relatively simple task involving the arms, the postural control may be disrupted. This effect
has been shown to affect the nature of neuromuscular strategies used by children with DCD to
maintain stance (Johnston, Burns, Brauer, & Richardson, 2002). However, how if at all, the
coordination between the arms affects or is affected by movements of the legs and trunk in more
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dynamic tasks remains unclear. There is evidence that children with DCD have difficulties
making dynamic postural adaptations (Przysucha, Taylor, & Weber, 2008), nevertheless the
nature of coordination between the different segments in discrete, goal directed tasks has not yet
been examined.
Summary of issues in coordination. The analysis of spatial relations at the intra-joint
level aimed at examining the nature of coordinative tendencies. In terms of stability, the results
were mixed as the differences in intra-subject variability were evident in the organization of
some, but not all joint pairs. However, when the underlying coordinative tendencies were
examined the differences between the groups were drastic. Children with DCD organized their
joints more independently across all the joint-pairs. In terms of the performance of the typically
developing children, contradictory to Bernstein’s (1967) original assertion, they did not exhibit a
universal, freeing tendency across the joints. Rather, the nature of the coordinative relations was
constrained by the mechanical characteristics of the joints involved (shoulder-elbow vs. elbowwrist) and the goal of the task. Both tendencies, to couple and decouple the relevant degrees of
freedom, were viewed as functional since they coincided with very high degree of (functional)
success. It was interesting to note that particularly the notion of decoupling, or freezing out the
relevant degrees of freedom, was different for both groups. It is speculated that children with
DCD used such tendency to at least partially eliminate the presence of interactive torques, as
well as to reduce the number of muscles that need to be controlled (Bastian, Martin, Keating, &
Thach, 1996). On the other hand, as the analysis of the elbow-wrists action showed, typically
developing children freeze-out the involvement of the wrist not because it made it for easier
organization, but rather because it satisfied better the precision constraints of the task.
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The ability to maintain symmetry is essential in bimanual actions. Generally, the spatial
relations are not investigated as they are acquired early during the learning process while the
performer is getting the general idea of the movement. This may be so for the typically
developing children, but this issue has not been examined in children with DCD until now. The
results of statistical analyses showed that overall the (spatial) symmetry was intact in both
groups, across the different joint-pairs. However, the individual profiles showed that at least in
some instances, the spatial alignment between the lower and upper arm was different across the
two body sides for children with DCD. A lack of these rudimentary (spatial) relations indicates
that the coordinative structures of these individuals are still at early stages of the assembling
process. In terms of temporal coupling, both groups exhibited comparable degree of synchrony
and consistency across all three measures in central attempts where only the hands had to be
coordinated. Subsequently, typically developing children maintained this high degree of
symmetry regardless of the task demands. However, this was not true for children with DCD.
The degree and consistency of their coupling was jeopardized when the arms had to be
coordinated simultaneously with the trunk and legs in the lateral condition. This was true for all
children with DCD. Thus, these findings indicated that the temporal coupling exhibited by boys
with DCD did not develop to the level exhibited by the typically developing individuals. Since
the degree of movement functionality also deteriorated significantly, under more difficult task
demands, this further confirms that temporal coupling between the effectors represents a major
limiter in the (bimanual) coordination in children with DCD. This is consistent with research
comparing the nature of coupling in children with and without DCD in continuous, rhythmical
tasks (Volman et al., 2006).
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Movement Control: Spatial and Temporal Issues
According to the models of movement organization implemented here (e.g., Burton,
1990; Newell, 1986), it is possible that an individual is able to coordinate an action at a certain
level of organization (e.g., bi-manual), however he/she may not be able to control it. Here,
“control” is conceptualized as the ability to adapt to changes in task demands while preserving
the functionality and overall spatio-temporal structure of the action. In line with the conceptual
and methodological premise of dynamic systems approach (e.g, HKB Model), one way of
examining this issue is by exposing the system to some sort of perturbation, and observation of
potential changes in the essential and non-essential variables. This paradigm has been used to
examine the nature of coordination in children with and without DCD (Volman et al., 2006), and
ADHD (Klimkeit, Sheppard, Lee, & Bradshaw, 2004) in rhythmical continuous tasks involving
arms and legs. The same approach has been also used to examine how adults coordinate and
control the relevant degree of freedom in one-handed catching tasks under extreme temporal
conditions (Mazyn et al., 2006; Mazyn et al., 2007; Laurent et al., 1994). In the following
section the nature of spatial adaptations are presented first, followed by the discussion of
temporal issues. Also, within each section the effects of perturbation (change in ball speed) on
the overall nature of the coordination (coordinative structure level) were discussed first,
following by the discussion of how individual components were parameterized (effector level).
Spatial issues (coordinative structure level). The question of interest was how, if at
all, changes in ball speed affect the spatio-temporal relations between the elements of the
coordinative structure? It was expected that children with DCD would be forced to alter their
movement, whereas the more “able” performers would preserve the general nature of the existing
coordinative relations. This hypothesis was only partially confirmed. The analysis of shoulder-
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elbow relations revealed the only effect involving group and speed factors. The two groups
exhibited different movement forms, as evident from the magnitude of the correlation
coefficients. Nevertheless, across the ball speeds children with DCD preserved the overall
qualitative nature of their actions (e.g., rdcdbaseline = .61 vs. rdcdfast = .63). The analysis of the
nature of coordination exhibited by the typically developing boys surprisingly showed that there
was a statistically significant change from slow (.86) to fast (.80) movements. However, from a
practical standpoint such difference in the magnitude of the coefficients is not substantial enough
to infer the change in the quality of the emerging actions. Thus, the data showed that although
spatial relations between the relevant joints are different at intra-joint level, these relations
remained invariant across different ball speeds. In the language of synergetics, scaling of the
control parameter did not result in a phase transition, as the magnitude of the order parameter
remained stable. Also, the degree of intra-subject variability was examined as in the context of
synergetic models of inter-limb coordination enhanced variability in the order parameter
indicates that a phase transition is about to take place. In the present analysis only elbow-wrist
relations, of boys with DCD, exhibited enhanced variability due to changes in the ball speed
(Mbaseline = .17 vs. Mfast = .25). Thus, it could be speculated that although the nature of the
elbow-hand spatial relations was preserved, if the ball speed was further increased a qualitative
change in coordination mode may have occurred.
These issues have not been addressed previously in studies involving children with DCD.
Nevertheless, the present results support the findings of Mazyn and colleagues (2006) who
examined the nature of spatio-temporal adaptations exhibited by young adults in one-handed
catching task. Under a relatively manageable temporal constraints (e.g., 8-10 m/s), the spatial
relations between the elbow-hand, shoulder-hand and elbow-shoulder joint-pairs were preserved.
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It was not until the ball speed was substantially scaled up, that the changes in coordination
became evident. Also, the analysis of intra-subject consistency showed that the degree of
variability was specific to the task and body components involved. With the increasing temporal
demands, among the three joint-pairs compared, only variability in the relations between the
elbow and the hand were affected.
Spatial issues (effector level). Typically developing boys were expected to exhibit a
forward shift of the interception point as compared to their own performance in a baseline
condition (Muzyn et al., 2007). This hypothesis was not supported since, as a group, typically
developing boys exhibited no significant difference in the linear displacement of the wrists
across baseline (M = 25 cm) and fast attempts (M = 22 cm). To further verify this inference,
individual profiles were also examined (Figure 4-22).
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Figure 4-22. Degree of linear displacement of the right and left wrists, exhibited by typically
developing boys (1-10) and children with DCD (11-20), as a function of ball speed (baseline vs.
fast), in central attempts.

They revealed a relatively high degree of within-group variability in terms where the ball contact
took place. Some individuals were intercepting the ball either substantially further (1, 5) or
closer to the body (3, 10). Thus, the group values were representative only of the performance of
few of the participants. Nevertheless, when viewing the performance of each participant across
the two conditions, it is evident that the spatial invariance was maintained by majority of the
children. Regardless of where the ball was intercepted (e.g., closer or further from the body),
this point in space did not change substantially across both speeds for the majority of the
individuals. As a result, although the interception point varied across the participants, this
location remained invariant across the conditions.
The performance of children with DCD supported the expected pattern of behavior. They
shifted the place of ball-hand contact closer towards the body. In line with performance of the
typically developing boys, there was a considerable degree of intra-group variability in the case
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of children with DCD (Figure 4-22). Nevertheless, uniformly all participants made a similar
spatial adaptation across the conditions by retreating their hands, and the interception point
closer to body. The presence of spatial adaptations evident here is in line with the nature of
performance exhibited by children with coordination problems consistent with a DCD diagnosis,
as reported by Forsstrom and von Hofsten (1982). In an attempt to intercept a ball attached to a
pendulum children with movement difficulties did not exhibit straight path to the target, but
rather positioned their hand further ahead as the ball speed was increased. This sort of (spatial)
adaptations is also consistent with the performance of less skilled catchers under similar task
constraints (Mazyn et al., 2007).
Temporal issues (coordinative structure level). According to the coupled oscillators
model (e.g., HKB model) (Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985), a lower stability in bimanual
coordination is caused by a weaker coupling strength between the components being oscillated.
In line with these predictions, it was expected that manipulation of control parameter (ball speed)
would have an effect on the degree of temporal coupling exhibited by boys with DCD. Namely,
both hands would become organized more independently. Conversely, the temporal coupling of
the typically developing children was expected to remain strong regardless of the conditions.
The present data confirmed these predictions. The nature of temporal coordination exhibited by
the typically developing individuals was both strong and stable. This was inferred from the high
magnitude of the correlation coefficients, and the fact that this degree of coupling was preserved
despite manipulation of the relevant (control) parameters (location, ball speed). The individual
profiles (Figure 4-23) confirmed the group data.
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Figure 4-23. Degree of temporal relations, captured by the correlations between the linear
velocities of both wrists, exhibited by typically developing boys (1-10) and children with DCD
(11-20), as a function of balls speed (baseline vs. fast) and throw location (central vs. lateral).

A similar magnitude of coupling was evident across typically developing individuals with the
exception of participant three. In the context of the model implemented here (Burton, 1990)
present data revealed that by 10-11 years of age, typically developing children gained the ability
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to coordinate and control their actions across different levels of organization. The effectiveness
of their movement organization had been supported by the functional data (Figure 4-3).
A different scenario was evident when the performance of children with DCD was
analyzed. At the group level of analysis, the degree of temporal coupling deteriorated between
baseline (M = .64) and fast (M = .56) attempts. This decrease in the magnitude of the
correlations indicates that the coupling was further jeopardized as both effectors exhibited
different temporal characteristics. Hence, the individual elements of the coordinative structure
varied independently of one another, when strong spatio-temporal relations are desired. The
review of the individual data (Figure 4-23) supported the inferential statistics. As shown, the
effects of manipulating ball speed were already evident in central attempts, and became even
more pronounced in the lateral conditions. In central (baseline) trials, all except three individuals
(11, 12, 18) exhibited strong inter-limb coupling. However, when the control parameter (speed)
was scaled up, the limbs became more decoupled in the majority of the individuals with DCD.
The degree of difficulty in adapting the relevant coordinative relations were further confirmed at
the functional level (Mbaseline = 65% vs. Mfast = 48%).
There has been no research examining the status of movement control, at a bimanual
level of organization, in children with and without DCD in discrete goal-directed tasks.
However, the pattern of results observed here is consistent with the research using rhythmical,
continuous tasks (Volman et al., 2006). This line of enquiry is embedded in the dynamic
systems framework, which assumes that stable and reproducible rhythmic inter-limb
coordination patterns arise in a self-organized fashion from cooperative coupling between the
component oscillators (Kelso, 1994). This is consistent with the conceptual premise of present
research as spatio-temporal relations between the elements of coordinative structure emerge
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spontaneously from the cooperation or competition between different intrinsic constraints (e.g.,
biomechanical constraints; neuromuscular properties) and extrinsic constraints (e.g., task).
Volman and colleagues (2006) examined the adaptability of the coordinative temporal relations
by scaling the frequency while both arms were oscillating in anti-phase fashion. Children with
DCD displayed lower critical frequency at which the transition to an in-phase coordination mode
took place. In other words, the ability to adapt temporal relations between the two effectors was
jeopardized under even subtle changes to the control parameter forcing children with DCD to
alter the overall (temporal) structure of the action. This provides an indication that their
bimanual (rhythmic) coordination was less stable as compared to the typically developing
children who were able to adapt to the perturbations by exhibiting the same coordination mode
across larger frequencies of oscillation. This is consistent with the present data even if the
scaling of the control parameter was not carried out in a continuous fashion. Thus, present and
past results suggest that individuals with DCD have not mastered the ability to control the
temporal aspects of organization, at the bimanual level of coordination.
Temporal issues (effector level). The analysis of temporal relations between the
effectors provides insights into the degree of temporal coupling, however it does not allow
making inferences in regards to how, if at all, the temporal aspects of movement are
parameterized across the different task demands. Here two aspects of temporal adaptations were
examined, namely movement onset and change in limb(s) velocity.
Movement onset. It was expected that children with DCD would initiate their
movements earlier when compared to the typically developing boys (e.g., Estil et al., 2002). The
analysis of movement onset did not support the hypothesis. Overall, boys with DCD exhibited
delayed movement onset when compared to their typically developing peers, and although the
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inferential analysis only approached a conventional level of significance (p = .06), the magnitude
of the effect size suggests that these discrepancies were meaningful. As the Figure 4-6 showed,
the movement onset exhibited by both groups fluctuated across the different conditions.
Nevertheless, children with DCD consistently exhibited more substantial delay in their
responses. Also, it appears that the degree of delay was increasing as the task demands were
becoming more difficult. However, since the inferential analysis did not provide a significant
interaction between the group, location and speed, the validity of this observation should be
treated with caution.
These results diverge from the recent literature examining the performance of children
with and without DCD in goal-directed actions. Instead, they support a more common “general
slowness” hypothesis (e.g., Henderson et al., 1991). The potential reason for the discrepancy
between the present results and previous interceptive studies (Deconinck et al., 2006; Estil et al,
2002) is that here more rigorous task demands were imposed on the participants. For example,
the study by Deconinck and colleagues used very slow speeds (2, 3, 4 m/s), and the hand was
already placed on the trajectory of the ball. As a result, at least some spatial and temporal
uncertainty was “resolved” due to the nature of the protocol involved. It is stipulated that under
such “relaxed” task demands moving rather than reacting fast was more critical to the successful
completing of the action.
Movement velocity. It was expected that children with DCD would exhibit
substantial changes in movement velocity when compared to the adaptations evident in the
performance of typically developing individuals. This prediction is consistent with previous
literature examining goal-directed actions where children with DCD were found to use faster,
more ballistic responses leading to substantial spatial errors (e.g., Astill & Utley, 2008; Smyth et
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al., 2001). Also, the differences in variability were expected to emerge as a function of group
belonging and condition (e.g., speed; location or both). In line with previous methodologies
(e.g., Laurent et al., 1996), two measures were used to examine the nature of adaptations to
movement velocity.
The results failed to confirm the hypotheses. No significant differences between the
groups in mean velocity were found in the baseline condition. However, when the ball speed
was enhanced typically developing boys increased their velocity (M = 76 cm/sec vs. M = 92
cm/sec), whereas children with DCD did not (M = 71 cm/sec vs. M = 76 cm/sec). The analysis
of peak velocity supported a similar pattern of results, also providing additional insight into the
effect of throw location on the nature of emerging temporal adaptations. As Figure 4-7 revealed,
in central baseline condition both groups exhibited approximately the same peak velocity
(MnoDCD = 139 cm/s vs. MDCD = 136 cm/s). The values observed here are in the ball park of
those reported in previous literature involving a similar protocol examining ball catching in
children with and without DCD (Astill & Utley, 2006).
When the speed of the ball was increased, the peak velocity exhibited by the typically
developing boys, as a group, also increased. The inferential analysis confirmed that these
changes, from baseline to fast attempts, were statistically significant in both central as well as
lateral attempts. Also, the analysis of the individual profiles (Figure 4- 24) confirmed that the
nature of behavior exhibited at the group level, corresponded to that evident in the performance
of each participant. The profiles represent the nature of temporal adaptations as captured by
peak velocity, occurring in central attempts alone where the discrepancies between the groups
became observable. The performance of the typically developing children was characterized by
changes to peak velocity across the conditions. Although there is no research examining these
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issues in typically developing children, this pattern of results is consistent with the way young
typically functioning adults parameterize (control) their actions in face of similar task constraints
(Mazyn et al., 2007; Laurent et al., 2006). The increase in the temporal constraints similar to the
present research (7 vs. 9 m/s) (Laurent et al., 1996) coincided with a significant change in both,
mean as well as peak velocity of the effector.

Figure 4-24. Mean peak velocity for right and left wrists, exhibited by typically developing boys
(1-10) and individuals with DCD (11-20), as a function of ball speed (baseline vs. fast), in
central attempts.
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It was also expected that the changes in ball speed would have an effect on movement
consistency, as a decrease in intra-subject variability represents one of the adaptations made by
the system in face of rigorous task demands (e.g., Mazyn et al., 2006). The analysis of central
attempts did not support this hypothesis as the typically developing individuals exhibited the
same (≈ 15 m/sec) degree of variability across baseline and faster attempts. However, as
predicted, in the lateral condition typically developing individuals become more consistent with
the increasing task difficulty. This finding supports the notion of context-conditioned variability
(Bernstein, 1967), and it supports the premise that when the ball speeds become more
challenging the margin of error decreases, and the coinciding degree of precision has to be high
(Marteniuk & Romanow, 1983). Overall, a relatively small intra-group variability, in addition to
a high intra-subject consistency, indicates that the temporal adaptations exhibited by the typically
developing individuals were precise and uniformed across all children.
The performance of boys with DCD provided a different scenario. The analysis of peak
velocity in central attempts showed that when the ball speed was scaled up, children with DCD
did not exhibit the expected adaptations to the velocity of the effectors. That is, at the group
level, their performance in the baseline condition (M = 136 cm/sec) resembled that emerging in
the fast attempts (M = 135 cm/sec). In addition to the aggregate data, the analysis of the
individual profiles revealed a substantial intra-group variability in the way children dealt with the
changes in ball speed (Figure 4-24). There were those who, in line with the adaptations made by
the typically developing peers, were increasing their velocity across the two conditions (e.g., 17,
19). However, the majority of the children did not parameterize their actions in such a way.
Their performance coincided with the inferences made from the group data, as they did not alter
substantially the velocity of the respective effector across the conditions (11, 12, 13, 15, 20).
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The remaining individuals actually decreased their velocity, and did so in an asymmetrical
fashion, where one limb was moving substantially faster than the other one (e.g., 14, 16, 18).
The analysis of the coinciding changes to movement functionality showed that this adaptation or
a lack thereof, had substantial effect on the number of successful attempts. Whereas as a group
children with DCD were successful on nearly 70% of the catches in baseline attempts, when the
ball speed was manipulated they only succeeded on 48% of attempts.
The inferences emerging here are in line with the motor learning literature examining the
spatio-temporal changes occurring while mastering discrete goal-directed arm actions. Less
skilled individuals change the spatial characteristics of the criterion path first, whereas they
attend to the temporal aspects of the performance only later in the learning process (Marteniuk &
Romanow, 1983). This is also consistent with the nature of spatio-temporal adaptations evident
during the acquisition of catching skills by adults of varying skill levels (Mazyn et al., 2007).
However, the present data do not support the previous research examining temporal adaptations
in children with and without DCD in interceptive tasks such as catching (Deconinck et al., 2006).
No substantial differences between the groups were found, and the degree of movement
functionality was high for both groups, indicating that the nature of control exhibited by both
groups was equally effective. However, it should also be noted that in the study carried out by
Deconinck and colleagues (2006) the analysis focused on control issues in grasping, which are
associated with different perceptuo-motor mechanisms when compared to the organization of the
transport component of an interceptive action (Jeannerod, 1988). Also, the speeds used were
relatively low (2.0; 2.9; 3.7 m/s), therefore it is plausible that neither group was challenged
enough for the potential discrepancies to become evident.
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Summary of issues in control. The manipulation of ball speed was implemented in
order to examine the nature of adaptations exhibited by children with and without DCD. The
effects on the degree of spatio-temporal coupling were examined first. The nature of spatial
relations, although different at the intra-limb level, were unaffected by the perturbation for both
groups. The same scenario was true for the degree of temporal coupling. Although, it should be
noted that the degree of coupling exhibited by children with DCD in fast attempts was low,
suggesting that the temporal symmetry was jeopardized. On the other hand, the symmetry
evident in the performance of the typically developing boys was preserved across all the
conditions, indicating that the underlying temporal relations were strong as well as flexible.
At the level of individual effectors, the nature of adaptations exhibited by the typically
developing individuals was characterized by the lack of substantial changes to the point of ball
interception. But, they decreased movement latency and increased the (mean/peak) velocity of
their effectors as the ball speeds were altered. In essence, they covered the same “ground” by
decreasing their movement time. Also, they became more precise (less variable) as the task
demands were becoming increasingly more challenging. The temporal adaptations exhibited by
the majority of children with DCD were surprising, and counterintuitive given the demands of
the task. Nevertheless, they fit well with the nature of their spatial adaptations. As the ball
speed was enhanced, children with DCD uniformly exhibited smaller degree of linear
displacement, resulting in the hands being positioned closer to the body when compared to the
baseline condition. This retrieval of the interception point coincided with minimal changes to
the velocity of the effectors, and in few cases even slowing down of the movement. Thus,
children with DCD, similarly to their typically developing peers, minimized their movement
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time. However, in the former case they accomplished it by making spatial adaptations, whereas
the typically developing individuals increased the velocity of their responses.
Overall Conclusion
The purpose of this research study was to examine the degree of movement functionality
in ball catching, under varying task constraints. Also, the aim was to investigate the nature
(degree/stability) of movement coordination at different levels of organization (intra-limb; interlimb) as well as the ability of children with and without DCD to control their actions in response
to changes in the temporal constraints of the task. In coordination, the issue of coupling between
the relevant components was of primary importance. In movement control, the focus was on the
ability to parameterize the effectors as to preserve the quality and functionality of the emerging
movement forms. Since intercepting a ball demands adaptations in space and time, both issues
were analyzed in the respective domains.
The analysis of coordination at the intra-limb level confirmed the notion that the
qualitative nature of the emerging actions, hence the degree of (spatial) coupling, is constrained
by different factors (Newell, 1985). Typically developing children coupled and decoupled the
relevant elements of the coordinative structure depending on the task goal and biomechanical
characteristics of joints involved. Children with DCD, regardless of the joints involved,
exhibited a relatively lower degree of coupling indicating a tendency to control the respective
elements more independently. The resulting fragmentation was due to both freezing (shoulderelbow) and excessive actions (elbow-wrist) of one of the joints being coordinated. Although this
is a speculation, it is plausible that these problems may be due to less than optimal modulation of
active muscle torques. The neural structure implicated in this process is the cerebellum, and it is
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known that at least some children with DCD exhibit cerebellar issues which may interfere with
the functional organization of multi-joint, discrete actions (Cantin et al, 2007).
The analysis of bimanual coordination showed that the spatial as well as temporal
relations between the effectors are adult-like in typically developing boys. The analysis of
bimanual symmetry in children with DCD provided some intriguing insights. Overall, the spatial
symmetry between the effectors was evident. However, it was not as pervasive when individual
profiles were compared to those exhibited by the typically developing boys. The analysis of the
degree and stability of temporal symmetry showed a similar scenario. A relatively high degree
of temporal coupling between the effectors was evident under some conditions, but it became
jeopardized when the task demands became more complex. Collectively, these results indicate
that at least some children with DCD were still not able to establish/maintain even basic spatial
relations, and all of them exhibited temporal decoupling under more complex task demands. The
breaking of symmetry, evident at the kinematic level of analysis, may be due to less than optimal
coupling of homologous muscle groups (e.g., Huh et al., 1996), in particular the antagonists
which are responsible for slowing down of the movement. In addition, it was interesting to note
that in central attempts where the temporal and spatial symmetry was more alike between the
groups, the degree of movement functionality was not. This indicates that limiters other than
neuromuscular coupling between the homologous muscle groups play an important role in
intercepting the ball (e.g., prospective control of movement; perception-action coupling).
The nature of spatial and temporal coupling was also examined when a perturbation in
the form of change to ball speed was introduced. In spatial domain, the degree of coupling
exhibited between the respective joints, although different in both groups, remained invariant
across the ball speeds. However, it also should be pointed out that the magnitude of the
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perturbation was relatively small, thus it is possible that further manipulation of the parameter
would result in qualitative changes in the emerging action. This is particularly true in the case of
children with DCD, whose intra-subject variability was enhanced. The nature of temporal
relations was unaffected in the typically developing individuals. However, it resulted in low
degree of coupling in children with DCD. This is consistent with the research using rhythmical
continuous tasks (e.g., Volman et al., 2006). Overall, the data showed that spatial and temporal
relations in the respective coordinative structures are both stable and flexible in typically
developing children. However, this was not entirely true in the case of children with DCD. The
spatial relations were preserved, while symmetry breaking in the temporal domain confirmed
that their coordinative structures are still not fully developed.
The analysis of spatial and temporal adaptations to the individual effectors also provided
novel insights into the nature of movement organization of children with DCD. Typically
developing boys adapted their velocity, but not spatial characteristics of the movement. The
opposite was true for boys with DCD who, as a group, shifted the point of interception without
parametrizing movement velocity. This is consistent with a common observation that children
with DCD, or those who are poor catchers, trap the ball against the body while making contact.
The differences in the way both groups dealt with the imposed temporal constraints were already
evident in central attempts, coinciding with a drastic drop in movement functionality from
baseline to fast attempts.
In the context of the model of organization implemented here (Burton, 1990), it was
concluded that coordination at the inter-segmental level of coordination is still not well
developed in children with DCD. The further analysis of the relevant kinematic variables
showed that less than optimal movement control, at the bimanual level, may be responsible for
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the problems evident at the higher levels of organization. This was particularly evident in
temporal domain, and was confirmed by the functional analysis. The results from the present
study are in line with the notion that movement organization is hierarchically structured as the
higher levels of coordination cannot be mastered until coordination and control at lower levels is
achieved (e.g., Li et al, 2004). However, it should be also pointed out that due to a large intragroup variability, inferences about common or universal limits of organization for children with
DCD as a group should be made with caution.
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Appendix A
Table 4-4.
F statistics, p and eta-squared (η2 ) values for all effects involving the group factor for mean
performance and variability (SD) in correlations between angular displacement of the shoulderelbow (S-E), shoulder-wrist (S-W) and elbow-wrist (E-W) joint pairing, for the group x location
x body side mixed factorial ANOVA analyses.

Variable

Group

Group x location

Group x body side

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

Group x location x
body side
F
η2
p

S-E

82.1

.001

.82

.04

.95

.001

2.65

.12

.12

3.31

.14

.11

SD

19.0

.001

.51

2.01

.17

.10

.58

.45

.03

.16

.68

.009

S-W

.29

.59

.02

.88

.36

.05

6.21

.02

.26

.004

.95

.001

SD

3.38

.09

.15

2.43

.13

.11

.14

.37

.05

3.50

.09

.16

E-W

29.2

.001

.61

.15

.70

.008

1.01

.32

.05

.02

.87

.001

SD

.58

.46

.03

1.09

.31

.06

.56

.47

.03

.30

.59

.02
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Appendix B
Table 4-5.
F statistics, p and eta-squared (η2 ) values for all effects involving the group factor for mean
performance and variability (SD) in angular displacement of the shoulder, elbow and wrist, for
the group x location x body side mixed factorial ANOVA analyses.

Variable

Group

Group x location

p

η2

2.18

.16

2.69

Elbow

F

η2

η2

4.55

.05

.20

.003

.96

.001

.02

.48

.50

.03

.65

.43

.04

.52

.02

.72

.41

.04

7.07

.01

.28

3.18

.09

.15

.10

.76

.005

2.31

.15

.11

.73

1.04

.32

.05

3.07

.08

.18

1.72

.20

.08

.22

1.03

.32

.05

8.06

.01

.30

.57

.46

.03

p

.11

18.4

.001

.50

.12

.13

.43

.52

29.5

.001

.37

.43

SD

.91

.35

.05

Wrist

50.5

.001

SD

5.20

.04

SD

Group x location x
body side

p

F

Shoulder

Group x body side
F

F

p

η2
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Appendix C
Table 4-6.
F statistics, p and eta-squared (η2 ) values for all effects involving the group factor for mean
performance and variability (SD) in differences in movement onset (DMO), differences between
the hands in time-to-peak velocity (DTTPV), and correlations between the linear velocity profiles
between both hands (r), for the group x location mixed factorial ANOVA analyses.

Variable

Group
F

p

DMO

16.6

.001

SD

9.95

DTTPV

Group x location
η2

η2

F

p

.48

34.2

.001

.65

.005

.35

2.22

.15

.11

31.8

.001

.63

32.9

.001

.64

SD

7.08

.01

.28

.89

.35

.04

r

33.8

.001

.65

7.03

.01

.28

SD

.54

.47

.02

2.22

.15

.11
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Appendix D
Table 4-7.
F statistics, p and eta-squared (η2 ) values for all effects involving the group factor for mean performance and variability (SD) in
correlations between angular displacement of the shoulder-elbow (S-E), shoulder-wrist (S-W) and elbow-wrist (E-W) joint pairing, for
the group x location x speed x body side mixed ANOVA analyses.
Variable

Group

Group
x location

Group
x speed

Group
x body side

Group
x location
x body side

Group
x location
x speed

Group
x speed
x body side

Group
x location
x speed x
body side
F
p
η2

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

F

P

η2

F

p

η2

S-E

83.3

.001

.82

.50

.48

.02

14.42

.001

.44

17.4

.001

.49

1.7

.19

.09

1.0

.30

.05

2.03

.17

.10

.53

.47

.02

SD

10.9

.004

.39

.09

.75

.05

.11

.74

.06

1.37

.26

.07

1.1

.29

.06

2.8

.10

.13

.78

.52

.02

.55

.46

.03

S-W

1.24

.28

.06

1.9

.18

.10

.43

.51

.02

4.45

.05

.20

.09

.76

.05

.02

.88

.01

1.89

.18

.09

.04

.84

.02

SD

2.54

.09

.17

.01

.99

.01

.11

.74

.006

.01

.98

.00

1.8

.29

.06

2.8

.10

.13

.01

.99

.00

1.0

.32

.05

E-W

20.9

.001

.53

.20

.66

.01

1.42

.24

.07

.05

.68

.009

.50

.42

.04

.01

.91

.01

3.23

.09

.16

.23

.64

.01

SD

.91

.35

.05

.83

.37

.04

.01

.97

.01

.001

1.00

.001

.23

.64

.01

9.4

.006

.34

.52

.48

.02

.36

.55

.02
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Appendix E
Table 4-8.
F statistic, p and eta-squared (η2 ) values for all effects involving the group factor for mean
performance and variability (SD) in linear displacement of the wrists (Dx), for the group x speed
x body side mixed ANOVA analyses.
Variable

Group

F

p

Group
x speed
η2

F

p

Group
x body side
η2

F

p

η2

Group
x speed
x body side
F

p

η2

Dx

83.3 .001 .82 12.35 .002 .40 17.4 .001 .49 2.03 .17 .10

SD

10.9 .004 .39 4.52

.04

.20 1.37 .26

.07 .78

.52 .02
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Appendix F
Table 4-9. F statistics, p and eta-squared (η2) values for all effects involving the group factor for mean performance and variability
(SD) in correlations between the wrists (r), movement onset (MO), mean (Vmean) and peak velocity (Vpeak).
Variable

Group

Group
x location

Group
x speed

Group
x body side

Group
x location
x body side

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

F

p

η2

r

151

.001

.85

9.95

.005

.35

6.60

.01

.26

-

-

-

-

-

SD

.38

.54

.02

2.28

.14

.11

1.50

.22

.08

-

-

-

-

MO

3.89

.06

.17

1.84

.19

.09

.002

.96

.00

3.8

.07

.17

SD

1.53

.23

.08

.92

.35

.05

.98

.33

.05

.05

.81

Vmean

8.41

.01

.31

16.8

.001

.48

11.0

.01

.38

.60

SD

2.70

.11

.13

.29

.59

.01

.04

.83

.03

Vpeak

30.0

.001

.62

.37

.55

.02

15.0

.01

SD

45.6

.001

.71

1.72

.29

.06

.87

.36

Group
x location
x speed x
body side
F
p
η2

p

η2

-

.07

.79

.04

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.01

.70

.01

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.62

.12

.12

.06

.80

.04

.35

.55

.01

.02

.86

.02

.03

1.81

.19

.09

.38

.54

.02

1.6

.22

.08

.01

.90

.01

.44

.03

20.5

.001

.53

.28

.60

.01

.15

.69

.01

3.6

.08

.16

.22

.63

.01

.39

.53

.02

.18

.67

.01

.26

.61

.01

.08

.93

.00

.45

.56

.46

.03

41.9

.02

.25

1.8

.19

.09

.70

.41

.03

6.5

.02

.26

.04

5.3

.03

.22

1.05

.31

.05

4.8

.04

.21

1.1

.29

.06

.63

.43

.03

p

F

p

η2

Group
x speed
x body side

F

F

η2

Group
x location
x speed

F

p

η2
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Chapter 5
General Discussion & Conclusions
The basic premise underlying the development and refinement of a skilled movement
repertoire (e.g., coordination and control), is that it emerges from continuous and intimate
interaction between nervous system (brain) and the periphery (body), in the context of the
existing environmental and task constraints (Bernstein, 1967; Thelen & Smith, 1998). Children
with DCD constitute a heterogeneous population in that they differ between themselves in what
they can and cannot do. Despite this fact, it appears that as a group the majority of children with
DCD have difficulty catching a ball. Thus, an analysis of the coinciding movement forms, and
identification of the underlying constraints may provide an insight into issues that are common
to many of the individuals affected by this deficit.
Nature of Coordinative Tendencies
Here the term “nature” is used rather broadly referring to the description of qualitative
movement forms and coinciding outcomes. This allows inferring the underlying intrinsic
dynamics of the system. Also, it relates to the examination of the characteristics (stability;
flexibility) of the respective coordinative relations through the manipulation of relevant task
constraints.
Coordinative tendencies: intra- and bi-manual coordination. Not
surprisingly, the series of studies constituting this dissertation showed that overall children with
DCD solved the degrees of freedom problem differently when compared to their typically
developing peers. This is in line with the general consensus and previous reports (e.g., Larkin &
Hoare, 1992). However, the present research provided novel insight into the nature of the
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emerging coordinative tendencies as they were examined across behavioral (study two) and
kinematic (study three) levels of analysis, in both the spatial and temporal domains.
The differences in the nature of the underlying intrinsic dynamics were already evident in
the initial qualitative study (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010). The data showed that the two groups
differed in the way they coordinated the respective joints of upper and lower limbs, with the
differences being most pronounced when (intra-limb) coordination between the shoulder and
elbow joints was examined. The overall conclusion emerging from the initial work was that
children with DCD exhibited a tendency to segment their actions. This was evident from the fact
that in majority of the attempts the shoulder or elbow joints were either completely or partially
“frozen” out of the emerging action. The quantitative (correlation coefficients) and qualitative
(angle-angle plots) data, extracted from the kinematics, confirmed the initial findings. The
shoulder-elbow relations, exhibited by typically developing individuals, were characterized by
tight spatial coupling between the joints. This is consistent with developmental literature
(Savelsbergh & van Santvoord, 1996; Steenbergen, Marteniuk, & Kalbfleisch, 1995). On the
other hand, the two preferred movement forms exhibited by children with DCD were both
characterized by pronounced decoupling or segmentation between the angular displacement of
the shoulder and elbow joints. In addition, the kinematics allowed making inferences about the
nature of spatial relations exhibited between the elbow and the wrist. The resulting correlation
coefficients showed that decoupling or movement segmentation was evident in the performance
of both groups. However, additional review of the angle-angle plots confirmed that although
quantitatively comparable, the qualitative nature of the emerging coordinative relations was
different. Typically developing children decoupled the respective elements of the coordinative
structure by eliminating the involvement of the wrist until the very end of the action, just prior to
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ball contact. The presence of this tendency is consistent with literature examining the nature of
intra-limb coordination in typically functioning individuals in prehension (Soechting &
Lacquaniti, 1981) and one-handed ball catching (Mazyn, Montagne, Savelsbergh, & Lenoir,
2006). On the other hand, children with DCD exhibited random-like fluctuations of the wrist,
while the elbow was progressively extending through its range of motion. Thus, regardless of the
biomechanical components involved, children with DCD exhibited a universal tendency to
segment or decouple the spatial relations between the respective elements.
In a bi-manual task, such as two-handed ball catching, the notion of spatial and temporal
symmetry is essential. Its presence was inferred from both the qualitative, initial study as well
from the kinematic analysis. In the former case, movement functionality allowed inferring the
presence of symmetry, and in the case of failures the different types of errors also provided
insights into the potential underlying issues. The kinematic study allowed a more in-depth
analysis of the existing spatio-temporal relations, at the effector and joint-space level of
organization. In line with the theoretical predictions of the coordinative structure theory (Kelso,
Putnam, & Goodman, 1983), and the developmental data (Tayler, 2002), typically developing
individuals were expected to exhibit a high degree of spatial and temporal coupling. The results
from the studies confirmed this hypothesis as these children were successful on all or most of
the attempts, regardless of task constraints imposed. The kinematics provided converging
evidence as typically developing children exhibited similar degree of spatial relations between
the respective joint pairs, across left and right arm. Also, in terms of the spatio-temporal
relations between the end-effectors (wrists), they exhibited similar degree of linear displacement
and highly similar velocity profiles.
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The analysis of coordinative relations exhibited by children with DCD revealed a more
complex scenario. In the initial qualitative analysis, the outcomes resulting in a one-handed
contact or a complete miss were coined as positional errors. They were considered as indicators
of asynchrony or decoupling between the limbs, and occurred most frequently in the lateral
attempts. The kinematic data provided further insight into the degree of the emerging coupling.
The analysis of spatial relations showed that children with DCD, as a group, exhibited a degree
of symmetry comparable to that evident in the performance of typically developing children.
This is in line with the previous research involving children with and without DCD (Utley,
Steenbergen, & Astill, 2007), suggesting that these rudimentary relations are present in the
majority of children with DCD. The analysis of temporal coupling also showed that a certain
degree of symmetry was present. However, this was only true for central and not for lateral
conditions, where both effectors were decoupled despite the desired necessity to preserve
symmetry.
Overall, the behavioural and kinematic data describing the performance of typically
developing children confirmed that optimal movement coordination is reflected in the ability to
effectively elaborate and re-organize the existing coordinative relations. The degree of the
existing coupling is confounded by the context of the task, and the biomechanical properties of
the relevant elements involved (Heuer, 1996; Jirsa & Kelso, 2004; Newell, 1986). On the other
hand, children with DCD attempted to solve the “degrees of freedom problem” by segmenting
or decoupling their coordinative relations irrespective of the level of organization. Here, an
important distinction has to be noted in relation to the emerging coordinative tendencies. The
decoupling evident at the bimanual level of organization is likely of an “unconscious” nature, as
bimanual spatio-temporal symmetry represents a strong inherited tendency that develops very
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early during the lifespan. This tendency does not facilitate the mastery of the relevant degrees
of freedom as each element of the synergy has to be controlled independently (Kelso et al.,
1983). This indicates that the underlying mechanisms, responsible for generation and
preservation of such relations, are deficient in children with DCD. On the other hand, it could
be argued that segmentation evident at the intra-limb level of coordination represents a
“conscious”, and potentially adaptive strategy to reduce the degrees of freedom to be controlled.
The resulting action is characterized by complete or temporary freezing out of one of the
elements of the coordinative structure, thus simplifying the process of “mastery” of the
remaining degrees of freedom (Bernstein, 1967). However, a further investigation of the
underlying (biomechanical) constraints is warranted to examine this hypothesis.
Stability of movement organization. The notion of movement stability was examined
here from the degree of intra-individual variability in relevant movement parameters across
trials under the same task demands. Conceptually speaking, it is expected that with the
exploration of the environment, practice and coinciding maturation of CNS, stable movement
synergies would emerge (e.g., Sporns & Edelman, 1993). Thus, in typically developing
systems motor control progresses from movements of great variability to more restrictive
functional motor synergies. In the context of children with DCD, it has often been reported
that a high degree of variability represents a hallmark feature of their performance (e.g.,
Williams, 2002). This dissertation only partially supported this notion.
The initial behavioral analysis showed that at the macro-level of analysis, the variability
in the emerging actions was high and comparable between the groups, when the task demands
were lax. Given that the coinciding degree of functionality was also relatively high, this
suggests that the emerging variability was large but functional. However, this was not the case
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during the lateral attempts, requiring effective inter-segmental coordination. The typically
developing individuals mostly relied on one (arm) action, whereas children with DCD were
“consistently inconsistent”, using the same movement solutions, at similar frequencies, across
both central and lateral conditions. The kinematic analysis of spatial and temporal coupling
between and within the limb joints, only partially supported the initial findings. Some
differences in favor of typically developing children emerged. However, they were not uniform
across the measures as more often than not a lack of differences between the groups was
evident. Thus, the notion that the stability of movement coordination and control is jeopardized
in children with DCD, compared to their typically developing individuals, was not confirmed, at
least not uniformly. These inferences are in contrast to studies involving rhythmical (e.g.,
Volman, Laroy, & Jongmans, 2006), but not discrete goal directed actions. In the latter case the
differences between the groups, in terms of intra-individual variability, were task (e.g., Huh,
Williams, & Burke, 1998) or measure/domain specific (e.g., Deconinck, De Clercq,
Savelsbergh, Van Coster, Oostra, Dewitte, & Lenoir, 2006; Utley et al., 2007). Collectively, the
present findings support the notion that the role of variability in the execution of goal-directed
functional movement patterns is still widely unclear (Davids, Bennett, & Newell, 2006). This is
true in regards to typically functioning individuals, and even more so in the case of systems
which are affected by various perceptuo-motor deficit.
Flexibility of movement organization. The notion of flexibility constitutes an important
concept when considering the characteristics of synergistic relations (Latash, 2008). It can be
examined by the manipulation of relevant task constraints or control parameters, in the jargon of
the dynamic systems approach (Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985). In the present dissertation two
approaches were incorporated in order to address this issue. One involved changing the relevant
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task constraints to the point where a different coordinative pattern was expected to emerge. This
is often referred to as qualitative adaptation, and here it allowed making inferences about how
both groups were able to effectively recruit additional degrees of freedom associated with the
actions of arms, trunk and legs (inter-segmental coordination). The other approach, which has
been implemented originally in the HKB model (Haken et al., 1985), involves exposing the
system to a more subtle perturbation. As a result, the focus is on examining how, if at all, the
system is able to adapt the individual elements of the coordinative structure to preserve the
qualitative and functional nature of the emerging action. Here this issue has been referred to as
movement control.
In each study throw location was manipulated in order to examine what children with
and without DCD did when constrained to coordinate actions at the inter-segmental level of
coordination. In terms of movement functionality, the differences between the groups were
consistent across the investigations. Typically developing children were successful on 80% or
more of the attempts regardless of task constraints. The performance of children with DCD
was also uniform across the investigations, but in contrast to their peers, the majority failed on
every other attempt when performing the lateral trials, suggesting problems at the intersegmental level of organization. The behavioral and kinematic analysis, of the coinciding
movement patterns, was undertaken to delineate the potential limiter(s) on the production of
such coordinative relations. The initial qualitative study showed that both arm and leg actions
differentiated between the groups in the lateral attempts (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010). The
kinematics, which focused on the nature of coordination and control of the upper limbs, to a
large extent converged with the previous results. The analysis showed that as the throw
location was manipulated, the desired degree of temporal coupling became jeopardized in
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children with DCD. This was a robust finding as it was evident in the performance of all
children with DCD. Also, it was confirmed across different measures of temporal coupling
(e.g., movement onset, time to peak velocity).
Thus, the emerging functional and behavioral differences between the groups, in lateral
trials, indicated that the status of inter-segmental coordination was jeopardized in all children
with DCD. The extensive analysis of different aspects of temporal coupling showed that these
problems can be attributed to less than optimal development of bimanual coordination. The
scenario emerging here is consistent with the findings in motor development literature (Tayler,
2002). Less skilled children, of younger ages, are able to generate appropriate spatio-temporal
relations under some circumstances, but they fail to re-organize the respective elements of the
coordinative structures when task demands are substantially altered. Aside from the status of
temporal coupling, another plausible, and not necessarily contradictory, explanation is that less
than optimal postural adaptations may represent a limiter in performance of multi-limb tasks
(Davids, Bennett, Kingsbury, Jolley, & Brain, 2000; Tayler, 2002). This hypothesis was
supported by the second study which revealed substantial differences between the groups in the
way they coordinated their legs and trunk (Przysucha & Maraj, 2010). This notion is intuitively
appealing in the context of children with DCD of whom many exhibit less than optimal
adaptations when performing supra-postural tasks (Przysucha, Taylor, & Weber, 2008).
The kinematic analysis also allowed the examination of movement control in children
with and without DCD. The existing research is limited, and the results are mixed (Forsstrom &
von Hofsten, 1982; Mazyn, Lenoir, Montagne, & Savelsbergh, 2007). In response to the
changes to ball speed, both groups preserved the qualitative nature of the emerging patterns.
This was true for both spatial and temporal aspects of organization. This is consistent with
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motor control literature in discrete (Mazyn et al., 2006) and rhythmical actions (Kelso, 1984)
showing that adaptations at the coordinative structure level do not emerge unless the task
constraints (control parameters) are substantially scaled. The analysis at the effector level,
however, showed important differences in the way both groups parameterized the individual
limbs. When the ball speed was increased, typically developing individuals did not make
substantial adaptations in the spatial domain. Rather, they decreased movement latency and
increased the (mean/peak) velocity of their effectors in order to satisfy the (temporal) constraints
of the task. In essence, they covered the same “ground” by decreasing their movement time.
A different type of control processes were evident in the performance of children with
DCD. Previous research (e.g., Smyth, Anderson, & Churchill, 2001) showed that during selfpaced tasks (e.g., reaching, pointing) the ability to control temporal aspects of organization often
differentiates between children with and without DCD. This was also evident in catching as the
analyses of the temporal aspect of control supported “general slowness” hypothesis (Henderson,
Rose, & Henderson, 1992). When the ball speed was manipulated, children with DCD delayed
the initiation of their actions and failed to increase the velocity of movement. Instead, they
adapted the spatial aspect of organization by altering the point of contact with the ball closer to
the body. This type of spatial adaptation was observed in the past as Forrstrom and von Hofsten
(1982) noted that individuals with movement problems changed the location of ball contact
presumably to “buy” more time to prepare the grasping action. However, in this research, as
well as in the previous work (Forrstrom & von Hofsten, 1982) these adaptations were deemed as
ineffective since they coincided with a drastic decline in the degree of movement functionality,
as the ball speeds were manipulated.
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Implications for Future Research into DCD
From a dynamic pattern perspective, the development and learning of movement
coordination and control involves the modification of the initial intrinsic dynamics so that the
resulting actions are both stable and flexible. It has been suggested that the nature of these
dynamics, among many factors, is affected by the development of physical properties of the
motor system (Thelen & Smith, 1998). Thus, in the context of movement problems exhibited
by children with DCD, it is plausible that different aspects of functioning of the motor system
may constitute limiters on movement coordination and control in these children.
The present dissertation revealed that movement fragmentation is an intrinsic tendency
evident in the performance of many children with DCD. The emergence of such coordinative
relations is particularly evident at the intra-limb level of organization and, although not
examined explicitly here, is directly linked to less than optimal modulation of the interactive
torques (Topka, Konczak, & Dichgans, 1998). These passive forces, in addition to gravitational
and inertial forces, have to be modulated by the CNS is order to generate efficient movement
forms. This is not an easy task as inter-segmental dynamics differ across joints (shoulder vs.
elbow), as well as contexts (Galloway & Koshland, 2002). The notion that at least some
children with DCD may have difficulties generating the appropriate amount of force has been
well documented in research using isometric tasks such as finger pressing or pinching (e.g.,
Oliveira, Shim, Loss, Petersen, & Clark, 2006; Smits-Engelsman, Westenberg, & Duysens,
2008). These investigations showed that at least some children with DCD produce smaller and
more variable amounts of force when compared to their typically developing peers. However,
the generalizability of these findings to the performance of multi-joint actions is limited due to
the differences in the underlying mechanisms (e.g., Bastian, Martin, Keating, & Thach, 1996).
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Thus, it is plausible that whereas only some children may have problems scaling forces in onedegree of freedom tasks, the ability to modulate torques in multi-joint actions represents a more
global problem common to the majority of individuals with DCD. There has been no research
examining this issue in children with DCD.
Another area of research which has attracted little attention in DCD literature is related to
the examination of neuromuscular constraints on coordination. This is particularly true when
considering the performance of multi-joint, goal-directed actions. The organization of such
actions does not solely revolve around a problem of torque generation, but it is also related to the
temporal aspect (e.g., sequencing) of muscle activation patterns (Latash, 2008). Biomechanical
theories of control suggest that in goal-directed actions (e.g., reaching/pointing) a set of muscle
control signals is chosen to increase end-point stiffness (Hasan, 1986). This is achieved by the
coactivation of the antagonistic muscles leading stabilization of the distal joint(s) (Hogan, 1984).
Nevertheless, there are instances when this particular control tendency does not represent a useful
strategy. Often it is a feature of motor responses generated by individuals who are just learning
to carry out goal directed actions (Konczak, Borutta, Johannes, & Dichgans, 1997), as well as by
those exhibiting less than optimal movement patterns due to neurological dysfunction (Bouisset
& Zattara, 1990).
In the existing DCD literature the nature of neuromuscular functioning has been
investigated most frequently in balance control studies (e.g., Williams & Woollacott, 1997) or
when using isometric tasks (e.g., Raynor, 2001). In the former case, there is a growing body of
evidence suggesting that motor organization of reactive responses and anticipatory postural
adjustments is dysfunctional due to erratic muscle activation (e.g., Williams, 2002). This has
been partially attributed to the increased level of coactivation between the relevant muscle
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groups (e.g., Geuze, 2003). A similar pattern of neuromuscular activity has been identified in
children with DCD performing simple knee flexion and extension, in isometric and isokinetic
conditions. The emerging levels of coactivation, between the agonist and antagonist muscle
pairs, resulted in lower power outputs in majority of children with DCD (Raynor, 2001).
The impact of neuromuscular processes is an important, although not exclusive,
constraint on the generation of stable and flexible coordinative relations. This is particularly the
case in goal-directed actions involving simultaneous activation of homologous muscles groups
such as in bimanual reaching (Carson, 2004). Thus far, only one research study examined the
impact of neuromuscular constraints on the generation of goal-directed bimanual actions in
children with DCD (Huh et al., 1996). The results showed that a lack of synchrony between the
effectors coincided with less than optimal regulation of agonist burst durations across the limbs.
The researchers concluded that temporal inconsistencies between neuromuscular and behavioral
(movement time) parameters represent an important motor constraint on the acquisition of stable
and flexible bimanual actions in children with DCD. Further research is warranted to test this
hypothesis.
Overall Conclusion and Limitations
Taken together, this dissertation revealed that children with DCD organize their
peripheral degrees of freedom differently when compared to the typically developing
individuals. This was confirmed at different levels of organization and units of analysis. The
inferences regarding the coinciding stability of the emerging movement forms were
inconclusive. Potentially, a non-traditional measure of stability should be implemented to
examine this issue more soundly. The present work also provided a comprehensive piece of
evidence showing that the resulting coordinative structures lack flexibility, an essential feature
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of effective synergies (Latash, 2008), and a skilled movement repertoire as a whole (Newell,
1986). In line with Burton’s (1990) model implemented here this was attributed due to less than
optimal coordination and control of bimanual actions, in the temporal domain of organization.
Three limitations have been identified as important in this dissertation. The first one is
conceptual in nature. Movement coordination is affected by many interacting constraints, and
the degree to which each one contributes to the emerging action is context specific. Here,
particularly in the kinematic analysis, the inferences were made in relation to motor factors as
potential “limiters” to movement organization exhibited by children with DCD. However, it is
likely that the nature of perceptuo-motor integration, or perception-action coupling in the
language of dynamics, also contributes to the way children with DCD “solve” complex multijoint actions. The second limitation pertains to sampling. As in many studies involving
atypically functioning individuals, also here the sample size for each study was relatively
small. This may have a direct effect on the statistical power of the study, and a potential
presence of Type II error. The last limitation pertains to methodological shortcomings of 3D
kinematic analysis. The video data collected may have contained errors associated with fact
that the cameras were not aligned orthogonally to one-another. Also, only two cameras per
each body side were used thus potentially affecting the accuracy of the measurement process.
In addition, random error may have resulted from a less than optimal digitizing process.
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